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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum, CPSVP DATE: December 18, 1980

FROM: Yves RovanJZirector, EGY

SUBJECT: Addendum to Energy Assessment and Sector Work

1. The purpose of this memo is to clarify the relationship between energy
assessments and energy sector work as defined in my note to you of December 16.

2. In substance, country energy assessments are not different from sector

work because they represent one way of doing sector work in energy. Thus, they
share many of the objectives that have traditionally been associated with
sector work in the Bank: the identification of needed policy reforms and tech-
nical assistance and of the priorities for preinvestment and investment in the
future development of the sector.

3. Nevertheless, there are enough differences of form, emphasis and
audience between the energy assessments we propose and much of the other sector

work which has been carried out in the Bank and by other agencies, to make their
separate classification a useful conceptual and presentational tool. Some of

these differences can be summarized as follows:

(i) The energy assessment is essentially a diagnostic exercise
focussed on identifying issues and actions which sets it apart
from the much more comprehensive, encyclopaedic and costly
general surveys which are also part of sector work;

(ii) The purpose of the energy assessment is not just to provide
a framework for our own energy lending but equally importantly
to provide the Government and other donor agencies with an
assessment of the needs and priorities in the energy sector.
Consequently, in nearly all instances, these reports will be
addressed to a much wider audience than has been the case for
the bulk of our traditional sector work in energy. This aid
coordination function is a new dimension in our work which is
acquiring increasing importance and merits more explicit recog-
nition;

(iii) Country selection criteria for the energy assessment program
will differ from the usually supply driven approach to other
sector work. Countries with little indigenous resource
potential, including many smaller and poorer countries, need
just as much attention--and often more urgent help--as those
which offer a large potential for future Bank involvement;

(iv) Finally energy assessments differ from much of our other work
in energy which is really subsector work. They enable us to
focus on the interlinkages between the various supply sub-
sectors and between energy supply and the major energy using
sectors--industry, transport, etc. This point is worth stres-
sing because it is only recently that we have begun to think
of "energy" in this integrated context and not just as the sum
of the work we do in power, coal or petroleum.



Mr. Warren C. Baum - 2 - December 18, 1980

4. In short, coining this new word serves to identify substantive dif-

ferences with other forms of sector work. It also serves to emphasize and

hopefully achieve selectivity and concision, and to attract the attention of

decision-makers, which have also been the stated goals of sector work in the

Bank.

YRovani/MAhmed:ks



December 17, 1980

Mr. M. A. Mansoor
School of Administration
University of Mauritius
Reduit
Mauritius

Dear Mr. Mansoor:

Thank you for your letter of November 25. I am sorry that we did not
get a chance to meet during my recent short visit to Mauritius to study the
energy sector. I would very much have welcomed the opportunity to discuss
with you your paper on the Mauritian Energy Situation which I thought was
interesting and well written. However, as I mentioned to your colleague
Mr. Yeung Lam Ko, the paper's estimates of the potential savings of foreign
exchange from the substitution of gasoline by ethanol may be somewhat high
as they do not take into account the balance of payments impact of the
reduction in molasses exports that would result from such a substitution
program. I believe that a revision of your estimate to take this into
consideration would add considerably to the policy implications of your paper.

I am glad to hear that you are participating in the nation& energy
conference - which I was sorry I could not stay for - and I am sure that it
will provide a lively forum for the discussion of these important issues.

As regards employment possibilities with the World Bank, I have passed
on your curriculum vitae to my colleagues in the Personnel Department of the
Bank who will contact you directly should a suitable opening arise.

I hope that we can meet to discuss your ongoing work in the energy
sector during my next visit to Mauritius, currently planned for the spring
of 1981.

I look forward to meeting you then.

Yours sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Economist

MAhmed:sl



THE UNIVERSITY OF MAURITIUS

SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION

TELEPHONE: 4-1041

HEAD OF SCHOOL REDUIT

Prof. D. AH-CHUEN M.B.A. (Strath.); MAURITIUS
F.C.A.; M.B.I.M.; A.I.P.M.
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Mr. P. C. Garg, PAS December 12, 1980

Masood Ahmed, ECY

Resource Implication of Energy Sector
Work Indicative Statement.

1. Further to our conversation, I would like to clarify the following
points with regard to the indicative statement of energy sector work we sent
out on December 9.

(i) The resource requirements of the program indicated therein
do not include any resources for the identification or prepa-
ration of energy projects. There is thus, no double counting
of resources allocated for this activity from the lending pro-
gram budget.

(ii) As mentioned in paragraph 3, the resources required for the
review of this program would be additional to the total
program costs of 669 staff weeks. We estimate that this
function will require a regional input of approximately
40 - 50 staff weeks.

(iii) Our indicative statement relates to work programmed for the
energy sector as a whole and does not include subsector work
(for oil, gas, coal, power, etc.), that may be done by the
various operational divisions as part of their regular project
preparation activities.

(iv) The Energy Department's contribution to this program (536 staff
weeks) includes approximately 240 staff weeks of staff and con-
sultant time supplied under the UNDP Inter-Regional project for
integrative energy assessments. Thus, the total Bank financed
resources required for this program would be 430 staff weeks
(exclusive of the review input) of which 133 staff weeks would
be supplied by the Regions.

(v) As I mentioned to you, it is not feasible at this stage to sepa-
rate the UNDP input from the Bank input on a country specific
or even regional basis because (a) requests for assistance under
the UNDP project have only just begun to come in and it is diffi-
cult to forecast which of the countries in the program will
ultimately ask for such assistance, and (b) the resources sup-
plied to the Bank under the UNDP project essentially comprise
4 staff and associated consultant and travel funds to be used
to augment the Bank's own program of energy sector assessments.
These resources are not earmarked for specific countries and it
does not follow that a country which asks for assistance under
the UNDP project will be worked upon by UNDP staff or that these
staff will not work on countries which have not asked for such
assistance.



Mr. P. C. Garg, PAS - 2 - December 12, 1980

2. For these reasons, I believe that the best working assumption we
can make at this stage about the Bank financed EGY contribution - i.e., net
of the resources supplied through the UNDP project - is to multiply our total
contribution in each region by a factor of 0.55, which represents the share
of Bank financed resources in our global program, as shown below.

SW%

Total EGY input 536 100

Of which:

UNDP input 240 45

Bank financed 296 55

MAhmed :ms.-

cc: Messrs. R. Gulhati, (EANVP); L. de Azearate, (WANVP); P. Hasan, (AENVP);
W. Bussink, (AWA); J. A. Holsen, (ASNVP); H. Pilvin, (ASA);
V. Dubey, (EMNVP); G.P. Pfeffermann, (LCNVP); B. Kavalsky, (EMl);
Bronfman, Ware, (EAP); Bouhaouala, Thiau, Schmedge, Billington,
(WAP); Jennings, Landau, Moscote, Linder, (LCP); Geli, Lamson-
Scribner, (ASP): Wyss, Beach, Baldwin, (AEP); Carmignani, Reekie,
(EMP); Vergin, (PAB); Rovani, Sheehan, Bourcier, Sadove, Fish,
Davis, Bhatnagar, McCarthy, Fallen-Bailey, Dosik, Ristorcelli,
Elejalde, Bauer, Bharier, Nayyar, Byer, (EGY)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List DATE: December 9, 1980

FROM: Masood Ahmed,\E0Y (thru Yves Rovani, Director)

SUBJECT: Indicative Statement of Energy Sector Work FY82

1. Attached please find an indicative statement for energy sector work
in FY82. It is based on discussions with the Regional Program and Projects
Divisions, the Petroleum Projects -Divisions and other parts of EGY. The
program, including the choice of countries, scope of work, size and timing
of missions, etc. has evolved in the following way:

a) Preliminary indication of country priorities from
discussions of FY81 economic and sector work pro-
gram earlier this year.

b) Requests from governments, for assistance in energy
planning either directly to the Bank or through the
United Nations Development Program.

c) Inclusion in Bank power or petroleum projects of an
energy planning technical assistance component.

2. The main objective of our sector work for most of these countries
will be to produce an energy assessment report which will identify the major
issues and options in the energy sector. Where appropriate, this report will
also assist in drawing up a program of technical assistance which will be
required to develop a national energy planning capability. In somQ countries,
however, (e.g., China, Yugoslavia, Indonesia) a more ambitious and manpower
intensive program of sector work is proposed to take account of the complexity
of the energy sector and the large scope for Bank involvement in lending for
the development of different energy resources.

3. The total resource requirements of this program are estimated at 669
staff weeks-, which includes a proposed regional contribution of 133 staff weeks.
The bulk of this input will therefore be provided by the Energy Department from
its own resources and from resources supplied under the UNDP Interregional Pro-
ject for Energy Assessment. It is worth emphasizing that these resource esti-
mates do not take account of the extensive staff and management review process which
will be needed to ensure standards both in terms of the selection of issues and
their analytical treatment. Our experience to date suggests that this input is
likely to range from 10 to 15 percent of the total program costs and that roughly
half of this will need to come from regional programs and projects departments.



Distribution List - 2 - December 9, 1980

4. We believe this program accords well with Bank and country priori-
ties, has a good regional balance and allows for some inevitable droppage
and slippage. At the same time, however, we also feel that the complexity
of the sector, the large number of countries involved, the limited resources
available for this task and the need to ensure internal and external coordi-
nation in effectively carrying out this program all provide compelling rea-
sons for deve-loping a more analytical basis for the programing of energy
sector work in the Bank. As you may know, we have recently been working on deve-
loping such a framework which would allow for sector work priorities to be
set on a country by country basis and thereby enable its improved programing
at the aggregate level. I would therefore like to take this opportunity to
attach for your consideration a sample format country table for Kenya which
illustrates the type of analysis we hope will be carried out for all member
countries.

5. This table is divided into four sections as follows:

Section A is the five year energy and structural adjustment lending
program which enables us to determine: (a) when energy sector work is best
undertaken, (b) what subsector resources will be provided for through the
lending process, (c) what project or SAL vehicles will be available for policy
reform and preinvestment work.

Section B is the analytical tool to record the current state of know-
ledge of the sector. This will be the most difficult section to fill in because
it requires the making of an informed - but necessarily subjective - judgement
on the basis of often incomplete and inadequate data. Nevertheless, we believe
that this judgement has to be made because without it the programing for parts
C and D would be far less satisfactory. Comments indicate the kind of issues
that require primary emphasis.

Section C itemizes the specific resources required to supplement those
already provided for lending: the first line is the integrative technology and
economic energy expertise to be provided from our own EGY/UNDP staff; the next
lines indicate what additional resources would be needed for coal, geothermal,
etc., subsector work; the rest is self-explanatory.

Section D indicates where these resources should come from: EGY for
the integrative function and the petroleum sector; IPD for coal and refineries;
regional projects for power; programs for review and coordination with the macro-
economic framework, etc. Once this exercise has been completed for all countries,
we can compare the aggregate resource requirements with the levels we can realis-
tically obtain given the competing needs of other sectors.



Distribution List - 3 - December 9, 1980

6. The above format should be viewed as a first attempt to set out an
extremely complex problem. A more comprehensive treatment of the major energy
consuming sectors - industry, transport, etc. - and the integration of existing
and planned sector work by other agencies into this table are two of the ways
in which we intend to refine it further during subsequent iterations. We also
hope to benefit from your comments and reactions and from discussions with the
regions and other energy related CPS departments during the next few weeks.

7. In the meantime, Julian Bharier, or in his absence this week, I will
be happy to meet with you at your convenience to discuss or further clarify
either the indicative statement of energy sector work or the proposed new for-
mat for the programing of this work for the energy sector.

Distribution list: Messrs. R. Gulhati (EANVP)
L. de Azcarate (WANVP)
P. Hasan (AENVP)
W. Bussink (AEA)
J. A. Holsen (ASNVP)
H. Pilvin (ASA)
V. Dubey (EMNVP)
G.P. Pfeffermann (LCNVP)
B. Kavalsky, CEMl)

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Sheehan, Bourcier, Sadove, Fish, Davis, Bhatnagar, McCarthy,
Elejalde, Bauer, Bharier, Nayyar, Byer, (EGY); Garg, (PAS); Bronf-
man, Ware, (EAP); Bouhaoula, Thiam, Schmedje, Billington, (WAP);
Jennings, Moscote, Linder, (LCP); Geli, Lamson-Scribner, (ASP);
Wyss, Beach, Baldwin, (AEP); Carmignani, Reekie, (EMP); Vergin,
(PAB)

Attachments

MAhmed:ams.-



ATTAC1MENT I

SAMPLE ENERGY SECTOR WORKSHEET

$ million-- -
80 81 82 83 84

A. Lending Program

Petroleum Expl.Prcmotion 5.0
Forestry III 75.0
SAL 95.0
Power IV 60.0

Energy 1I 52.0
SAL II 80.0

B. State of Sub- Rating of Knowledge I/

sector Know-
ledge Subsector/most recent document

Petroleum: Expl.Prom. Project Brief, 3
July 80 (EGY)

Refineries: GOK Eco.Summary '80 3

Renewables: Regional Task Force Report,
May 80 3

Electricity: Olkaria Geoth. Appraisal Report,
December 79 2

Pricing: Electricity Tariff Study, 2
June 78 (EGY)

Petroleum - GGK Statistics 4

Overall: Tuschak: Kenya's Energy Situation, 3
Aug. 79

*oaents: Dependent on oil imports for 8C, of commercial energy consumption. No

knon oil, gas cr coal resources. Avai.lable ny.cro anc ectierual re-

sources. Serious fuelwood depletion crisis. Large and ac-:ive energy
lending program. Considerable sub-sector knowledge (especially power)

but need for updating and integration. New Energy Ministry formed in

December 1979, but still in formative stage. Overall energy planning and

policy weak. Urgent need for integrative assistance.

-- Manweeks--
C. Sector Work Applications: 81.8 84

Program: Task No.

1 Institutional/organizational framework Z/

2 Integr. energy assessments 3/ 16 25

3 Energy Pricing Study 10

4 Rural Energy Survey 10

5 Updating & CPP, CEM 5 15
6 Other, unidentified 10

Total 16 30 45

D. Sector Work --- EGY--- -- EAP--- EAN IPD Other

Program: UNDP Other Power A --

Sources: -
Task no.

2/

2 (41 SW) 18 15 2 2 2 2 -

3 (10 SW) 4/ 5 2 2 1

4 (10 SW) 4/ 7 3
5 (20 SW) 3 5 2 10

6 (10 SW) - - - . - - 10

Total (91 SW) 18 30 9 3 
4 -10

Of which in FY81: 10 2 1 - 1 2 -
FY82: 3 11 3 2 6 - -

FY83: - 17 5 5 7 1 10

L/ Based on subjective scale of 1-5, where 1 implies complete 
knowledge of all issues

and 5 means no data available.
2/ Being carried out by EEC Consultants and GOK.

3/ Includes 5SW of sub-sector work in petroleum, 2 on refineries, 4 on renewables.

Remaining input is for integration of sub-sector work and analysis of policy,

pricing, planning and institutions by energy economist and energy technologist

(25 SW);and review (5 SW).

4 Includes Bank staff input only,with much larger input being made by GOK or their

consultants or other donor agencies. These studies may be financed under

Forestry III or Power IV.



Attachment II

SUMMARY OF FY82 SECTOR WORK

Commitments

------Staff Weeks------

Region EGY Total

East Africa 38 98 136

West Africa 26 74 100

East Asia & Pacific 9 75 84

South Asia 19 46 65

EMENA 10 126 136

LAC 31 117 148

TOTAL 133

11/6/80



EAST AFRICA

--- Staff Weeks---

Country EAP EGY TOTAL

Sudan 1/ 10 20 30

Zambia * 10 25 35

Rwanda * 8 15 23

Comoros* 5 10 15

Seychelles 2 13 15

Tanzania 2/ 3 15 18

_38 
98 136

* Countries which have already made formal requests for

Energy Assessment Study under UNDP Inter-Regional Project.

1/ Would make use of petroleum subsector work done in 
FY81 by

PPD (EGY).
2/ Energy Assessments would make use of information generated

by consultants under energy planning components 
of petroleum

projects.

11/6/80



2/

WEST AFRICA -

----- Staff Weeks ------

Country_ WAP EGY TOTAL

Benin 5 15 20 (?)

Togo 5 15 20

Mali -1/ 
5 13 18

Mauritania -/ 5 13 18

Niger 6 18 24

Total 26 74 100

1/ Energy assessments would make use of information 
generated by con-

sultants under energy planning components 
of petroleum projects.

2/ This program has been discussed with Mr. Billington on 
Dec. 8, 1980.

The regional submission for energy sector work 
accords well with this

program in terms of country selection. Except for 
Mauritania, all the

above countries are also included in the regional program. Mr. Billington

indicated that he would try to get Mauritania into 
this program during the

regional meeting held on December 
8 to finalize their FY82 sector work

program.



EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC

------ Staff Weeks------

Country AEP EGY TOTAL

Fiji 1/ 3 10 13

Western Samoa 1/ 3 10 13

Solomon Islands*1/ 3 10 13

Carry Over from FY81 1/

China 25 25

Indonesia * 15 15

PNG 5 5

TOTAL 2 N8

1/ To be carried out as contiguous missions.

21 Only EGY input for carry over work on China 
and Indonesia

included.

* Countries which have already made formal requests 
for

Energy Assessment Study under UNDP Inter-Regional 
rroject.

11/6/80



SOUTH ASIA

----- Staff Weeks------
Country ASP EGY TOTAL

Burma 8 22 30

Nepal 1/ 8 16 24

Maldives 3 8 11

TOTAL 19 46 65

1/ Would make use of petroleum subsector work being done
by PPD in FY81.

11/6/80



EMENA

----- Staff Weeks----

Country 
EUP EGY TOTAL

Malta * 4 16 20

Morocco 6 30 36

Carried ovcr from FY81 1/

Romania 20 20

Turkey 30 30

Yugoslavia 30 30

TOTAL 10 126 136 1/

1/ Includes only EGY input for carry over 
work from FY81.

* Countries which have already made formal requests 
for Energy

Assessments Study under UNDP InterRegional Project.



LAC

------Staff Weeks------

Country UP EGY TOTAL

Dominican Republic 5 25 30

Bolivia 1/ 3 22 25

Costa Rica 5 25 30

Peru 10 25 35

Paraguay 8 20 28

TOTAL 31 117 148

1/ Would make use of information generated by EGY/PPD in

FY81.



Note: This page is not

being circulated outside
EGY.

Resource Application Staff Weeks

Total Input 669

- Regional 133
- EGY 536

Breakdown of ECY Input

- PPD & Exploration staff 85
- UNDP (staff) 140
- Other Front Office 15
- Consultants 150
- EGY Planning staff 146

Total 536

This would allow:

a) 0.5 SY of UNDP for management/adrainistration;

b) '2.0 SY of EGY Planning and 1.0 SY of EGY consultants'
time for (i) preparation, appraisal and supervision
of planning projects/components, (ii) support to
structural adjustment loans and economic missions;

c) 0.4 SY of EGY Planning for policy work, guidelines,
studies, etc.



Energy assessment and advisory work

The purpose of this work is to help member countries to identify

and initiate the actions acquired to stimulate the search for and exploitation

of indigenous sources of energy, to improve the efficiency of energy use, to insure

adequate supplies in rural areas for productive and domestic uses and to develop

the capability to plan and execute these activities and to coordinate external

aid and private resources continuously as an integral part of their development

strategy.

Very few countries now have the capacity and the resilience to

react coherently to the large price increases of 1979, to the current supply uncer-

tainties and to the likely further flare up of oil prices to $50 or more per barrel.

The resources and experience to assist in this matter are scarce in the international

community and generally ill focussed, being aimed more at longer term, higher cost

exercises, or at the sophisticated treatment of doubtful data than the more imme-

diate problem solving effort now acquired. The Bank's own efforts are still

sparse, poorly programmed, unevenly executed, not well understood or supported.

Yet, the scope of the Bank's lending for energy supply and for the principal

energy consuming sectors, the breadth of its development experience and the credi-

bility and leverage of its development advise give it a unique capability to effec-

tively assist countries in improving their strategy and using more effectively out-

side help from all sources with very high return to their economies. To realize

this potential, however, requires considerable improvements in focussing objectives,

programming the work, budgeting for it, ensuring suitable standards of performance

and ensuring that its conclusions are implemented and followed up through the Bank's

normal decision process.



- 2 -

The following is a preliminary overview of the approaches being

developed to deal with the various issues raised above.

Objectives

The ultimate objective is to ensure that a member country has an

energy strategy with targets for consumption, indigenous production and imports,

the policies and investment programs, the human and financial resources, and

the institutional framework to implement them. Under present circumstances

of countries and Bank knowledge and resources such objective is not attainable

within a reasonable period of time for most countries. The vast majority of

countries do not have now an energy strategy, and many amongst the smaller coun-

tries only have the rudiments of a development strategy. The few countries which

do have both such as Brazil or Korea, press for Bank or other external assistance

to help resolve complex tradeoff or to serve as a smunding board much as IEA

does for the industrialized countries amongst other things. The normal pattern -

consistent with the Bank's country economic work - is that this is a continuum.

Most of the countries which have had Bank help in this area have requested

follow-up visits.
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November 17, 1980

Mr. Gene Cretz
The Institute for Energy Research
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Long Island, N.Y. 11794

Dear Mr. Cretz:

As promised, I am sending yQu an updated version of the list
of energy institutions in the developing countries which you left
with me some weeks ago.

As you expected, we have not made much headway on the second
questionnaire regarding the activities of these institutions. I
hope this information will be useful. Please call me if I can be
of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Energy Economist

MAhmed:ams.-



MIDDLE EAST

Abu Dhabi

Habib Ahmed
Director General
Water and Electricity Dept.
P.O.Box 219
Abu Dhabi

Egypt

Dr. Hussein Abdallah
Undersecretary
Ministry of Petroleum
2 Latin America Street

Garden City, Cairo

Dr. Mostaba Suidan
General Director
Ministry of Electricity and Energy

Abassia Masr City

Ministry of Electricity and Energy

Nuclear Power Plants Authority

18 Huda Sharawi Street

BAB-E-LOUQ
Cairo

Jordan

Ministry-of-Industry and Trade

P.O.Box 2019
Amnan Jordan

EUROPE

Azores

Secretaria Regional Do Comercio E. Industria

Rua Dr. Caetaro de Andrades 17

9 500 Ponta Delgala (Across)

Portugal

Ministry of Industry and Technology

General Directorate of Energy

Rua Da Beneficencia 241

Lisboa, Portugal



AFRICA

Burundi

Ministry of Energy and Mines

Bujumbura

Ethiopia

Ethiopian National Energy Committee
P.O.Box 486
Adds Ababa

Ghana

Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources

P.O.Box M 212
Accra

Kenya

Ministry of Energy
Nairobi

East Africa Power & Lighting Company, LTD.
(EAP&L) P.O.Box 30099
Nairobi, Kenya

Forestry Department
Ministry of Natural Resources

Nigeria

Nigerian National Petroleum Corp.
P.M.B. 12701
Lagos, Nigeria

Federal Ministry of Economic Development
Ikoyi, Lagos

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
P 17B
12701 Lagos

Senegal

Ministry of Industrial Development and Artisanal

Sudan

Ministry of National Planning
P.O.Box 2092 Khartoum

Ministry of Energy and Mining

P.O.Box 2087, Khartoum



AFRICA

Tanzania

Rubiji Basin Development Authority

P.O.Box 9320
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals

Tancot House
P.O.Box 9153
Dar-es-Salaam

Tanzania Petroleum Development Corp.

P.O.Box 2774
Dar-es-Salaam

Zambia

National Commission for Development Planning

P.O.Box RW 268
Lusaka

Zambia Electricity Supply Corp. Limited

P.O.Box 620
Ndola, Zambia

LATIN AMERICA

Jamaica

Energy Division
Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources

P.O.Box 495, 2 St. Lucia Ave.,

New Kingston - 5, Jamaica

Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica

P.O.Box 579
Kingston - 10
Jamaica

Bolivia

Direccion Nacional de Electricidad

Av. Mariscal Santa Cruz No. 1332 40 Piso

La Paz

Ministry of Energy
Ave. Mariscal
Santa Cruz #1322
La Paz, Bolivia



LATIN AMERICA

Brazil

Ministry of Mines and Energy
Brasilia 70.OOQ DF
Brazil

Electrobras
642 Rio Branco Ave.
Rio De Janeiro

Guyana

Ministry of Energy and Nat. Resources
Georgetown, Guyana

Caricom Secretariate
Energy Department
Georgetown, Guyana

Chile

Empresa Nacional de Electricidad (ENDESA)
Santa Rosa 76 Santiago Chile Casillo (1392)

ODEPLAN (National Planning Office)
Ahumada 48, 7 piso Santiago, Chile

Colombia

Dept. of National Planning Petroleum ECOPETROL
Javier Riva Carrera -13 No. 36-34, Piso 11
Cable 26 No 13-19 Bogota, DE, Colombia
Department National Planning Coal CARBOCOL
BogotaColCBCL

Calle 40A No. 13-09, Piso 5
Bogota, DE, Colombia

Electricity Interconnexion Electrica, SA (ISA)
Calle 50 No. 50-21
Edificio Banco dela Republica
Medellin, Colombia

Costa Rica

Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad
Apartado 10032
San Jose, Costa Rica



LATIN AMERICA

Dominican Republic

Comision Nacional de Politica Energetica

Central Bank of Dominican Republic

Santo Domingo

Secretariat of Industry and Commerce

Comision Nacional de Energia Politica

Ecuador

Direccion General de Hidrocarburos
Santo Prisca No. 215 y 10 de Agosto

Quito

National Planning and Economic Coordinating Board

10 de Agosto Goo y Checa

2114 Junapla
Quito

National Energy Institute

Santa Prisca No. 223 y Manuel Harrea-Quito

OLADE (Organization Latinoamericana de Energia)

Quito, Ecuador

Haiti

Electricite d'Haiti

Honduras

National Planning Council

Barbados

Ministry of Caribbean Affairs & External Trade

Bridgetown, Barbados

Caribbean Development Bank

Bridgetown, Barbados

Mexico

Direccion Secretaria de Patrimonio y Fomento

,Industrial General de Energia

Rio Rhin #22 - 3 piso

Mexico 5 D.F.

Secretaria de Patrimonio y Fomento Industrial

Rio Rhin 25
Mexico 5, D.F.



LATIN AMERICA

Nicaragua

Nicaraguan Institute of Energy

Empresa Nacional de Luz Y Fuerza (ENALUF)

P.O.Box 55
Managua

Peru

Electroperu - INIE Branch
Eng. Miguel Suaro Giovannini
General Director Electroperu - INIE

F. Masias B60, Lima 27 Peru

------



ASIA

Bangladesh

Ministry of Planning
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar
Dacca, Bangladesh

Units: External Resources Division
Power Division

Indonesia

State Electricity Corporation
P.O.Box 1/KBYT
Kebayoran Timor Jakarta Selata
Jakorta, Indonesia

Units: Planning
Electric Power Research Center

Ministry of Research and Technology
Jln. Iman Bunjol 58 Jakorta Rusat
Jakarta

Unit: Planning Division

Department of Mines and Energy

Unit: Directorate General of Energy and Electric Power

Sub: Directorate for Energy Resources Development

Division: Subdirectorate for Data

Korea

1. Ministry of Energy and Resources

Unit: Planning Division

2. Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O.Box 7 Cheong Ryang
Seoul

3. Economic Planning Bureau
82 Sejung-Ro-Jongro Ku
Seoul 110 Korea

4. Ministry of Energy and Resources
6 Kai Ulgiro Chunggu
Seoul

Unit: Office of Emergency Planning



ASIA

Pakistan

1. Ministry of- Petroleum and National Resources

Unit: Directorate General of Energy Resources, Islamabad

2. Water & Power Development Authority, Lahore

People's Republic of China

1. Committee of Science and Technology

Unit: Energy Department

2. Bureau of Automobiles

Unit: Chang Chung Institute of Automobile Engineering

Philippines

1. Philippine National Oil Company
7901 Makati Avenue Makati Metro
Manila

2. Ministry of Energy
P.O.Box 1031 Makati Commercial Center
Metro Manila

3. Bureau of Energy Development

Unit: Non-Conventional Resource Division

Units: Bureau of Energy Utilization
Merritt Road
Fort Bonifacio
Metro Manila

Unit: Planning Services
Sub: Resource Management Division

Sri Lanka

1. Ceylon Electricity Board

2. Ministry of Finance and Planning
Secretariat, Colombo 1



ASIA

Thailand

1. Natural Gas Organization of Thailand
1 SOI YASOOB 1 VIBHAVADI, RANGSIT Road

Bankok

Unit: Economic Analysis Project Division
Sub: Gas Technology and Utilization Division

2. Bangkok Oil Refinery
Soi 64 Sukhumvit Road
Prakanong, Bangkok

3. Provincial Electricity Authority
200 Ngam Wongwam Road

Bangkok

4. National Energy Administration
Pibultham Villa
Rama 1 Road
Bangkok

Unit: Regulatory Division
Sub: Energy Policy Section

5. Electric Generating Authority
Nontlaburi, Thailand

6. National Economic and Social Development Board
962 Krung Kasem Road
Bangkok, Thailand

Unit: Energy Planning Sector
Sub: Infrastructure Projects Division
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Energy Planning Unit Staff DATE: October 24, 1980

FROM: Masood Ahmed, EGY

SUBJECT: Energy Institutions in Less Developed Countries

1. The Institute of Energy Research is compiling a list of energy

institutions in less developed countries.

2. Their Mr. Cretz left with me today a preliminary list of these

institutions which I am attaching, Could you take a look at this to see

if we could suggest any changes or additions?

3. Also attached is a questionnaire which attempts to get more subs-

tantive information on policy making in the energy sector on a country by
country basis. You might take a look at this, but I doubt whether we will

be able to fill this out for more than a few cases.

Attachments

MAhmed :ams . -



MIDDLE EAST

Abu Dhabi

Habib Ahmed
Director General
Water and Electricity Dept.
P.O. Box 219
Abu Dhabi

Egypt

Dr. Hussein Abdallah
Undersecretary
Ministry of Petroleum
2 Latin America Street
Garden City, Cairo

Dr. Mostaba Suidan
General Director
Ministry of Electricity and Energy
Abassia Masr City

Ministry of Electricity and Energy
Nuclear Power Plants Authority
18 Huda Sharawi Street
BAB-E-LOUQ
Cairo

Jordan

Ministry-of-Industry and Trade
P.O. Box 2019
Amnan Jordan

EUROPE

Azores

Secretaria Regional Do Comercio E Industria
Rua Dr. Caetaro de Andrades 17
9 500 Ponta Delgala (Acores)

Portugal

Ministry of Industry and Technology
General Directrate of Energy
Rua Da Beneficencia 241
Lisboa, Portugal



AFRICA

Burundi

Ministry of Energy and Mines
Bujumbura

Ethiopia

Ethiopian National Energy Committee
Ethiopian National Energy Committee
P.O. Box 486
Adds Ababa

Ghana

Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources
P.O. Box M 212
Accra

Kenya ( t-

Ministry of Energy
Nairobi

Ministry f Finarc e ana Plannipg
iational/ounciJ for qience gd Technology

.O. Box/30623 4airo , Keny [

Nigeria

Nigerian Ntional Petroleum Corp.
P.M.B. 12701
Lagos, Nigeria

Federal Ministry of Economic Development
Ikoyi, Lagos

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation

P lB
12701 Lagos

Senegal

Ministry of Industrk4l Development and Artisanal

Sudan

Ministry of National Planning
P.O. Box 2092 Khartoum

Ministry of Energy and Mining
P.O. Box 2087, Khartoum



AFRICA

Tanzania

Rubiji Basin Development Authority
P.O. Box 9320
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals
Tancot House
P.O. Box 9153
Dar-es-Salaam

Tanzania Petroleum Development Corp.
P.O. Box 2774
Dar-es-Salaam

Tunisia

Ente e Tunisienne di Activities Petrolieres (ETAP)

Zambia

National Commission for Development Planning
P.O. Box RW 268
Lusaka

Zambia Electricity Supply Corp. Limited
P.O. Box 620
Ndola, Zambia

LATIN AlvERfCA

Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources
2 St. Lucia Ave, 9-igetref tN

Bolivia

Direccion Nacional de Electricidad
Av. Mariscal Santa Cruz No. 1322 40 Piso
La Paz sto [ tO

Ministry of Energy
Ave. Mariscal
Santa Cruz #1322
La Paz, Bolivia



LATIN AMERICA

Brazil

Ministry of Mines and Energy
Brasilia 70.000 DF
Brazil

Electrobras
642 Rio Branco Ave.
Rio De Janeiro

Guyana tv ? cz- gte-

.h A,- A 7 ~ *

Chile

Empresa Nacional de Electricidat (ENDESA)
Santa Rosa 76 Santiago Chile Casillo (1392)

ODEPLAN (National Planning Office) 0
Ahumada 48, 7 mo piso Santiago, Chile Cr

Colombia I c (I

Dept. of National Planning \)
Javier Riva
Cable 26 No 13-19
Department National Planning e +Y Stl
Bogota

Costa Rica

Instituto Costarricense De Electrirda d
Apartado 10032
San Jose, Costa Rica

Dominican. Republic

Comision Nacional De Politica Energetica

Central Bank of Dominican Republic
Santo Domingo

Secretariat of Industry and Commerce
Comision Nacional de Politica Energia



LATIN AMERICA

Ecuador

Direccion General de Hidracarburos
Santo Prisca No. 215 y 10 de Agosto
Quito

National Planning and Economic Coordinating Board
10 de Agosto Goo y Checa
2114 Junapla
Quito

National Energy Institute
Santa Prisca No. 223 y Manuel Harrea-Quito

C/iyana

n' ry ergy a UU UAIrces

Haiti

Electricite d'Haiti

Honduras

National Planning Council

I'.C.W.I. Building2- r. 7. Lu-I a n -e.' r

Mexico

Direccion Secretaria De Patrimonio y Fomento
Industrial GEneral de Energia
Rio Rhin #22*- 3 piso
Mexico 5 D.F.

Secretaria De Patrimonio Y Fomento Industrial
Rhio Rhin 25
Mexico 5, D.F.

Nicaragua

Nicaraguan Insitutue of Energy

Empresa Nacional de Luz Y Fuerza (ENALUF)
P.O. Box 55
Managua



LATIN AMERICA

Reru

Electroperu - INIE Branch
Eng. Miguel Suaro Giovannini
General Director Electroperu - INIE
F. Masias B60, Lima 27 Peru

ATVA2 .JI



ASIA

Bangladesh

Ministry of Planning
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar
Dacca, Bangladesh

Units: External Resources Division
Power Division

Indonesia

State Electricity Corporation
P.O. Box 1/KBYT
Kebayoran Timor Jakarta Selata
Jakorta, Indonesia

Units: Planning
Electric Power Research Centre

Ministry of Research and Technology
Jln. Iman Bunjol 58 Jakorta Rusat
Jakarta

Unit: Planning Division

Department of Mines and Energy

Unit: Directorate General of Energy and Electric Power
Sub: Directorate for Energy Resources Development

Division: Subdirectorate for Data

Korea

1. Ministry of Energy ar*d Resources

Unit: Planning Division

2. Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 7 Cheong Ryang
Seoul

3. Economic Planning Bureau
82 Sejung-Ro-Jongro Ku
Seoul 110 Korea

4. Ministry of Energy and Resources
6 Kai Ulgiro Chunggu
Seoul

Unit: Office of Emergency Planning



Wily)

People's Republic of China

1. Committee of Science and Technology

Unit: Energy Department

2. Bureau of Automobiles

Unit: Chang Chung Institute of Automobile Engineering

Philippines

1. Philippine National Oil Company

7901 Makati Avenue Makati Metro
Manila

Units: Bureau of Energy Utilization
Merritt Road
Fort Bonifacio
Metro Manila

. Bureau of Energy Development

Unit: Non-Conventional Resource Division

3. Ministry of Energy
P.O. Box 1031 Makati Commercial Center
etro Manila

Unit: Planning Services
Sub: Resource Management Division

Sri Lanka-

1. Ceylon Electricity Board

2. Ministry of Finance and Planning
Secretariat, Colombo 1

Thailand

1. Natural Gas Organization of Thailand
1 SOI YASOOB 1 VIBHAVADI, RANGSIT Road
Bankok

Unit: Economic Analysis Project Division
Sub: Gas Technology and Utilization Division

2. Bangkok Oil Refinery
Soi 64 Sukhumvit Road
Prakanong, Bangkok



Thailand

3. Provincial Electricity Authority
200 Ngam Wongwam Road
Bangkok

4. National Energy Administration
Pibultham Villa
Rama 1 Road
Bangkok

Unit: Regulatory Division
Sub: Energy Policy Section

5. Electric Generating Authority
Nontlaburi, Thailand

6. National Economic and Social Development Board

962 Krung Kasem Road
Bangkok, Thailand

Unit: Energy Planning Sector
Sub: Infrastructure Projects Division



The Institute for Energy Research
State University of New York at Stony Brook

StonyBrook Long Island, NY 11794

ISSUES TO CONSIDER: LDC ENERGY ORGANIZATIONS

]. Is there an agency which co-ordinates the activities of the various agencies in the

energy sector?

2. When energy options are developed, who sets the final policy?

3. Who is responsible for integrating energy development plans/programs into the overall

national economic development plan?

4. Who is responsible for the urban industrial/commercial sector?

5. Who is responsible for energy exploration and development?

. What agency is responsible for oil import/export policy?

7. Who is responsible for domestic distribution and marketing of energy resources?

8.Who is responsible for procurement of investment and finance for development of indigenous

energy resources?

9. Who sets energy -pricing policy? Who enforces them?

10.,Who establishes conservation or demand curtailment policy?

11. What is the role of the utility? Is it powerful in decision-making or does it follow

policy from a higher authority?

12. Who is responsible for energy improvement in the rural agricultural/community services

sector.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 13, 1980

FROM- Maood ed, EGY

SUBJEC Meeting with Professor Maurice Levy of the United Nations University (UNU).

1. At Mr. Bourcier's request, I met on Tuesday, November 4, with Prof.
Levy of the U.N. University to discuss with him the Bank's program of energy
planning and sector work and the possibilities for future cooperation between
the Bank and UNU.

2. UNU was founded five years ago with its headquarters in Tokyo but with

a large office in Paris, where Mr. Levy is based. To date it has been active

in carrying out research work in three major areas: (1) food and hunger;
(2) human development, and (3) the development of energy and mineral resour-

ces. In the energy field UNU's work has focussed on the analysis of the in-

tegrated energy needs of villages in developing countries. However, under

its new director the university proposes to move towards a more academic
orientation in its work in the energy sector.

3. I discussed with Prof. Levy the program of energy sector assessments

which we intend to carry out with UNDP collaboration and he indicated that

UNU would be interested in working with us in developing a common methodology
for these assessments and in developing a model which would relate this metho-

dology to other important national parameters such as population, political

regime of the country concerned, the size of mineral resources, etc. He

was interested in the guidelines for energy assessments and the presentation

of energy data that we are in the process of preparing and I promised to

forward these to him as soon as they were ready.

4. UNU would also be interested in developing a model which would help

in defining the optimal composition, structure and size of an energy planning

unit and its location within the overall organizational framework of the go-

vernment. Prof. Levy said that his initial feeling was that such a unit

should be located outside the mainstream of government policy making agencies

and that its composition should emphasize its research nature. He felt that

a successful energy planning unit would require a strong team of mathemati-

cians and scientists who would be able to accurately model the long term
energy requirements of a country.

5. Finally, Prof. Levy informed me that UNU proposes to hold a seminar

on energy modelling at the end of next year, in which they would like the Bank

to participate. He will be sending us more information on this seminar once

the details have been firmed up further.

MAhmed: ams . -

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Sheehan, Bourcier, Bharier, Ms. Julius (EGY)



Files November 13, 1980

Masood Ahmed, ECY

Meeting with Professor Maurice Levy of the United Nations University (UMU).

1. At Mr. Bourcier's request, I met on Tuesday, November 4, with Prof.
Levy of the U.N. University to discuss with him the Bank's program of energy
planning and sector work and the possibilities for future cooperation between
the Bank and UNU.

2.j UNU was founded five years ago with its headquarters in Tokyo but with
a large office in Paris, where Mr. Levy is based. To date it has been active
in carrying out research work in three major areas: (1) food and hunger;
(2) human development, and (3) the development of energy and mineral resour-
ces. In the energy field UNU's work has focussed on the analysis of the in-
tegrated energy needs of villages in developing countries. However, under
its new director the university proposes to move towards a more academic
orientation in its work in the energy sector.

3. I discussed with Prof. Levy the program of energy sector assessments
which we intend to carry out with UNDP collaboration and he indicated that
UNU would be interested in working with us in developing a comnon methodology
for these assessments and in developing a model which would relate this metho-
dology to other important national parameters such as population, political
regime of the country concerned, the size of mineral resources, etc. He
was interested in the guidelines for energy assessments and the presentation
of energy data that we are in the process of preparing and I promised to
forward these to him as soon as they were ready.

4. UNU would also be interested in developing a model which would help
in defining the optimal composition, structure and size of an energy planning
unit and its location within the overall organisational framework of the go-
vernment. Prof. Levy said that his initial feeling was that such a unit
should be located outside the mainstream of government policy making agencies
and that its composition should emphasize its research nature. He felt that
a successful energy planning unit would requere a strong team of mathemati-
cians and scientists who would be able to accurotely model the long term
energy requirements of a country.

5. Finally, Prof. Levy informed ie that UU proposes to hold a seminar
on energy modelling at the end of next year, in which they would like the Bank
to participate. He will be sending us more information on this seminar once
the details have been firmed up further.

MAhmed :am.-

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Sheehan, Bourcier, Bharier, Ms. Julius (EGY)



Mr. MasoMd Ahmed, EGY Nov. 6, 1980

Julian Bharier, EGY

TERMS OF REEENCE: Enery Sector Mission to Malawi and Mauritius

1. On November 11 you will proceed for a two-week mission to
London, Malawi and Mauritius with the following objectives:

(I) London: You will interview Mr. Alan Gowers, a candidate
for mn energy planning position within this Departm,
in the Bank's London office on November 12. You will
send your preliminary recommendations from London on
whether this candidate should be brought to Washington
for panel interviews and follow this up with an inter-
view evaluation report upon your return.

(ii) Malawi: You will arrive in Malawi on November 14 to
diiicus with government officials the seepe, timing and
nature of the energy assessment mission thich is proposed
for February/March 1981. In particular, you should iden-
tify with senior officials of the Econv Rie'Painin ePart-
ment the priority areas that the Governent would like the
mission to concentrate on. You should alsoi 1larify with
Government officials and with representatives of USAID
the possibility of cooperation with USAID in carrying out
the proposed energy assessment.

(Iii) Mauritius: You will arrive in Mauritius on November 17
for a stay of ten days to carry out an energy assessment.
You will be assisted by Mr. I. Tuncay, (EA-) who will be
in Mauritius at the same time. The main objective of
your mission will be to identify and analyze the major
issues and options in the energy sector of Mauritius.
In particular you should look at the following areas:

(a) The adequacy of existing tariff structures in
the electric power sector and for petroleum
products in assuring that these resources are
used efficiently.

(b) The institutional structure of the energy sector
and the technical assistance requirements for
developing a national energy planning capability.



Mr. Masod Amus4 - 2 - November 6, 1980

(c) The work that has been done in developing a program
of energy conservation and demand mmnagemuint and
the identification of technical assistance require-
ments for strengthening this program.

(d) The Government' s program for accelerating the use

of renewable non-conventional emrgy, particularly
in the area of solar, Itdts nmand wae enetry,

2. Upon your return to Wasington you will write a baek-to-office

report summrizing the ain findings of your mission to be folloved by a

yellow cover energy assessment report on Manritius.

cc&v:n Mesers, Schott, Hall (BAD)

ec: Messrs. jagopulan, (PAS), (3)-; Wapenhans, Culhati, Barry, (EANWP);
Adler, (EAP); Bronfmm, Ware, (EAP); Kraske, RIese, Ms.
Uashim"b , (EAl); Otw, Blay, Joshi, (EA2): Ravani, Sheehan,

BorM r, Elejald&, Ristorcelli, Davis, rish, Fallen-Bailey

(o/r) &W**,;-ter(W )-outhall, Cancio, (LEG); Mrs, F. Stone,

(PMD),

Ahmed:as.-

4\
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NO9 21 0U-Ai

(I i P3) WORLD )%iNK OJT1C0NG MESSAGE FOM Tc!.;qram, C ab'c, Telex)
IMXPORTANT (PLEA'E RLAD IWSTRUCTION' FELOW EFOflE TYPING FO.r.f.)

T e L e x _______ - Nov. 3, 1980
Telex rb: -GEOMINES BDI148 Onqctor 7_45.45_1 0

2 10

0

START
1 HERE TOHIS EXCELLENCY ISIDORE NYABOYA

CITYICOUNTRY MINISTER OF MINES AND ENERGY

MESSAGErNBUJUMBURA, BURUNDI

4 RE YOUR TELEX OF 24 OCTOBER AND FURTHER TO YOUR DISCUSSIONS IN

5 WASHINGTON WITH MR. BOURCIER OF THE ENERGY DEPARTMENT, I AM PLEASED

6 TO CONFIRM THAT THE BANK PROPOSES TO SEND AN ENERGY ASSESSMENT

7 MISSION TO BURUNDI IN MARCH/APRIL 1981 TO ASSIST THE GOVERNMENT IN

8 IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES AND OPTIONS THAT FACE THE DE ELOPMENT OF

9 THE ENERGY SECTOR.

10 IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT THE COST OF THIS MISSION WILL BE

11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE UNDP INTERREGIONAL PROJECT FOR ENERGY

1 ASSESSMENT FOR WHICH THE WORLD BANK IS EXECUTING AGENCY. UNDP WILL

13 OF COURSE CONFIRM THIS DIRECTLY TO YOU.

14 WE ARE COPYING THIS TELEX FOR THEIR INFORMATION TO: H.E. ANDRE

is BIBWA, MINISTRE DE FINANCE, H.E. DONATIEN BUTBIHTE, MINISTRE DE

16 PLAN, MR. GEROME CHEVALIER, RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE. REGARDS,

17 BHARIER, ENERGY DEPARTMENT, INTBAFRAD

18

19

20

21 END
or

22 TEXT

N0 T 70 !i\ '-' ED

BURUNDI: Energy Assessment Mission MAhmed:a

cc&cw: Messrs. Sheehan (EGY) R. H. Sheehan x

Bourcier (EGY) IMA -
Ware (EAP) , Sr. Adviser, EGY

Ms. Mionceaux (EAD) i O CA1 C ^ T



Nov. 3, 1980

TELEX - BURUNDI: Energy Assessment Mission

cc: Mr. Y.S.M. AbduLai, EDS

Embassy of Burundi, Washington, D.C.

Messrs. ELejaLde (EGYD2)

Bauer (EGYD2)

Bharier (EGY)

~-I f
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SEOUL PLAZA HOTELRE TO

SEOUL, KOREA -------_-

COU14TFIY - _

AG _FOR JULIAN BHARIER.

RE INDONESIA ENERGY SECTOR MISSION. THE FOLLOWING CONCERNS HAVE

BEEN RAISED WITHIN THE 
DEPARTMENT RE STAFFING 

AND TIMING OF

PROPOSED MISSION.

AAA) DOSIK UNABLE TO PREPARE 
FOR MISSION WITHOUT 

SACRIFICING OTHER

DUTIES PARTICULARLY AS HUGHART AWAY IN CHINA AND IN ANY EVENT, YVES'

WOULD LIKE HIM HERE FOLLOWING-THANKSGIVING.

BBB) OTHER STAFF ON MISSION NOT FAMILIAR WITH INDONESIA 
AND NO BANK

STAFF INPUT ON POWER, 
INDUSTRY OR COAL.

CCC) NO PLANNED INVOLVEMENT 
OF ADB WHO COULD MAKE USEFUL

CONTRIBUTION ON POWER.

IN VIEW OF ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS, 
CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL THINKING 

IS

THAT MISSION SHOULD 
BE POSTPONED TILL EARLY 

1981 WHEN STRONGER

STAFF INCLUDING MAX 
WILTON COULD BE ASSEMBLED AND 

COORDINATION WITH

ADB COULD BE EXPLORED. 
STAFFING CONSIDERATIONS 

ESPECIALLY CRITICAL

8 BECAUSE OF IMPORTANCE ATTACHED 
TO OUTCOME OF THIS MISSION 

BY

9 INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT. 
WE ARE ALSO CONSIDERING THE 

POSSIBILITY OF

o A SMALL RECONNAISSANCE 
MISSION IN NOVEMBER WHICH COULD 

GATHER

21 END
OF
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START 
BR N MA EIAL B C O

HTERETOFURTHER INFORMATION ON SECTOR ISSUES AND BRING MATERIAL 
BACK FOR

ANALYSIS AND REVIEW PRIOR TO FULL MISSION IN JANUARY. ONE OPTION

.IESSAr?)IMIGHT BE FOR YOU TO STOP -IN JAKARTA ON YOUR WAY BACK TO ALERT

RESIDENT MISSION AND INDONESIAN 
GOVERNMENT TO POSSIBLE DELAY IN

FULL MISSION AND OBTAIN THEIR REACTION 
TO TWO STAGE FIELD REVIEW.

6 SUGGEST ALSO IF CONVENIENT YOU STOP BY MANILA TO DISCUSS WITH

7 BAKELY IN ADB THEIR POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION 
TO JANUARY MISSION. IF

8 AGREEABLE, YVES WILL CALL BAKELY TO BRE.AK GROUND ON THIS AND ALERT

9 HIM TO YOUR VISIT. PLEASE PHONE YVES WITH YOUR VIEWS ON 
WEDNESCAY

10 10 AM WASHINGTON TIME. REGARDS, SHEEHAN, INTBAFRAD

13

16-

17

18

19

20

21 END
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Indonesia: Energy Sector Mission MAhmed:ams. /

k a i E. L h e a -
cc& cleared with: Mr. Dosik R. H. Sheehan

cc: Mr. Rovani Sr. Adviser, EGY

Mr. R. Stern - -



fnergy Planning Unit Staff october 24, 1980

Masood Ahmed, EGY

energy Institutions in Less Developed Countries

1. The Institute of Energy Research is compiling a list of energy

institutions in less developed countries.

2. Their Mr. Cretz left with me today a preliminary list of these

institutions which I am attaching. Could you take a look at this to see

if we could suggest any changes or additions?

3. Also attached is a questionnaire which attempts to get more subs-

tantive information on policy making in the energy sector on a country by

country basis. You might take a look at this, but I doubt whether we will

be able to fill this out for more than a few cases.

Attachments

MAmed: a= .-



Distribution October 23, 1980

Masood Ahmed, EGY

Seminar on Energy Conservation

1. Mr. Wallace Pryke, a consultant for the Bank, will give
an informal seminar on energy conservation on Tuesday, October 28,
at 10:30 a.m. in room D556. Mr. Pryke is currently assisting the
Bank in developing an energy conservation program in Barbados in
connection with the proposed structural adjustment loan. Prior to
this assignment, he helped the Government of Jamaica in formulating
a similar program.

2. The seminar will last approximately 90 minutes and will
include a question and answer session. You or your staff are invited
to attend.

Distribution:
Messrs. Rovani, Sheehan, Bourcier (EGY) All EGY Staff
Messrs. Rajagopalan (PAS), De Vries (ID), Cash, Kohli, Nayar,
Iskeader (IPD), Chatelin (TWT), Ware, Nouvel (EAP), Brown, Thiam (WAP),
Beach, Gould (AEP), Rowat, Lamson-Scribner (ASP), Reekie, Zaidan (EMP),
Moscote, Linder, Renger, Cook (LCP)



October 22, 1980

Dr. R. K. Pachauri
Director, Consulting & Applied Research
Administrative Staff College of India
Bella Vista, Hyderabad - 500 475
India

Dear Dr. Pachauri:

Thank you for your letter of October 3 to Mr. Bharier.

Mr. Bharier is on mission at the time, but is scheduled to
return on November 6 and I am sure he will be happy to see you
during your forthcoming visit to Washington on November 13.

Please call him at (202) 477-2781 when you arrive in Florida,
to arrange for a mutually convenient time.

Sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Economist
Energy Department

MAhmed :ams .-

cc: Mr. Julian Bharier
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Agriculture Dept. Mr. Newman E844
Mr. Aguirre-Sacasal A912 Mr. Nottidge E539
Mr. Aiyer C719 Mr. Nouvel F1015
Mr. Beach C413 Mr. S. O'Brien A617
Mr. J. G. Brown D312 Mr. Otten C913
Mr. Berg B208 Mr. Palein D344
Mr. Bickers C1103 Mr. Parsons E516
Mr. Brandreth A343 Mr. Peberdy A240
Mr. Burmester C1011 Mr. Pellegrini D1019
Mrs. Calvo D322 Personnel
Mr. Carnemark A442 Population Dept. N437
Mr. Carter E728
Mr. Chaffey D329 Mr. Pranich F518
Mr. Chopra B714 Mr. Price B608
Mr. Churchill D630 -Projects

Mr. Clements A535 -Publications A110
Mr. Clift E311 Mr. Ramasubbu A942
Mr. Cole F302 Mr. Reekie F702
Controllers Mr. Reese B1002
Mr. D.A. Cook B808 Mr. Reitter F327
Mr. Dahlberg 13-144 Mr. Renger B802
Mr. Davar E745 IMr. Ritchie D714
Mr. Davis E932 |Mr. Rowat F504
Mr. de Capitani C1015 Mr. Sandberg A1010
Mr. Denning E327 Mr. Sandstrom D645
Mr. Donaldson D809 - Mr. Saunders D948
Mr. Doyen F818 Mr. Senner C802
Mr. Dunn B507 Mr. Scearce A1117
Mr. Dutt B913 Mr. Scherer F925
Mr. Eccles E1005 Mr. Schloss E913
E.D.I, _ Mr. Schott B1008
Edu ition Dept. D1130 _ Mr. Scott C813
M Elejalde D551 Secretary's
r. Elliott F618 Mr. Serageldin F713

Mr. El Maaroufi E705 Mr. Shibusawa C506
Energy D530 Mr. Shields E528
Mr. Erkmen E1039 Mr. Skilling E928
Mr. Favilla E910 Mr. Smith A642
Mr. Fernandes C908 Mr. Soges B308

,Mr. Ffrench-Mullen D751 Mr. R. Stern A638
_Mr. Flood C611 _Mr. Stewart E803
Mr. Gibbs C615 Mr. Sud F402
Mr. Gonzalez E938 Mr. A. ter Weele C402
Mr. Gould A414 IMr. Thys A742
Mr. Grimshaw C302 IMr. Tibor F418
Mr. Gyamfi B1105 Mr. Tillier E301
Mr. Haasies A942 Travel Office C201
Mrs. Hamilton C514 Treasurer's

,Mr. Howard F602 Mr. Tsantis C607
Mr. Humphrey B708 Mr. Wadsworth E630
Miss I.Z. Husain N325 Mr. Walton F1006
Mr. A. Hussain E624 WAPEW C314
I.D.F. D428 Mr. Willoughby D928
Industrial Proi. D1228 Mr. Zaidan D728
Internal Auditing N835 Mr. Zavala A842
Mr. Johanson F802
Mr. Kahnert D639
Mr. Kalbermatten D901
Mr. Kopp C708
Mr. Krishna E610
Mr.Lamson-Scribner B409
Mr. Lee A542

,Mr. Linder E903
Mr. Madavo D611
Miss Marshall A1140
Mr. Martinussen D841
Mr. McCarthy D400
Mr. Merghoub A718
Mr. Messenger 14-4^ 1
Mr. Mirza C903

__ Mr. Moscote F918
Mr. Naylor E645

FROM: Incoming Mail Unit - Room F126 - Ext. 72023



Grams : BELLAVISTA
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COLLEGE OF INDIA Phones: 36952-36956

Bella Vista, Hyderabad - 500 475 (India)
Telex :Hyd. 0155.390

R.K. Pachauri, PhD
Director, Consulting & Applied Research

October 3, 1980

Mr. Julian Bharier
Energy Department
The World Bank
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, USA

Dear Mr. Bharier:

I was disappointed that during my last trip to Washington you were
out of town and, therefore, I was not able to see you. I did,
however, enjoy meeting your other colleagues in the Energy Department.

As it happens I would be travelling to Florida in early November
to present a paper at a seminar on energy. I plan to stop over
in Washington for a day on November 13 and was wondering if you
would be in office that day. If it is convenient to you I would
like to see you when I am there.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

R.K. Pachauri
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October 20, 1980

Dr. Behram Kursunoglu
Forum Chairman
International Scientific Forum on
Geopolitics of Energy

University of Miami
Center for Theoretical Studio*
P.O. Box 249055
Coral Gables, Fla. 33124

Dear Dr. ursanoglut

Thank you for your letter of October 13 to Mr. Bharier inviting
him to participate in the above Forum. I regret that because of his
other commitwmnts Mr. Bharier will not be able to attend these
meetings. However, as you know, Mr. Richard Sheehan, Senior Adviser
in the Energy Department, will be participating in the Forum on behalf
of Mr. Rovani, and we hope to follow with interest the outcome of
these discussions.

Thank you once again for your invitation.

Your, sincerely,

Masod MA d
Energy Department

cc: Messrs. Sheehan, Bharier (o/r), EGY

MAhmed :ks



Mr. Yves Rovani, RGY October 20, 1980

Masood Abm, 24

Travel Exc!ptiona

With reference to Mr. Baum's memo of October 10 on the above subject,
Mr, Julian Bharier is the only staff member in the Energy Planning Unit who
has travelled in excess of 90 days in the 12-month period ending October 15,
1980. His total travel time during this period was 110 days.

MAhmedaks
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ZIThAPRAS

JAKARTA, ZRDOXRSIA

POR NO. CRETHAM. AETOR TELEX 290S. FORTHCOMING ERERSY SECTOR

MISSION SRULD Of ABLE TO ASSESS POSSIBLE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POVER

IN REETZIN Z04SSA*S FUTURE ENERGY SUPPLY RfElREfENTS IN THE

LZERT OF PR#JECT6E EE6Y CONSUMPTION GMWTR AND THE ALTIRNATZYU

AYAZAALE FOR ELECTRIC POWER GERATION. IF MISSION FIDA TNRtE

IS PRRA PACIE CASE FOR "ICLEAR ITS REPORT WILL RCLfl

REC*MENDATIONS ON SCOPE OF FURTRER DETAILED WORK N THIS AREA.

NVIVER, OUR VIEW IS TRAT THIS PARTICULAR RISSION WOULD NOT

REOVI8f VIM.ZDINPUT FR A "CLEAR R24IST SPECIALIST. REGARDS

SRARIER, ENERGT WIPARTMRNT

ett ~pmas. Ra.~ tm ( , RIGhaE



Distribution list October 10, 1980

Julian Bharier, EGY

Sri Lankat Energy Sector Desk Study

A meeting will be held in Mr. Sadove's office, Room E1015,

on Tuesday, October 14 at 10 o'elok to review the above mentioned

paper.

Ahmed:ams.-

cc with attachment: Messrs. Rovani (ROY) Sadove (CPSVP)
Bourcier
Sheehan
Fish
Dosik
Fallen-Bailey
McCarthy
Ahmed
Munasinghe

cc: Mr'. Byer



Mr. A. Dahlberg, CTR October 1, 1980

Masood Ahmed, EGY

Personal Effect Claim of May 1980.

With reference to the above claim and further to my memorandum
to you of June 10, 1980, attached please find a receipt for my replacement
prescription eyeglasses which I obtained during my last visit to Pakistan.
I hope this will enable the processing of the balance of my claim for
$65. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Attachment.-

MAhmed: ems.-
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Mr. Bruce Jones - 2 - September 23, 1980

In view of the importance of the petroleum subsector in the
context of the Philippines' future energy development, we believe amore comprehensive discussion should be included in the draft CPP.We would specifically propose adding the following to the draft CPPbefore paragraph 63:

"The Philippines have been seriously affected by the post-
1973 increase in international oil prices because imported
oil accounts for over 90 percent of their commercial energy
supply (95 mboe in 1979). Commercial energy demand during
the 1980s is expected to grow at fairly rapid rates,
requfring a near doubling in commercial energy supply to
185 mboe by the end of the decade. A continuation of the
existing pattern of energy consumption and supply in the
Philippines would result in an annual oil import bill by
the end of the decade of about US$6 billion in 1980 dollars.
Recognizing the need for significant structural adjustments
in the energy sector,' the Government launched its Ten-Year
Energy Program (first issued in 1978, and subsequently
revised in 1979 and 1980) aimed at reducing the country's
dependence on imported petroleum by (a) developing domestic
energy sources that could substitute for imported energy,and (b) limiting the growth of demand for oil-related forms
of energy use. Regarding the development of domestic
energy resources, prospects are encouraging in view of
recent discoveries of indigenous petroleum, geothermal
energy resources, coal potential, and hydroelectric base.
Increasing the domestic production of petroleum will be a
critical element in the Government's resource development
strategy, in which there is a need to examine more closely
a number of encouraging prospects which could prove
economically beneficial to the Philippines' economy. In
addition to its petroleum potential, the geothermal and
coal potential of the country is also thought to be con-
siderable. In this context the Bank can play an important
technical and financial support role in assisting the Govern-
ment in carrying out its energy exploration over the next
few years."

Attachments

EDM/MA:mc

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Bourcier, Bharier, Sheehan, Fitzgerald, Fallen-
Bailey and Daffern.
Kirmani, Jaycox, Beach, Hinkle and Ms. Long.

CA.&~t Kt. CCy
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DR"AT
MAhmed /rhc
9/23/80

Energy Planning

21. Energy planning has so far received little attention in

Botswana, with the Government r&iying primarily on realistic pricing

policies to ensure efficient energy utilization. While this approach

may have been appropriate in the past, for a number of reasons it is

becoming increasingly necessary to plan for the energy sector in

Botswana on a more comprehensive and longer term basis. One of these

reasons is the Government's policy to become less dependent on South

-Africa which is currently its sole source of supply for petroleum

products. This may be achieved partly through seeking and evaluating

alternative sources of petroleum product supply, but it will also

inevitably entail some moderation of the present high rate of growth

1/
for petroleum product consumption- . On the resource development

side, the immediate priority is to assess the feasibility of substituting

indigenous coal--of which there are enormous reserves in relation to

the existing domestic market--for imported diesel oil which is used

mostly by heavy equipment in the mining sector. There is also a

need to formulate a strategy for the development and utilization of

renewable energy sources which account for a substantial portion of

household energy use but on which existing data are both sparse and

* unreliable.

The Government recognizes these issues and intends to formulate

an Energy Planning Group to cocrdinate their resolution. However,

I
1/ :Between 1976 and 1979 the consumption of diesel and gasoline,
which together account for over 90% of petroleum consumption, grew

at average annual rates of 11. percent and 13.6 percent, respectively.

7 r - FM I rV



-2-

it needs assistance in determining the exact nature and scope of the

Planning Group's responsibilities and in identifying its appropriate

location within the Government. In this connection, the Ministry of

Finance and Development Planning indicated to the mission that it

would welcome Bank advice on these matters.

I1



DRAFT
MAhmed/rhc
9/22/80

The Alcogas Program

The alcogas program was launched in late 1979 as the Government's

major effort in the field of nonconventional energy development. The

program's stated objectives for the 1980s are to progressively

replace up to 20 percent of the country's projected consumption of

gasoline with.anhydrous alcohol (by 1986) and to then use ethanol

as an industrial feedstock and in pure alcohol engines as ethanol

production rises to nearly one billion litres by the end of the decade.

The costs of this program are high -- both in terms of its initial

capital investment (estimated at $ million in 1980 prices) and in

terms of land requirements which would rise to over a quarter of a

million hectares at peak operation.

The program's targets and its economic feasibility are reviewed

in detail in Annex of this report. The main conclusions of this

review are that the program's physical targets are unlikely to be met,

at least over the next five years,in view of attractive alternative

markets available for sugar to private cane growers, on whose support

the success of the alcogas program depends to a great extent. A

more realistic scenario for anhydrous alcohol production over this

period would be for production to grow from about 2 million litres in

1980 to 9 million litres in 1982 to 120 million litres in 1984 and 1985,

or less than 25% of the target set for 1985 (545 million litres). At

the sate time, it is not at all clear that meeting these targets would



-2-

be advisable. The other main conclusion of the review is that whereas

there is a good possibility that alcohol production from sugar cane

will become economically viable in the Philippines in the latter half

of this decade, on the basis of available evidence this is certainly

not likely to be the case for the next five years. The medium term

behavior of the volatile world sugar market is a key consideration

in these conclusions. The economics of alcohol from cassava or sweet

potatoes is expected to be even less attractive than returns from

sugar cane because of low yields and high costs of these crops. An

attempt has been made to calculate an economic rate of return for

the program based on the most plausible assun'ptions regarding the

projected world price of sugar and the associated economic cost of

sugar cane, the projected price of crude oil, the costs of plant and

equipment, and other key variables affecting the program. The

sensitivity of the economic rate of return to alternative assumptions

regarding these uncertain parameters has also been examined. Under

none of these alternatives does the economic rate of return for the

program exceed 12%, and it only approaches that figure if the invest-

ment in distillery facilities is delayed to begin in 1984 with alcohol

production commencing in 1986. For the program as it is formulated

now, the economic rate of return is about 3.5%, well below the

opportunity cost of capital to the Philippine economy. An attempt has



-3-

also been made to evaluate the economics of biomass alcohol production

in the Philippines in terms of the estimated domestic currency costs

of that foreign exchange savings that result from the substitution of

locally produced fuel alcohol for imported petroleum. This analysis

suggests that the domestic resource cost of producing anhydrous alcohol

is 15-20% greater than the cost (at the existing exchange rate) of

importing crude oil and refining an equivalent amouit of gasoline.

Alternatively stated, the loss to the economy from alcohol production

in one distillery of 120,000 litre/day capacity could be as much as one

million dollars annually.

Under these circumstances, the immediate' priorities of Government

should be to ensure that the program is properly formulated, that

technical cadre and relevant institutions are in place and that

appropriate technologies for the efficient production and utilization

of raw materials are available to foster steady expansion of alcohol

production as economic conditions permit. These considerations also

suggest that heavy investment in distillation plant and equipment is

not advisable in 1980-82. This reflects in part the unfavourable

underlying economics of alcohol production in a period of high world

sugar prices, but it is also warranted by the rapidly developing

industrial technology in alcohol production which may result in the

early obsolescence of costly investments made today.
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A reformulated national alcohol program should also reflect

more fully three basic considerations which characterize its operation

in the Philippines. These are (i) the relatively high cost of

raw materials; (ii) the scarcity of new land suited for sugar cane;

and (iii) the island geography of the country and the associated costs

of transporting alcohol as gasoline between production and consumption

centres. A strong R and D element is needed in the'program to take

these factors into account. In terms of agricultural research, a basic

objective should be to enlarge the supply of low cost raw materials

within existing land constraints. With some notable exceptions, few

underutilized areas remain with soils and climate suitable for efficient

sugar cane production; to a lesser extent the same constraint applies

to the increased production of sweet potatoes or cassava, the other

sources of alcohol for energy. However, average cane and sugar yields

in the Philippines are relatively low by international standards and

could be increased through stronger research and extension efforts.

Additional work is also needed to identify and test possible alternative

raw materials for alcohol production (e.g. nipah palm, sweet sorghum,

cellulosic materials) and to develop cropping systems which integrate

the production of food crops with energy crops for alcohol.

On the industrial side, greater emphasis should be accorded to

smaller scale distilleries (in the range of 20-40,000 litres/day),
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annexed to existing sugar mills wherever possible to minimize capital

costs and enhance operating flexibility by permitting the production

of either alcohol or sugar, depending on relative prices and national

objectives. Finally, the island geography of the Philippines and the

presence of numerous relatively isolated countries warrant efforts to

decentralize liquid fuel supplies. Therefore, the R & D effort should

examine the merits of small distilleries to produce hydrous alcohol

for use in pure alcohol engines which could be used in several common

applications in rural areas. In this context it may be possible to

build upon existing small-scale distillation technology in the

Philippines to produce a localized source of 'liquid fuels where the

availability and cost of raw materials and the expenses in transporting

other liquid fuels make this option attractive.

.Some improvements will also be necessary to the institutional

aspects of the program. Despite its short history, PNAC appears to

have the potential to develop into an effective policy making and

advisory body for the program as a whole. Nevertheless,. the success of

the alcogas program will depend critically on the degree of support

provided by the private sugar industry which is expected to supply

the bulk of investment and managerial resources for both the industrial

and agricultural aspects of the program. At present, industry partici-

pation and interest is limited, partly because of attractive alternative
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markets for sugar, but also because of limited awareness of the program

and its objectives. To ensure future support, there is a need to

bring cane growers and millers more fully into the design of the

program. Indeed, if carefully integrated in terms of both cane produc-

tion and processing, with emphasis on facilities to permit production

of either sugar or alcohol, the alcogas program could contribute to

the market stability which the Philippines sugar ind'ustry has frequently

lacked in the past.



August 22, 1980

Dr. N. B. Prasad
Road No. 7
Banjara Hills
Hyderabad, 50034
India

Dear Dr. Prasad:

Further to our telephone conversation earlier today, attached
please find a draft program for the South East Asian Regional Work-
shop on Energy Policy and Management, to be held in Seoul from
October 27 to November 1, 1980.

As I mentioned to you, Julian Bharier will be getting in touch
with you again in mid-September with further details of the program
and regarding your own travel arrangements.

Yours sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Economist

Energy Department

Att.
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REGIONAL BREAKDOWN FOR DESIRABLE OIL & GAS LENDINGPROGRAM

FY81-85

$ Million

REGION FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 'Y8385

East Africa 5 55 130 220 250 660

West Africa 120 235 200 300 275 1,130

East Asia & Pacific 35 145 70 125 250 625

South Asia 245 180 265 370 400 1,460

EMENA 105 130 400 300 350 1,285

LAC 230 290 515 865 850 2,750

Guaranteed loans (unallocated) 5 20 20 20 25 90

Total 745 1 252 11 00 2.22 2.tOO 8

MAhmed
8/22/80
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Energy Demand in the 1980s

Overview

Commercial energy demand in the Philippines will grow at fairly

rapid rates during the next decade, partly because of continued

strong economic performance and partly because of the limited

opportunities for further structural adjustments in the energy

intensity of national output and consumption which have characterized

the energy sector in the 1970s and resulted in a sharp reduction in

the energy-output elasticity coefficient. Between 1975 and 1979 a

6 percent annual rate of growth for GDP was accompanied by less than

5 percent annual growth in commercial energy consumption. Over the

next decade this relationship is unlikely to hold and the planned

rate of growth of GDP of 6.5 percent is expected to be associated

with an annual rate of growth for commercial energy consumption of

between 6.5 and 7.5 percent.

Sectoral Composition of Projected Energy Consumption

This average rate of growth will, of course, derive from the

different and changing patterns of energy consumption in the major

sectors -- industry, transport and households. The projected

evolution of the sectoral pattern of commercial energy consumption

is presented in Table 5.1 below. While these projections are

useful indicators of the broad orders of magnitude, it is important

to emphasize that they are no more than that. The rate at which
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commercial energy consumption grows in the different sectors will

depend not only on their growth of output (or real income for households)

but also on the pricing policy for energy products and on the degree

to which the Government's planned energy conservation campaign is

successful. On both these points, there remain uncertainties about

future developments which raise the margin of error for these figures

and emphasize their indicative nature.

Table 5.1

Sectoral Composition of Commercial Energy Demand

Consumption (in mboe)

Annual Average
Growth Rate

Sector 1979 1984 1989 1979-89(%)

Industry 45.3 6.5

Transport 34.2 39.5 47.4 3.3

Commercial Residential

Total

The Industrial Sector

Commercial energy consumption in the industrial sector is projected

to grow at an average annual rate of about 6.5 percent during the

1980s, somewhat below the 8 percent per annum growth forecasted

for industrial output. This will be accompanied by a substantial

reallocation in the source of industrial energy with increased

reliance on coal resulting in the displacement of potential petroleum

product demand. Nevertheless, the industrial sector will continue to

rely on petroleum products for meeting at least half of its energy

requirements throughout the next decade and in absolute terms the
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consumption of petroleum products will be about a half as much again

in 1989 as it was in 1979.

Table 5.2

Industrial Demand for Commercial Energy

(in mboe)

Annual Average
Growth Rate

1979-89

Source: 1979 1984 1989 (%)

Electrical Energy 16.2

Coal 0.8

- in cement 0.5

- other uses 0.3

Petroleum Products 28.3

Fuel oil 19.4

Diesel 6.2

Others 2.7

Total 45.3

Source: Staff estimates based on data supplied by MOE.

Even this increase in petroleum product consumption will depend

critically on two factors: the success of the coal substitution program

and the growing use of energy conservation measures. In arriving at

these estimates, it has been assumed that the Government's fuel con-

version program for the cement industry would proceed on schedule and

that the program for other industries, while falling short of its 1984
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target by about a third due to greater than expected delays in initial

implementation, would also achieve its objectives for 1989. The

success of this program alone would result in the potential displacement

of about 2.4 million barrels of petroleum products (largely fuel oil)

by 1989; about 1.5 million barrels of which would be replaced by coal

and the rest by other wood fuels and bagasses. Further savings in

petroleum product consumption of about 400,000 barrels by 1989, have

also been assumed for these estimates. These will accrue from the

programmed improvements and modifications to existing industrial techniques

and machinery.

Details of the Government's planned conservation program for

industry and estimates of the potential savings that might accrue from

it are presented in Annex of this report. Nevertheless, it is

important to emphasize here that the expected rate of return for this

program is high -- over 40% -- and the savings in petroleum consumption

are also large in absolute terms -- over P600 million a -year in 1980

prices. In view of this, it is all the more important to resolve

the relatively minor organizational and financial issues that might

impede the rapid progress of this program. In particular, the provision

of financial incentives to private firms wishing to implement the

program and the expansion of BEU's energy management training coursds

and advisory services need further Government consideration.
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The Transport Sector

Projections of fuel consumption in the transport 
sector are

difficult to make on the basis of historical trends, 
both because

the available data are sparser and sometimes contradictory 
and because

the transport sector has been and is still going through 
a period of

rapid and structural adjustment to higher fuel 
costs. Since 1973, there

have been large fluctuations in the growth of transport fuel consumption

ranging from a decline of 8 percent in one 
year to an increase of 6

percent in another. While the data series are far too short 
for

conclusive evidence, it does suggest that much of this fluctuation

is attributable to the pattern of the early years after 
1973. Since

1976, for example, the total demand for transport 
fuels has been

growing more or less steadily at between 
2 and 4 percent a year. The

demand for different products has of course been more volatile, largely

due to vehicle fleet adjustments caused by the Government's 
inter-

product pricing policy. As mentioned earlier, the conqumption of

gasoline has declined in absolute terms 
as vehicle owners shifted from

gasoline to diesel powered vehicles to take advantage of the product

price differential.!'

In its projections of future demand for transport fuels, 
the MOE

has assumed a continuation of this declining trend 
in gasoline con--

sumption which results in a reduced overall transport 
fuel consumption

1/ Between 1978 and 1979, the number of diesel powered trucks, buses and

jitneys increased dramatically from 115,000 
to 185,000 and their share

in the total fleet of trucks, buses and jitneys rose 
from 31% to 45%.
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growth rate of 2.8 percent for the period 1979-89.- However, these

projections are likely to prove optimistic because much of the decrease

in gasoline consumption over the past five years resulted from a once

and for all adjustment to interfuel price differentials. If the

Government now adopts a more rational pricing policy for gasoline and

2/
diesel, as recommended in this report,- further shifts in vehicle

type are unlikely to materialize. A more reasonable assumption would

be that if any further such shifts were to occur their effect would

be counterbalanced by the growth of gasoline demand by existing users

and new private car owners and that on balance the consumption of

gasoline would remain at its present level for the next five years.

Beyond that date, the rate of growth of gasoline consumption will depend

critically on the outcome of the Government's alcohol development

program..! If, as recommended in this report, this program is implemented

at a much slower pace than planned, its impact on gasoline consumption

is likely to be limited to the equivalent of less than.1 million

barrels a year by 1989 and again this impact could easily be offset by

1/ Gasoline consumption is expected to decline at an annual rate of

1.4% during the 1980s (2.1% p.a. to 1984 and 0.6% p.a. thereafter).
Total transport fuel consumption is projected to grow at 1.9% p.a. to

1984 and 3.7% p.a. thereafter, resulting in an average annual rate of

2.8% for the entire period.

2/ See above paras 4

3/ For a discussion and review of this program, see below para 6

and also Annex
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the growth in the overall demand for gasoline. Therefore, in the

following table, gasoline consumption is projected to remain at

current levels throughout the 1980s. For the other transport fuels,

projected growth rates used are those provided by the Ministry of

Energy. This results in a projected overall rate of growth for transport

fuels of 2.9% p.a. up to 1984 and 3.7% p.a. thereafter.

Table 5.3

Projected Transport Fuel Consumption

Consumption (million barrels) Annual Average Growth Rates (%)
Product 1979 1984 1989 1979-84 1984-89 1979-89

Gasoline 14.4 14.5 14.5 0 0 0

Diesela/ 17.0 21.4 28.3 4.7 5.7 5.2

Avgas/Avtubo 2.8 3.6 4.6 5.2 ..1 5.1

Total 34.2 39.5 47.4 2.9 3.7 3.3

a/ Includes small amounts of bunker fuel.

Source: Staff estimates/MOE.

These estimates further assume the continuation of Government

policies and programs to improve the efficiency of vehicle utilization

through appropriate fiscal and pricing policies and an expanded program

of traffic management measures to affect the flow of traffic and reduce
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vehicle turnaround times. This latter set of measures offers an

early potential for fuel conservation and further Government attention

in this area is required.

Residential and Commercial Sector

Energy consumption by the residential and commercial sector is

expected to continue to grow at rapid rates. The fuel composition of

this demand will change, however, as increased access to electricity

moderates the growth in consumption of petroleum products, largely

kerosene and LPG. The estimates presented below are based on the

early adoption of an electric power pricing policy for residential

consumers which reflects more fully the costs of supplying power to

them.

Table 5.4

Residential and Commercial Energy Consumption
Annual Average Growth

Consumption (mboe) Rates (%)
Source 1979 1984 1989 1979-89

Petroleum Products 5.4 7.5 9.0 5.2

Electricity 12.7

Total 18.1

Source: Staff Estimates/MOE.
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Energy Demand by Fuel Source

The projections of sectoral energy consumption can be aggregated

by fuel type to show the expected national interfuel consumption

pattern. This is done in Table 5.5 below.

Table 5.5

Projected Energy Consumption by Fuel (in mboe)

1979 1984 1989

Refined Petroleum Products

Coal

Electricity

[Table to be filled in and attendant text inserted following 
preparation

of revised figures.]



August 15, 190

Mr. Herbert E. Manan
Vice Presidant
Gulf Etorgy and Minerals

Company-Internatiowal
Iox 2100

euston, Texas 77001

Re Proposed Qmfereace at the ftiversity
of oeuston on the Role of the Werld
Bak in the Developing Countries of
Latin Awarlea

Dear Mr. Uewmn:

Thank you for your letter to Mr. Reveni of July 14th on the
above subjeet wvieh has been passed on to as In his abesene on home
leave in Pra.. Your letter will be brought to his attention upon
his return in early September and we will W back to you ahortly
thereafter.

Your. sincerely,

Julien Martr
Economic Adviser
Energy Departoont

MAmed/rhe

cc: Mr. Roveal
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INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE
GULF 70973

IN REPLY

FRC H. E. Hansen AT Houston REFERTO

TO Addressees Below AT DATE July 14, 1980

PROPOSED WORLD BANK CONFERENCE
ON THE ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK IN
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES OF LATIN
AMERICA AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Mr. C. S. Carman, Director, Corporate Development at
the University of Houston, called this morning to indicate
that following discussions with the President, Dr. Bishop,
they are very interested in proceeding with the suggested
seminar. The next step will be to discuss the following
suggestions with the World Bank to get their views. Please
refer to Mr. Hugh Stephen's memorandum to me dated April 2,
1980 containing a preliminary proposal for a one day conference.

1. Is a single day sufficient, or should it be
extended to a day and a half or even two full days?

2. Potential speakers from the World Bank. Dr. Bishop
would be available to participate in the program if desired.

3. In view of the many activities involving the World
Bank, U.S. elections and political results thereof, we believe
it preferable to select a date after the end of this year.
Therefore, we suggest Tuesday and Wednesday, February 3 and 4,
1981 as tentative dates.

4. We should shoot for a group of 100-150 attendees;
Should this be limited to invited guests, or thrown open to the
local community?

5. If it is to be a one day session, the idea would be
to have a private dinner hosted by Dr. Bishop the evening before,
to be followed by a continental breakfast and luncheon. (Esti-
mated cost per head, $10 each.) If, this session is more than a
single day, a dinner party could be arranged with an open bar
for approximately $25 per head. Our preliminary thoughts are
that we should charge a tuition of $50 for the conference plus
meals, or perhaps an inclusive fee of $100. The University
would provide its facilities and arrangements, and Gulf (with
or without other sponsors) would underwrite any deficit esti-
mated not to exceed $10,000.

6. Suggested topics for panel discussion to be dis-
cussed with the Bank.
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After these preliminary discussions have been held
with the Bank, I have undertaken to report back to Mr. Carman
in order to further develop the program.

H. E. Hansen

HEH:vo

Addressees

Mr. N. L. DeBay
Mr. R. J. Allen
Mr. S. D. Nelson
Mr. N. C. Ortiz

Mr. Yves Rovani
Mr. Philippe Bourcier
Mr. Eduardo Elejalde



R ECEIVED
edd

University of Houston
Central Campus OVT AGMTS
Houston, Texas 77004

Department of Political Science

2 April, 1980

Mr. Herbert E. Hansen, Vice President

Gulf Energy and Minerals Company- International

Box 2100
Houston, Texas 77001

Dear Herb:

Enclosed you will find the Preliminary Proposal for a conference

on the Role of the World Bank in the Developing Countries of Latin

America. I hope it provides enough for you to go on in your

discussions with Bank officials. I believe you can proceed with

every confidence that the University will support the project.

Sincerely,

Hugh W Stephens



University of Houston
Central Campus
Houston, Texas 77004

Department of Political Science

PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL

Topic: Conference on the Role of the World Bank in the Developing

Countries of Latin Armerica

Location. Continuing Education Center, University of Houston,

Central Campus

Date: November? February?
(December would be inconvenient because of final examinations)

Format: Single-day conference

8:00 - 9:00 a.m. Registration

9:00 -10:00 Keynote address

Probably WB official reviewing policy,
recent innovations; some emphasis on
subjects to bd covered in panels

10:30 - 12:00 a.m. First Panel

12:15 - 1:15 p.m. Luncheon

1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Second Panel

3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Third Panel

Each panel would feature one. or two presentations, plus comments
by a discussant, lasting approximately an hour, leaving one-half
an hour for questions



Conference Proposal (2)

Projected Panel Topics:

1 - WB participation in oil exploration and development agreements

2 - WB participation in international agency financing activities

(IMF, Inter-American Development Bank, Andean Group, etc.)

3 - WB efforts to encourage private investment participation in

sponsored projects (e.g., International Center for Settlement

of Investment Disputes)

Other possible topics:

4 - manpower training and technical education activities in Latin
American countries

5 - population control programs

6 - economic infrastructure policies and projects

Planning and Administration of Conference:

Under the immediate supervision of Dr. Hugh W Stephens, Associate
Professor of.Political Science, University of Houston

General support and endorsement from the University of Houston
System

Ancillary Activities:

Cocktail party and dinner for participants on panels, sponsors
hosted by Dr. C.E. Bishop, President, University of Houston
(not yet confirmed) evening prior to conference

Press Conference, late afternoon of day prior to conference



Mr. James 3. Fish August 15, 1980

Masood Ahmed

Draft UNDP Global _Project Agreement

In the event that you receive queries about the proposed UNDP
interregional project for energy sector assesaments, I am attaching
for your information a copy of

(1) the draft project agrement; and

(ii) a memorandum sent by Julian to the Regional Chief
Economists, setting out a proposed program for eoergy
sector work in FY81.

Subject to the special consideration mentioned in Part II C of
the draft agreement - viz. the 60 countries will be chosen from the
list of OIDCs - no prior allocation has been done between those
countries where the planned sector work will be financed through the
UNDP project or through the Bank's own normal sector work program.
The plan now is to retain maximum flexibility in the use of both the
money and the staff charged to the UNDP project and to allocate
country assignments and output as we proceed. Howayr, the initial
emphasis for deploying UNDP resources is expected to be an those
countries where the need for building up our basic knowledge and
identifying major issues is greatest.

The other point worth making is that the additional resources
provided through this project will enable us to carry out a more
comprehensive program of identification, preparation, appraisal and
supervision of energy planning projects, either as components of larger
energy projects or, where appropriate, as independent technical
assistance projects in their own right.

MAhmed/rhe
Attachment

cc: Moars. Richard H. Sheehan
Julian harier
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August 15, 1980

Ms. Sarah Henderson
Room 396 Speackman Hall
School of Businoss

Administration
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

Dear Ma. Henderson:

Enclosed please find copy of my reference report for
Mr. Kidane Mariam Asmerom who has applied for admission to your
Ph.b. program in economics. I understand that my letter of May 38
with attached recowuendation went astray.

Sincerely,

Masood Abued



May 28, 1980

Dean of The rraduate School,
Tenple University,
PhiladeI~llia ,
PE2MsYLvANIA 19122

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a reference report for
Mr. Kidane Mariam Asmerom who has applied for admission to your Ph.D.
program in economics.

I apologize for the dehay in returning this form, but I have
only just got back after a six-week trip to the far east. I hope that
this report is useful to you and that its late arrival will not preju-
dice NIr. Asmerom's chances of admission.

Yours faithfully,

Masood Ahmed

MAhmed:dvw
Encl.
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Energy Sector Organization and Institutions

Overview

One of the Government's major responses to the altered international

energy situation of the 1970s has been to strengthen and consolidate

the institutional and organizational framework for the energy sector.

In this its efforts have met with a great deal of success. The country

now has an impressive central policy, planning and regulatory agency

in the Ministry of Energy -- not the least of whose achievements has

been the preparation and publication of a detailed Ten Year Energy Program

for the 1980s. Some institutional strengthening has also taken place

at the sub-sector implcmenting agency level, but there remain weaknesses,

particularly in the power sector, which need to be rectified if these

agencies are to carry out effectively their enhanced role for the eighties.

The Ministry of Fnergy

In October 1977 a Presidential Decree creating the Deparment of

Energy established the current organizational structure of the energy

sector in the Philippines. Shortly thereafter this Department was

transformed into a Ministry and its powers and responsibilities extended

to include the formulation and implementation of policies, plans and

programs for the development of indigenous energy resources. The MOE' s

other responsibilities include the monitoring and supervision of inter-

national trade, domestic refining, marketing and distribution of

petroleum products, regulation and control of private sector involvement

in the energy sector, including the granting of service contracts for

the exploration and development of coal, oil and geothermal fuels, th,
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coordination of the electric power industry, and the supervision and

coordination of research into new and non-conventional energy sources.

In keeping with the Government's overall priorities in the energy

sector, the Ministry has been more closely involved with the develop-

ment and use of hydrocarbon fuels (particularly oil) than with the electric

power sector; and this is reflected in its internal organization.

Line responsibility in the Ministry is nested in two major bureaus:

(i) The Bureau of Energy Development which is responsible

for the development of indigenous energy resources

(hydrocarbons, geothermal and non-conventional) and

for the regulation of private local and foreign firms

involved in this field.

(ii) The Bureau of Energy Utilization which is responsible

for regulating the import, refining, marketing and distri-

bution of crude oil and petroleum products, the prepara-

tion and implementation of energy conservation programs

and utilization standards, and the collection and inter-

pretation of energy sector data and the formulation of

energy demand and supply forecasts.

The Ministry also exercized control over three other agencies.

The Philippine Atomic Energy Commission responsible for the planning

and regulation of the country's nuclear energy program; the Board of

Energy which primarily regulates petroleum product prices 
and retail

tariffs for electric power supplied by private utilities; and the Center

for Non-Conventional Energy Dovelopmcnt whose main focus to date has

been on applied research in the application of new technologies.
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MOE's staff are competent and, particularly at the senior levels,

display an impressive understanding of the issues and options facing

.the energy sector. There are two areas in which further improvements

could be made. First, the high proportion of MOE staff who are

employed by and on secondment from the Philippine National Oil Company

needs consideration. At the Bureau of Energy Development, for example,

over half the staff of 135 and a much higher proportion of senior staff

are actually PNOC employees. While this policy is a pragmatic means

of attracting and retaining qualified personnel within the salary

constraints posed by civil service regulations, the longer term effects

could be harmful not only because the Ministry is supposed to regulate

PNOC's activities but also because of the impression it creates on the

private sector companies who are regulated by the Ministry and are

supposed to compete with PNOC. The second area of improvement lies in

the relative emphasis placed on technical versus policy or administrative

staff. A largely satisfactory energy policy and an overall program

for its implementation has already been formulated. The more urgent

need now is not so much for the further refinement of this program as

for the detailed programming and technical backup of the development

plans on a subsector by subsector basis. This more technical orientation

of the Ministry's activities will require a commensurate strengthening

in its technical resources and staff.
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The Hydrocarbon Sector

The Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC)

PNOC is the Government's main executing agency in the hydrocarbon

subsector. It was created in 1973 as a fully owned Government corporation

and has since then been active in almost every aspect of the petroleum

industry and in the development of coal and geothermal resources.

Diversity of activity and strong Government support have made PNOC a large

and complex organization. Its total revenues in 1978 exceeded $1 billion

and at the end of that year it employed about 9000 people. PNOC's revenues

are generated largely through the refining and marketing of petroleum

products. Its subsidiary, the Bataan Refining Corporation, is the largest

domestic refinery with a capacity of barrels per day; and its

distribution and marketing subsidiary, Petrophil Corporation, .s the

country's largest corporation in terms of sales (P4.2 billion in 1978).

PNOC's involvement in the upstream end of the business is also

significant and growing. Through its subsidiary group of Energy

Development Companies it is engaged in survey and exploration work for

oil, mostly onshore where private companies have so far shown relatively

little interest; in the exploration and development of coal resources

at Malangas and on Cebu; and in exploration and development work for

1/
geothermal resources on five sites.- These activities account for the

bulk of PNOC's investments (P384 million ($55 million) in 1978 and

P million in 1979).
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PNOC's staff are competent and dedicated but, particularly in

the upstream end of its activities, they are both in short supply and

could benefit from further experience and training. Some of this

training could be provided through joint ventures with international

oil companies and the limited use of expatriate consultants should also

be considered.

The Power Sector

National Power Corporation (NPC)

NPC is a stock corporation fully owned by the Government and run

by a Board of seven members who are all appointed by the President.

Prior to 1972 NPC's role was limited to the construction and operation

of hydroelectricity plants and consequently its capacity for corporate,

finEncial or system planning was rather limited. Since then, however,

the corporation's responsibilities have been extended to include all

future large-scale generation of electric power and it has also taken

over the generating stations previously owned and operated by the Manila

Electric Company. NPC's expansion program during the next ten years

is the total construction it undertook during the first forty years

of its existence.

The Government has become increasingly aware of the need to strengthen

NPC's institutional capability to enable it to effectively discharge the

vastly expanded role envisaged for it and a number of significant improve-

ments have been made. In 1978, the corporation's senior management
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structure was reorganized and streamlined and a new president brought

in. Steps have also been taken to upgrade NPC's staff capability through

improved salary scales and the recruitment of 
qualified technical-

personnel. These are welcome steps-in the right direction 
but there

are still important areas of weakness, particularly in program planning

and procurement, which will continue to require 
close Government attention

and support.

National Electrification Administration (NEA)

NEA is responsible for implementing the Government's ambitious

rural electrification program and through the control of the electricity

cooperatives, it has rapidly become the major distribution agency in

the power sector. Unlike NPC and PNOC, NEA reports not to the Ministry

of Energy but rather to the Office of the President. Partly as a result

of this but also because of personality differences between 
the senior

managements of these organizations, NEA's programs 
and activities are

inadequately coordinated with those of the energy sector agencies,

particularly the NPC. An example of this is the fact that NEA is

planning to undertake a program of electricity 
generation from non-

conventional sources that will add roughly 15 percent to the capacity

planned for entirely independently by NPC. 
One or the other of these

agencies will need to build this capacity, but not both. The most

urgent need for coordination is to explore possible energy 
interchange

arrangements where the generating facilities of both agencies 
are
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connected to both grids. Furthermore, NEA should consider whether it

might not be able to achieve its mandate of national electrification

more rapidly by concentrating its mini-hydro and dendro-thermal generation

schemes in those areas not served by NPC transmission lines. In

general, where WPC power is available, it will constitute a cheaper

source of supply than non-conventional power and the production from

NEA's planned forestry plantations in those areas could be used to

augment dwindling firewood supplies for direct use.

Other Organizations

The Philippine National Alcohol Commission (PNAC)

PNAC was established in early 1980 to provide overall policy

guidance and support to the Government's ambitious alcogas program

which seeks to replace imported gasoline in the transport sector by

a blend of gasoline and domestically produced alcohol from sugar and

other root crops. This commission is chaired by the Minister of Energy

and includes as its members the Chairman of the Philippine Sugar

Commission, the Ministers of Agriculture, Industry, Finance and National

Resources and an (as yet unnamed) representative of the private sector.

It is supported by a small Secretariat of technical staff. Although

this Commission provides a potentially strong nucleus for the develop-

ment and control of the alcogas program, its relatively young age and

the uncertainties surrounding the future of the alcogas program itself

1/
imply that many of its operational details have yet to be developod.-

1/ See para for a fuller discussion of the prospects for the

realization of the Jlcogas program.
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Noncommercial Energy

The existing institutional framework for the analysis of non-

commercial energy consumption and supply and for the development of

programs to augment their supply and improve their efficiency of

use is inadequate and requires further Government attention. The

Center for Nonconventional Energy Development (CNED) is doing some

useful work on the supply side in testing new applications for non-

commercial and nonconventional fuels but much of this work is too

research-oriented to have a marked impact on solving the energy

problems of rural and poor urban households in the near future. More

emphasis needs to be given to analyzing their more immediate needs

for cooking and lighting fuel, taking into account both the competing

demand from industrial users and the potential for interfuel substitu-

tion. This could be achieved either through broadening the focus of

CNED's program and staff or by establishing a separate small unit for

this purpose in the Bureau of Energy Utilization in the MOE which would

also coordinate closely with the Bureau of Forestry Development, the

Ministry of Agriculture and other concerned agencies.
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Energy Pricing, Taxes and Subsidies

Introduction

The Philippines are one of the few countries -- developed or

developing -- which have adjusted the domestic prices of imported

energy quickly and fully to reflect changing world prices for these

products. Since 1973, the weighted average of petroleum product prices

has registered a sevenfold increase and despite some important anomalies

in regard to relative refined product pricing, the structure of prices

is broadly satisfactory. This is unfortunately not the case for the

power sector where both the level and structure of retail tariffs

urgently needs revision.

Petroleum Products

Petroleum product prices have been increased on eleven occasions

since January 1973 and because of increased taxation, are today well

above import parity. In February 1980, the retail price of a recon-

stituted barrel was just over $50, of which 20 percent was accounted

for by sales taxes. As these taxes are levied in ranging proportions

on the different refined products, with the bulk of the burden being

placed on gasoline, their net effect has been to widen the gap between

the retail prices of gasoline and the other refinery products.

In particular, the differential between gasoline and diesel

prices has continued to grow with diesel prices now amounting to about

half of the former. This price differential is the result of the

Government's explicit objective of shielding public transport users
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from the full impact of higher international prices and although

it can arguably be justified on these grounds its impact on relative

product demand growth needs to be closely monitored. There is already

some evidence that the absolute decline in gasoline consumption during

1979 and the consequent buildup of gasoline stockpiles in the country,

given the relative inflexibility of the output mix of domestic

refineries, was due in part to a large scale shift from petrol to

diesel powered vehicles in the transport sector. In this context,

the Government may wish to consider the adoption of alternative and

more selective means of subsidizing public transport users- and

allow the differential in end-product prices to be determined by their

relative costs and comparative operational advantages.

Table 4.1

Retail Prices for Selected Petroleum Products (May 1980)

Percentage Comparative Prices
Current Retail Increase Import Parity Retail Prices

Product Price $US Gal. Since Oct.1973 (ex Singapore) Thailand S.Korea

Aviation fuel 1.96 900

Gasoline-regular _ 2.18 1,200

-premium 2.28 1,060

Diesel 1.22 725

Kerosene 1.22 775

Fuel Oil 0.85 735

LPG 1.14 580

Source: PNOC/MOE data; Staff Estimates

1/ These could include, inter alia, differential import duties or licensing
fees for public transport vehicles and private automobiles.
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Fiscal Contribution of the Sector

Sales of petroleum products have traditionally been a source of

revenue for the national exchequer. Since 1975 these revenues have risen

dramatically both because of the increase in the price of these products

and because the rising proportion of taxes in the final sales price.

The application of these taxes has also been broadened. The traditional

'specific tax' whose proceeds augment the general revenues of 
the

Government has been supplemented since 1974 by a 'special fund' levy.

The revenues from this fund, which are again generated primarily through

gasoline sales, have been used for other energy related projects.

Since April 1979, a Crude Equalization Fund has also been in operation

with the objective of reimbursing oil companies for disproportionate

increases in the cost of their particular crude oil imports until

ex-refinery prices have been raised to reflect these higher costs.

Table 4.2

Structure of Petroleum Product Prices (May 1980)

Taxes as a %

Oil Company- Specific Special= Wholesale of Wholesale

Product Take Taxes Fund Price Price

Gasoline-regular 2.803 0.91 0.438 4.15 32.5

-premium 2.860 1.000 0.483 4.34 34.1

Diesel 2.040 0.185 0.035 2.25 9.3

Kerosene 2.165 0.070 0.035 2.27 4.6

Fuel oil 1.448 0.045 0.038 1.53 5.4

LPG 2.005 0.078 0.038 2.121 5.5

Average 1.952 0.278 0.160 2.39 18.3

1/ Includes crude equalization differential.

2/ Includes "energy development import" of PO.19/liter on regular and premium 
gasoline.

Source: MOE/PNOC.
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The special fund has provided the Government with a valuable and

growing source of revenues for its energy development program. Since

its inception in 1974, the fund has disbursed over P1.6 billion ($220

million) for a wide variety of energy related projects. It has been

used to provide equity capital for PNOC and its subsidiaries and to

finance specific projects undertaken by them; it has helped finance

the purchase by the National Power Corporation of power plants

previously owned by the private sector Manila Electric Company; and it

has provided equity and project finance for the National Electrification

Administration. Because of recent increases in product prices and tax

rates, the fund's revenues are rapidly growing. Collections in 1979

were over P1.4 billion ($185 million) and they are expected to rise

further this year to approximately P2.0 billion ($265 million).
1

Although the special fund provides a useful mechanism for internal

cash generation in the energy sector, the degree of central Government

control over its disbursements2/ and the fact that its proceeds have

been used for such diverse projects3/ raises some questions about its

operational effectiveness. As revenues from the fund are not automatically

1/ Additional revenues generated through the specific tax on petroleum

product sales amounted to P2.3 billion ($300 million) in 1979 and are

estimated to rise to P3.2 billion ($425 million) in 1980.

2/ Disbursements from the fund can only be made on the basis of a letter

of instruction from the President of the Philippines to the Commissioner

of the Budget, the Treasurer of the Philippines and the President of the

PNOC.

3/ For example, P200 million were disbursed to the National Irrigation

Administration in 1978 to help finance the Magat multipurpose project.
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disbursed to the various operating companies in the energy sector, they

are unlikely to be used as a basis for operational programming

and budgeting. Furthermore, there is no reason why the two should be

linked in this way. The appropriate investment program for the energy

sector has to be defined in the light of broader Government objectives

and although for planning purposes its budgetary implications need to

be worked out well in advance, there are few benefits in linking them

directly to the partial proceeds of sales taxes on petroleum products.

The Government might wish to reexamine, therefore, the present complex

structure of petroleum product taxation with a view to its further

simplification and streamlining.

The Power Sector

Electric power pricing in the Philippines has historically been

governed by social and political objectives which have limited the

ability of power generating utilities to gain a reasonable return on

their assets or adequately finance their investment programs from

internal cash generation and have resulted in a retail tariff structure

which is complex, distorted and often inconsistent with the Government's

own stated objectives of equity and efficiency. The problem has been

exacerbated by the multiplicity of regulatory authorities and

distribution agencies and the archipelagic nature of the country which

results in a fragmented power market and wide differences in the cost

of electric power supply across regions.
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Electricity tariffs are set at two levels. Wholesale rates

for the National Power Corporation, which generates 90 percent of

national electricityl/ are set by its Board with the approval of the

National Economic Development Agency and the President. Retail

tariffs for the electricity cooperatives are approved by the National

Electrification Administration and for the few remaining private

utilities by the Board of Energy, an independent three-man Board

which, like the NEA, reports to the Office of the President. This

wholesale/retail distribution is by and large valid with the exception

of direct NPC sales to large industrial consumers outside the Metro

Manila area, a practice which is not always welcomed by the cooperatives

in those areas and is a source of some inter-agency friction which needs

to be resolved by a policy decision in the near future.

NPC Wholesale Rates

The deficiencies characterizing the existing tariff framework

can also be analyzed at these two levels. At the wholesale or NPC

level the main problem has been financial. Despite a fivefold increase

in its overall rates since 1974, NPC still receives an average price

for its power which is too low to enable it to earn a reasonable

return on its capital. Since 1968, NPC's rate of return on average

net fixed assets in operation has ranged from 3% to 6.4%, well below

the 8 percent minimum target it has set for itself. The long-term

effects of this performance on NPC's creditworthiness and financial
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structure are already evident. NPC is unable to meet even its debt

service requirements from internal cash generation and as a result

all of its expansion program is being funded through (sometimes short-

term) borrowing and from Government equity contributions. The

increasing severity of this problem is demonstrated by the fact that

NPC could not now cover its debt service commitments from its own

funds even if its rates were increased to allow it to earn a 10 percent

rate of return -- the maximum permitted by its charter.

Partly as a recognition of its increasingly unsatisfactory financial

situation, NPC established a special unit in 1977 to prepare a revised

tariff based on the marginal costs of supplying electricity to the various

consumer categories. This study was completed in 1979 but no compre-

hensive set of conclusions or recommendations for their implementation

has yet been drafted.1  The results of the study al so need to be

updated in the light of the recent sharp increases in fuel prices and

the revisions to the power expansion program. Nevertheless, certain

basic conclusions can already be drawn from this analysis and appropriate

tariff revisions initiated. These conclusions fall into four particular

areas. Firstly, despite the substantial increases in NPC tariffs in

February 1980, these tariffs are on average still 30 percent below the

long run marginal cost of power supply. Secondly, the principal

component which needs to be changed is the capacity rather than the

energy charge. Currently MECO does not pay anything for capacity use

1/ Marginal Cost Analysis for NPC, Power Sector Tariff Study, NPC
Corporate Planning Department, January 1979.
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and the charge for other NPC customers is also minimal. One manifesta-

tion of this is the fact that capacity changes constitute only 15

percent of the current NPC tariff when their contribution to LRMC is

of the order of 60 percent. Thirdly, the wide difference in NPC's

existing rates for Luzon and Mindanao (Luzon rates are about double

the rates for Mindanao) is not justified by differential costs of power

supply. Finally, average rates for the Visayas should continue to be

higher than in the other areas because of the heavy reliance of the Visayas

on imported oil. However, in this context the cost implications of

interconnecting Panay-Negros-Cebu through Samar-Leyte with the national

grid need to be studied further.

Table 4.3

NPC Wholesale Rates and Marginal Costs of Power Supply

(centavos/kWh)

Who sale Rates Marginal Costsa/ Rates as a

Capacity- Energy Capacity Energy % of marg.
Grid Cost Cost Total Cost Cost Total costs

Luzon 35.32 28 18 46 77

Visayas 139.15 23 34 57 69

Cebu & Panay 42.00

Bohol & Negros 30.00
Mindanao 17.06P- 30 16 46 37

Mindanao 17.00
General Santos 40.00

Overall 33.81 28 20 48 70

a/ NPC estimates for 1978 prices updated to reflect higher fuel costs of 1980. Energy

Costs increased by 100 percent and capacity costs by 8 percent per annum.

b/ Capacity cost converted to kWh equivalent on the basis of

c/ Excludes General Santos sub-grid.

Source: Staff estimates based on data from NPC and NPC tariff study, op cit.
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Retail Power Rates

Retail tariffs in the power sector reflect the Government's

"socialized pricing" policy which aims at cross-subsidizing the elec-

tricity consumption of power households through the imposition of

progressively higher charges for the consumption of electricity by

richer households and by commercial and industrial users. Although

such a principle imples some misallocation at the margin between

electricity and other fuels, it can be justified within the context

of the Government's broader economic and social objectives and variants

of it are in force in most other developing countries. Having said

that, there remain important and serious inequities in the retail

electricity tariff structure as it is now applied in the Philippines.

These distortions fall into two groups. First, the extent of sub-

sidies within the Metro Manila area is excessive, both in regard to

those extended to consumers in other parts of the country and in

relation to the generally accepted definition of "lower-income"

households. Residential consumers in the Manila area with a monthly

consumption level below 200 kWh pay c/kWh -- a fraction of the

cost of supply -- and households with a monthly consumption level of

up to 650 kWh (constituting 70 percent of the total consumers 
in this

category) continue to receive electricity at subsidized rates. By

contrast, household rates in neighbouring areas are much higher.-/

1/ For example, in the neighbouring area of household consumers

with a monthly consumption level of pay C/kWh, approximately

times the corresponding rate for MECO consumers.
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These subsidies for middle income consumers in the Metro Manila area

are difficult to justify on equity grounds; particularly as they are

financed partly through the sales of power by MECO to other neighboring

utilities. Furthermore, although MECO itself is able to meet the cost

of these subsidies through sales to its other consumers, its calculations

reflect the price it pays in turn for the bulk power it purchases from

NPC. As discussed earlier, that price is itself too low in relation

to NPC's long-run marginal costs of generating power and NPC has to

rely increasingly on general Government revenues to finance its investment

program.

The second area which urgently needs attention is the variation

in the retail rate structure across the different cooperatives and

private utilities. Apart from MECO, other private utilities do not

follow any discernable policy of cross-subsidization and their

residential tariffs are, in most cases, higher than the rates for other

consumer categories. Electricity cooperatives, on the other hand,

generally subsidize their lower income residential consumers and

small business establishments although there is considerable variation

in the eitent'of subsidy. Further variations in coop rates are

introduced by differences in transmission losses, load factors which

result in different power costs across cooperatives. The essential

problem here stems from the excessively localized focus of tariff

setting with the cost of subsidizing residential consujption being

borne by the large consumers in each franchise area and not on a country-
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wide basis. While interregional differences reflecting the different

costs of producing and distributing power.would continue to exist,

the Government should consider the early rationalization of retail

power tariffs, perhaps through the establishment of a rate equaliza-

tion fund.

These changes can only be introduced gradually, but it is important

that the Government prepare and stick by a timetable for their intro-

duction. As a first step in this process, the role and interrelationship

of three regulatory authorities in the power sector should be examined

with a view to their adopting a unified and coordinated approach to

pricing in the power sector. An initial increase, and a timetable

for further graduated increases, in the concessionary rate charged by

MECO should also be given urgent consideration.
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Julian Rharier, EGY, Economic Adviser

Energy Sector Work

1. There has been a recent large increase in requests, from member

governments and from within the Bank, for energy sector work. This

work is needed as a basis for discussions with governments on major

energy policy issues, such as pricing, as well as for establishing

priorities for sector investment and technical assistance for building

up a national energy planning capability. As you know, it also serves

as the framework for Bank lending and technical assistance in the

various energy subsectors and as an important element in economic CPP

work, particularly for the oil-importing developing countries.

2. A description of the current program of energy sector work for

FY81 is attached. It is based on the regional submissions of last

November/December, supplemented by recent discussions with the regional

energy projects divisions and, in some cases, with country economists.

Since we may not be able to carry out the entire program, I would be

most grateful for your comments on this list, and the priorities it

implies, since we are now in the process of allocating staff and con-

sultants for the work. It would-also be useful to know if the timing

of missions needs to be fixed or changed to fit with country economic

or 'structural adjustment' missions.

3. For your information, we have now instituted a procedure in the

Energy Department whereby a desk study is completed for review within

the Bank before an energy sector mission derarts. The mission can then

concentrate on major policy issues that have been identified and on

obtaining information to fill gaps in our knowledge of the sector. The

reports themselves are relatively short, and I am attaching the 
recent

'model' report on Pakistan to illustrate their scope. Where more

detailed work is required, we propose to finance this under technical

assistance loans/credits for energy planning or technical assistance

components of loans/credits in the various energy subsectors.

JBharier/rhe
Attachment

cc: Messrs. Y. Rovani, EY
M. Ahmed, EGY
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East Africa

New Energy Sector Work

Mauritius: Mission planned for May 1981 to focus on energy planning

needs of country. Desk study will be prepared before the

mission departs.

Kenya: Desk study to be prepared in September before preliminary

discussions with government on scope of energy sector 
and

planning work in early November.

Somalia: Mission proposed for late FY81 following request 
from

government.

Zimbabwe: Region may receive request from government for an energy

sector survey in this fiscal year following an economic/

project identification mission in August/September 
1980.

Tanzania: Desk study to be prepared in October prior to mission

expected to visit country in spring 
1981. EGY would

provide most of the support.

Malawi: Preliminary mission proposed for December 1980 as part

.of power work. The full mission would require a renewables

export.

Zaire: Mission scheduled tentatively for November 1980.

Continuation of FY80 Work

Burundi: Completion of draft report now underway.

Madagascar: Updating and review of Richter's 
Energy Sector Note now

underway.
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West Africa

New Energy Sector Worli-

Ivory Coast: Desk study will be completed before 
mission departs

in January 1981. EGY will supply the energy specialist.

Senegal: In connection with power and potential 
petroleum

lending, a mission is planned for December 
1980.

Special emphasis will be place on 
renewable energy

sources.

Benin: Mission planned for FY81, in conjunction with mission to Togo.

Liberia: Mission planned for April 1981 
in association with

energy planning component of 
petroleum project and

regional power involvement.

Sierra Leone: Mission planned for November 1980 to 
place emphasis

on energy planning needs.

Togo: Mission planned for FY81, in conjunction with mission to Benin.

Cog.: Octobb3r 1980 report will follow on from oil/gas project

and identify further lending potential. 
No mission is planned.

Guinea-Bissau: Short draft report recently completed 
by Richter.

Will be reviewed in Bank and possibly 
issued as an

'energy sector note'.

Continuation -of FY80 work

Ghana: First draft of report ready in 
August. It is expected

-G that this will be discussed with the government 
in

September at the same tim" as an 
energy planning

project pre-appraisal tean 
is in the field.

Cameroons: Draft report of mission now being-reviewed 
in the

Bank. Discussions with the government planned 
for

October 1980.

1/ In addition, a number of regional 
studies are being undertaken or

proposed for the second half of FY81, including:

.. Power interconnection; and

I. Hydro potential.
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East Asia

New Energy Sector Work

Indonesia: Desk study already prepared and will be updated by

end October on the basis of a brief mission 
to discuss

the energy pricing study in August. On the basis of

the revised study, a sector mission, including specialists

on coal and renewables will visit the country 
in late

1980 or early 1981, and a follow-up work program 
for

FY82 will be developed.

China: Request has been received for an energy sector report.

No details as yet.

Papua New Guinea: Following a recent visit of Heitner to 
PNG, it

is likely that a. petroleum exploration loan may be

made in FY82. To ensure that this is fully justified

as part of the country's energy sector development

program, a mission will visit the 
country in late 1980 or

early 1981 after a desk study has 
been piepared.

Continuation of FY80 ork

Philippines: Draft report expected to be discussed with the

government in September/October.

S
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South Asia

New Energy Sector Work

Sri Lanka: Desk study now being prepared by Visvanathan. Power

sector review by Jechotek. Mission expected to visit

country in early October in association with an

economic mission.

Bangladesh: Power sector review being prepared by Jechotek. 
Desk

study to be prepared in August. Oil and gas sector

review done in connection with gas project. Preliminary

mission expected to visit country in September 1980 as

part of an economic mission and energy sector 
mission

scheduled for early 1981.

Continuation of FY80 work

none.
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EIENA

New Energy Sector Work

Morocco: Desk study to be prepared in August by Fremont, prior
to Hughart mission to review the energy investment
program.

Turkey: Desk study now being prepared by Fremont. Mission led
by Sadove will visit Turkey at end of September to
review country investment program. Consultants will
be used also.

Yugoslavia: Following the mission of Reekie in June/July, an
energy sector mission has been planned for March/April
1981. A desk study will be prepared during September/
October.

Algeria: Energy sector to be examined as part of a September
economic mission. Decaux (consultant) will be on the
mission, and will produce a separate report on energy.

Romania: Mission planned in March 1981 to update previous sector
report.

Yemen PDR: ' Report now being prepared by Vedavalli on basis of
work done for petroleum project.

Continuation of FY80 work

Egypt: Draft report now being completed. No further work
expected until pricing and gas utilization studies
are ready.

Jordan: First draft of report now being revewed. Discussion
with the government expected in October/November.

Tunisia: Draft report, based on power and petroleum memos, to
be completed by September.
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LAC

New Energy Sector Work

Uruguay: Desk study to be prepared for a mission in November which

will provide the background for a proposed petroleum

exploration project, and follow on from recent technical

assistance provided under power loans.

Haiti: Mission now planned for November will include forestry

and lignite experts and will focus on these aspects as

well as power and petroleum. The draft report is expected

by March 1981.

Guyana: In conjunction with an economic mission and a power sub-

sector mission, an energy planning expert will visit

Guyana in November.

Colombia: A small mission will visit the country in the coming months

as part of the economic work.

Jamaica: The regional energy economist will complete a draft energy

report by December on the basis of available information.

Ecuador: A mission is planned for late FY81 which will build on the

electric power and petroleum subsector work in progress as

well as the energy balance work now being undertaken in the

country by OLADE.

Continuation of FY80 Work

Argentina: Draft report being held until new studies on gas utiliza-

tion and pricing are completed.

Brazil: Draft report now being prepared in Bank.
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Commercial Energy Supply

Overview

Commercial energy supply in the Philippines has historically

been characterized by an extreme dependence on imported petroleum on

the one hand and the presence of substantial, but as yet largely undeveloped,

indigenous energy sources on the other. Efforts to harness the

country's hydroelectric potential predate the 1973 oil crisis, but

it is only since that year that the development of indigenous energy

resources to replace imported oil has assumed a central role in the

Government's energy policy. The major impact of this policy on national

energy supply will only be felt in the 1980s and beyond, but there

have already been a number of encouraging developments. The country's

first commercial oil discovery has been made and brought on stream;

coal production has increased fivefold since 1973; and the first

large-scale electric power plants to use geothermal steam fuel have

recently been commissioned, making the Philippines the world's second

largest user of this resource. Finally, in the field of hydroelectric

power, the completion of projects commissioned in the 1960s has resulted

in a doubling of capacity since 1972 and an increase in the share of

hydro energy in commercial energy supply. In spite of these develop-

ments, the country's reliance on imported oil remains high, as the

following figures show:
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Table 3.1

Commercial Energy Supply by Source

Percentage Share inb/ Annual Average
Growth Rate

Source 1970 1975 1979 1970-75 1975-79

Petroleum Productsa/
(of which domestically
produced)

Hydroelectricity

Geothermal

Coal

Total

a/ Excluded non-energy petroleum products.

b/ For a description of the assumptions and methodology used to derive

percentage shares, see Annex

Source: Staff estimates based on data from MOE.

The Supply of Petroleum Products

Crude Oil. Prior to 1979, the country's crude oil requirements were

met entirely from imports, and even in that year domestic crude production

from the Nido field accounted for only 10 percent of the total crude oil

supply of 75 million barrels. An important element of the Government's

petroleum supply policy since 1973 has therefore been to encourage the

geographical diversification of oil imports and to increase its control

over them by transferring the responsibility for the bulk of this trade

from the private refining companies to the public sector Philippine

National Oil Corporation (PNOC).
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Table 3.2

Crude Oil Supply by Source

Source Supply (million barrels)

1973 1975 1977 1979

Domestic - - - 7.7

Middle East 65.6 54.5 51.3 47.0

Indonesia - 5.4 10.4 8.0

Malaysia 3.1 4.3 3.0 3.1

China - 3.3 6.1 7.1

Brunei - - - 1.9

Total 68.7 67.5 70.8 74.8

Source: PNOC

The other important element in the Government's petroleum supply

policy has, of course, been to encourage domestic oil exploration and

production by both the public and private sectors. Oil exploration

in the Philippines has a long but sporadic history which can be divided

into three phases. The first phase, which concentrated on seep

drilling, but without much success, began in the 1890s and tapered

off soon thereafter. The second surge in exploration activity took

place in the late 1950s and early sixties when the major international
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oil companies explored the onshore basins but again without

success. The current phase of activity, which commenced in 1970, has

been the most intensive and the most successful. Exploration has

concentrated offshore, particularly on the reefs near Polawan, where

the first commercial discoveries were made.

The present resurgence in domestic exploration activity can be

attributed partly, of course, to the tenfold increase in international

oil prices and the consequent surge in exploration activity worldwide.

However, two other factors have also been at work here. The first of

these was the replacement of the old concession agreement for oil

exploration by the production sharing or service contract system in

1972 which, inter alia,. set out more explicitly the work obligations

of the contractor. The second factor has been the growing realization

by international and domestic companies alike, that the prospects

for oil discovery and production in the Philippines had been under-

estimated in the past and that perhaps undue emphasis had been placed

on the poor historical drilling results which may have been caused

more by their nature and concentration on the less prospective onshore

areas. Of the total of 367 wells drilled to date for hydrocarbons,

less than 150 are reasonably valid evaluations -- the-rest were too

shallow, prematurely abandoned or offstructure. Thus the possibly

prospective sedimentary area of the country has only been tested at the

low rate of one valid exploratory well per 2800 square kilometres.
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Since 1973, the number of exploratory wells drilled has increased

dramatically -- from 4 in 1974 to 33 in 1979 -- and it is these 84

wells which provide much of the evidence for estimating the country's

oil production potential, but this is still inadequately evaluated.

Recent evidence suggests that the country has relatively certain

remaining recoverable reserves of between 100-500 million barrels

in addition to the approximately 30 million barrels of discovered but

as yet unproduced reserves in three offshore fields -- Nido, Mati

and Cadlao. These reserves are not large by international standards

but, if discovered, they would certainly meet the Philippines own

petroleum requirements well into the next century. In addition, there

is the small chance that one of the many gigantic offshore reefs would

turn out to be oil bearing and add up to 10 billion barrels to the level

of reserves. However, while this would be a handsome bonus for the

country, the chances of it happening are too small (less than 1 percent)

on the basis of current information for it to be taken into account

in drawing up national energy plans.

Refined Products

About 85 percent of the country's refined product requirements

are met from three domestic refineries. However, net imports of refined

products have more than doubled since 1975, partly because domestic

refinery output has not increased as fast as product demand,but more

importantly, because the structure of demand had increasingly diverged

from the mix of refinery output.
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Table 3.3

Recent Supply of Refined Petroleum Products

(million barrels)

1975 1977 1979

Domestic Production 62.22 66.07 69.68

Imports 6.05 9.85 14.07

Exports 1.13 .92 .57

Domestic Supply 67.14 75.00 83.18

Ratio of domestic production

to domestic supply 0.93 0.88 0.84

Source: MDE/PNOC data

The bulk of refined product imports is accounted for by fuel oil,

over 9 million barrels of which were imported in 1979 to meet local

demand. Other products which were imported in large quantities in

that year were diesel and LPG -- whose consumption has also been

growing at rapid rates in recent years -- and, somewhat paradoxically,

gasoline. Gasoline consumption in 1979 was actually lower than it had

been in any year since 1973, and large quantities of it were being

stockpiled by local 'refining/marketing companeis who were unable to

sell it at the recently increased prices. The reason behind this

apparent paradox is that under the Government-to-government contract

for crude oil purchases from China, the Philippines were also obliged

to import a certain volume of gasoline. However, the Government

hopes to resolve this problem in the near future by entering into

swap agreements with neighbouring countries which would import this

gasoline for fuel oil or diesel.
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Table 3.4

Structure of Petroleum Product Supply (1979)

Product Domestic % Domestic % Net
Output Share Supply Share Imports

Gasoline-premium 6.42 9.2 7.18 8.6 .76

-regular 8.18 11.7 8.18 9.7 -

Aviation fuels 2.21 3.2 2.35 2.8 .14

Diesel 16.53 23.2 17.48 21.0 .95

Kerosene 4.06 5.8 4.11 4.9 .05

Fuel oil 29.28 42.0 38.57 46.4 9.29

LPG 1.96 2.8 3.02 3.6 1.06

Other non-energy 1.06 1.5 2.30 2.8 1.24

Total 69.69 100.0 83.19 100.0 13.50

Source: MOE/PNOC

The Supply of Coal

Coal deposits of reasonably good steam-raising quality are found

on several islands of the archipelago, and these have been exploited

for many years but only on a limited scale. Organized underground

mining began about 1900 and a small coal mining industry developed in

the inter-war and post World War II years, with production fluctuating

erratically between 50,000 and 150,000 tons per year. Since the
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1973 increase in oil prices, increasing the domestic supply of coal

has become a major focus of the Government's energy policy and some

encouraging results are already becoming evident. Between 1974 and

1979 coal production increased fivefold to about 265,000 tons and the

industry reached its historical peak output of 284,000 tons in 1977.

Table 3.5

Coal Production 1973-79

1973 1975 1977 1979

Production

(000 tons) 39.0 105.1 284.6 263.0

Source: MOE

Further large increases in production are almost certain in the

1980s. The country's coal reserves have been variously estimated at

between 150 million tons and 1,000 million tons. This variation is

due partly to the lack of adequate technical data, but also to 
the

variety of definitions that are currently used for the classification

of 'reserves'. While further improvement in this regard is clearly

desirable, there is no doubt that coal production could be expanded

tenfold and sustained at that rate for half a century with no increase

in the present minimum estimate of proven workable reserves.
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However, the pace at which this expansion could be achieved is

less certain. It is quite clear for example that the MOE's target

of 6.0 million tons per year by 1989 will not be met. This is due

in part to the long lead times and heavy investment required for the

development of large-scale underground mining, but it is also

attributable to the existing structure of the coal mining industry

which is small, highly fragmented and based on relatively primitive

mining techniques. There are currently about 33 coal mining companies

operating 36 small underground mines which produce, on average, 8000

tons of coal a year, and none of which produces more than ten times

that amount. As a result of antiquated mining techniques, labour

productivity is low, with output per man shift less than 0.25 tons

which is about a quarter of the corresponding figures for the under-

ground mines of Europe. These problems are exacerbated by the geo-

graphical concentration of the existing mining industry on the small

island of Cebu which produces 80 percent of the country's coal and

the absence of adequate transportation and supporting infrastructure

to move this coal to the other regional markets.

The Supply of Electricity

Electric power supply in the Philippines has been characterized

by the rapid growth of installed capacity and generation; lessening

but still very heavy reliance on oil fired thermal generation; a
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complex and fragmented institutional structure; and marked inter-

regional contrasts in the structure and .growth of power supply.

Historical data for electric power generation, particularly by the

small private utilities and self-generating industries which have been

responsible for about a fifth of total supply, are sparse and unreliable.

On the basis of available information, the growth rate for electric

power generation has been estimated at about 10 percent since 1970,

somewhat higher than the rate of growth for commercial energy as a

whole. Nor has there been the same slowing down in the growth of

electricity generation in the last five years that has characterized the

other energy forms. Between 1975 and 1979 electricity generation

continued to grow at just under 9 percent per annum when the supply

of commercial energy as a whole was growing at half, 'that rate.

Table 3.6

Electricity Supply by Source

Generation in
1975 1979 Annual Average

Source GWH % Share GWH % Share Growth Rate %

Thermal Oil 9,947 81 12,601 74 6.1

Thermal Coal 24 - 177 1. 64.8

Hydro 2,250 19 3,500 21 11.7

Geothermal - - 800 4 -

Total 12,221 100 17,078 100 8.7

Source: MOE, staff estimates.
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Over the same period, there was a significant shift in the source

of electricity supply. Electricity from indigenous sources such as

hydroelectricity and coal grew at above average rates and they were

supplemented by the bringing on stream of the first large geothermal

electricity generating plant in 1979. Despite this shift, the

absolute level of electricity generated in oil fired thermal plants

rose by a quarter and the oil requirements of the power sector rose

proportionately to million barrels in 1979.

These national statistics subsume important regional diversities.

The electricity facilities of the Philippines can essentially be

thought of as eight isolated subsystems. One on Luzon which accounts

for 72 percent of the country's installed capacity and is virtually

all interconnected; six on the Visayas which are in an early stage of

development and together account for only 13 percent of installed

capacity; and one on Mindanao where less than 30 percent of the region

is interconnected. As the following figures show, these three regions

rely in varying proportions on the different sources for electrical

energy.
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Table 3.7

Installed Generating Capacity by Region (1979)

Luzon Visayas Mindanao Total

Oil thermal

Coal thermal

Diesel

Hydro

Geothermal

Total

Percentage

Source: MOE/NPC data.

Hydroelectricity

Efforts to harness the country's hydroelectric potential, currently

estimated at over 7,000 MW, had been an important element of national

energy policy in the 1960s, and this strategy has been given an added

impetus by increases in the price of alternative hydrocarbon fuels for

thermal power generation. However, given the long lead times acquired

for the development of hydroelectric schemes, any increases in hydro-

electricity supply since 1975 are more the result of large investments

made in this sector in the 1960s than a response to just 1973 higher

oil prices. More recently, the Government has compiled with the
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assistance of consultants an inventory of 30 potential hydro sites

and is preparing detailed prefeasibility studies for ten of these

sites.1' Although the ranking of these sites and the appropriate

timing for their development must await the completion of these

studies, it is clear that there is considerable potential for further

development of this source, particularly on the island of Mindanao.

Here most of the hydroelectric sites are of the run-of-river type

with a low unit cost (average $700/KW), relatively short construction

times and a high utilization factor. Unfortunately, this is not

the case for Luzon where the .bulk of the power market lies. Most of

the hydroelectric projects here are multipurpose in nature -- with

important other objectives in flood control, irrigation and water

supply -- have high capital costs for the electricity component (about

$2000 (KW) and require long construction periods of up to eight years.

In general, most of these projects have low utilization factors (about

30 percent) and electricity production is often limited by irrigation

requirements. Thus, hydroelectric projects in Luzon would really be

adequate only as peaking plants and while their attractiveness is

enhanced by the rising price of alternative fuels, their implementation

will have to be carried out on a more gradual and selective basis.

1/ The Bank has assisted in the financing of a number of these
studies through the loans for the Fifth and Sixth Power Projects
(Ref. 809-PH and 1034-PH). Technical assistance has also been
provided by the Asian Development Bank.
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Geothermal Electricity

The Philippines' location in the so-called Pacific Fire Ring

provides it with a rich source of geothermal energy with an estimated

ultimate production potential which would be adequate for about 2 to 4

GW of electricity capacity. Proven reserves are much smaller --

about 1000 MW equivalent -- but this is due largely to the fairly

recent origin of a large scale exploration and development effort

in this area. These resources are spread over from areas (two in Luzon

and two in Visayas) where about 140 exploration and production wells

have been drilled to date. The first large scale units to become

operational were at Tiwi and Mak-ban in southern Luzon which are both

operated by a private company- under a service contract with the

National Power Corporation. Installed generating capacity in these

fields was 220 MW in 1979 with an additional 220 MW due to come on

stream in 1980-81 and a further 110 MW in 1982.

The areas with the largest geothermal resources in Visayas are

located on the islands of Leyte and Nigros. Responsibility for their

exploration and development lies with state owned PNOC -- Energy

Development Corporation, again under a service contract with NPC.

Although both these fields have a high production potential (450 MW

in the case of Tongonan and 115 MW for Palimpinon), the early development

1/ Philippine Geothermal, Inc; a subsidiary of Union Oil of California.
The contract, drawn up in 1971, is for 25 years and renewable for a
similar term at the company's option.
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of their full potential is hampered by their distance from existing

load centres. The Tongonan field, where NPC is now installing 112 MW

of generating capacity for commissioning in 1982-83, will supply a

copper smelter, now under construction, with a final electricity demand

of some 60 MW. The remaining capacity will only be required to meet

other industrial demand if the Government's policy for industrial

decentralization is successful.

The Palimponon project is located in the southeastern part of the

island of Negros and has a production capacity of about 115 MW.

Although this region offers an important potential electricity market

because of the presence of a number of mines which generate their own

electricity largely from oil fired units,.! the rapid development of

the Palimpinon project is hampered by the difficult terrain in which

it is located and the time lag for effecting the conversion of the

existing capacity of self-generating producers.

Transmission and Distribution

The electricity transmission system in the Philippines belongs

to NPC, with the exception of the few lines owned by the private

electricity enterprises and those that the electricity cooperatives

have built in the areas where NPC is not yet providing power. In

1/ The largest of these, Marinduque Mining Corporation, generates
about 130 GWH a year, mainly from oil fired units.
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1979, NPC had about 5,200 kw of transmission lines, nearly three-

quarters of which were located on Luzon. A further 3,760 kw of line

between 69KV and 230KV is under construction and expected to

enter into service during 1980 and 1981.

Electric power distribution is primarily the responsibility of

the hundred or so electric cooperatives which distribute power in the

rural areas and the private utilities which cover urban areas, the

largest of which is the Manila Electric Company (MECO). About 2.5 million

households or 43 percent of potential connections are connected to the

electricity network. However, the extent of coverage varies considerably

across the different islands and between rural and urban areas. As

the following figures show, the percentage of households with access

to electricity in Luzon is twice as high than in the Visayas or Mindanao

and rural electrification is still relatively low despite a vigorous

Government program.

Table 3

Status of Household Electrification 1979

Potential Connections Connections Electrified Percentage Coverage
(000) (000)

Elec. Elec. Elec.
Region Coops Private Total Coops Private Total Coops Private Total

Luzon 2,400 1,400 3,800 720 1,360 2,080 30 97 55

Visayas 800 200 1,000 167 18 185 21 9 19

Mindanao 900 150 1,050 157 70 227 17 47 22

Total 4,100 1,750 5,850 1,044 1,488 2,492 25 83 43

Source: MOE
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The Energy Background

Overview

1. In 1979, total primary energy consumption in the Philippines

was estimated at 133 mboe, of which 68% was met from commercial energy

sources and the rest from firewood, bagasses and other noncommercial

fuels. Only limited historical data are available on the consumption

of these non-commercial fuels, but commercial energy consumption has

grown at rapid rates in the past, doubling in per capita terms since

1965 to 2.0 mboe and growing ever faster in absolute terms from about

36.5 mboe to 89.3 mboe over the same period. Despite this rapid growth,

commercial energy consumption in the Philippines is still low by inter-

national standards, with per capita consumption levels in 1978

estimated at less than 40 percent of the average for other middle income

developing countries and about 5 percent of the average for the

industrialized countries. Nevertheless, the Philippines have been

seriously affected by the post-1973 increase in international oil

prices because imported oil accounts for over 90 percent of their

commercial energy supply.

Commercial Energy Consumption

The rapid historical rise in commercial energy consumption in the

Philippines can be traced directly to the nature and pace of the

country's economic development. Gross domestic product grew at over

5 percent a year in the 1960s and, unlike many other developing countries,

at an even higher rate (6.3%) during the 1970s. Moreover, much of
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this growth was spearheaded by the energy intensive manufacturing and

industrial sector which has grown at above average rates for the past

two decades and whose share in GDP has shown a commensurate increase

from 28 percent in 1960 to 35 percent in 1978. Finally, the growth

in household real incomes -- per capita GNP has grown at about 2.6% a

year since 1960 -- has increased the demand for commercial energy

and energy using appliances; a situation which has been further reinforced

by the reduced access to traditional, noncommercial fuels brought about

by increased urbanization.-

These basic factors provide an overall perspective for the historical

evolution of energy consumption, but they subsume two very distinct and

markedly different periods that have characterized the energy sector

in the Philippines -- the years prior to and following upon the increase

in world oil prices in 1973. This division can be made to some extent

for most developing countries, but it is particularly appropriate for

the Philippines because of the country's extreme dependence on imported

oil for commercial energy and because of the (in many ways remarkable)

adjustments which have already been achieved there in response to the

altered international energy situation.

1/ The share of the population living in urban areas has increased from

30 percent in 1960 to 36 percent in 1980, and recent growth rates for

the urban (and particularly Metro Manila) areas continue to be well above

the already high national figure of 2.7 percent per annum.
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Prior to 1973, total commercial energy consumption was rising at

rates well above the growth rate of GDP. Between 1965 and 1972

commercial energy consumption grew at an average annual rate of

percent while GDP growth averaged only percent leading to an energy/

GDP growth coefficient value of . Since 1973 this situation has

changed radically. Energy consumption has grown at 3.7% p.a., about

half the rate of previous years although GDP has continued to grow

at about 6%, and the elasticity of energy growth to GDP has consequently

declined to 0.62. Much of this change is directly attributable to the

Government's pricing policy for energy products which has by and large

passed on the increased costs of energy to the final consumers./

However, part of it is also the result of the once and for all adjustment

process to higher energy prices in 1973/74 when total commercial energy

consumption actually declined by 4.8 percent. A more accurate picture

of recent trends can be obtained from the data relating to the period

1975-79 during which commercial energy consumption and GDP grew at

4.8 percent and 6.2 percent,respectively, resulting in an energy-output

elasticity estimate of 0.78. Even this reduction represents a formidable

achievement in terms of the speed and extent to which the Philippines

have adjusted to higher oil prices.
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These changes in the overall growth of commercial energy consump-

tion have been accompanied by equally important changes in the sectoral

pattern of energy use. As the following table shows, energy consumption

in the transport and residential/commercial sectors has grown at below

average rates in recent years and there has been a consequent decline

in their shares of the total. On the other hand, the industrial sector

has continued to exhibit strong growth rates in energy consumption

with a consequent increase in its share.

Table 2.1

Sectoral Distribution of Commercial Energy Consumption

Percentage Share Annual Average Growth
Sector 1975 1979 Rate

Industry

Transport

Commercia/Residential

Total

Source: Staff estimates based on data from Ministry of Energy.

The changing sectoral pattern of commercial energy consumption has been

reflected in the demand pattern for the major commercial fuels -- petroleum

1/
and electricity. These are dealt with in turn below.-

1/ The consumption of coal in the Philippines has so far been both relatively
small (about 25'0,000 tons in 1979) and concentrated entirely in the industrial

sector. However, there are good prospects for increasing coal consumption;

these and the government's program for coal- development are discussed in

chapters below.
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Consumption of Petroleum Products

Between 1975 and 1979 the final consumption of petroleum products

for energy increased from 66.6 mboe to 79.0 mboe, an annual rate of

growth of approximately 4.5 percent. At the same time there was a sub-

stantial reallocation of petroleum consumption across sectors. In the

transport and commercial/residential sectors higher petroleum prices

restrained consumption growth well below the average. This has not been

the case for the industrial or power generation sectors where, despite a

moderation of past trends, energy consumption has continued to grow at

fairly rapid rates.

Table 2.2: Sectoral Distribution of Petroleum Product
Consumption

Sector Percentage Consumed Annual Average

1975 1979 Growth Rate

(%)

Industry 34.8 35.9 5.1
Power Generation 21.0 23.0 6.8
Transport 36.5 34.3 2.8
Commercial and Residential 7.7 6.8 1.4

Energy
Total Energy (million 66.6 79.0 4.4

barrels)

The other point to emerge from these figures is the high proportion of

petroleum product consumption in the industrial and power generation sectors

where the potential for energy conservation and interfuel substitution is

large, at least over the medium-term. This pattern differs from the one

that characterizes many other developing countries which have been equally

adversely affected by the rise in oil prices but which have less potential

for reducing their dependence on imported oil because the consumption of

oil is largely concentrated in transport (where the possibilities for

substituting other fuels are limited) and household use (where the damaging
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implications 6f reducing mainly kerosene demand on the rate of

growth of firewood consumption and attendant deforestation, have

to be considered). The Government of the Philippines has

recognized this potential and launched major programs for conserva-

tion and the substitution of oil by other indigenous fuels and

these are discussed further in Chapter 6 below.

In the meantime, variations in the rate of growth of petroleum

demand by the major sectors have resulted in marked differences

in the structure and growth of demand for the different petroleum

products which they consume in varying proportions. The consumption

of kerosene, used mainly by households for cooking and lighting,

has registered only a moderate increase and gasoline consumption

has actually declined in absolute terms. On the other hand, fuel

oil consumption has grown at rapid rates because of its almost

exclusive use in industry and power generation, and diesel demand

has also grown significantly because of the Government's pricing

policy which has encouraged the substitution of diesel for gasoline

in the transport sector. Whereas there is some justification for

such a policy insofar as diesel is used largely for public transport,

the continuation of these marked diversities in product demand growth

has serious implications for the operation of domestic refining

capacity.1/

Consumption of Electricity

Electricity consumption has been growing at about 9 percent a

year since 1975, somewhat slower than in the previous seven years but

at a rate still well above that characterizing overall commercial energy

1/ See also paras.
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Table 2.3: Demand for Petroleum Products - Percentage Share

and Historic Growth Rates

Product Percentage Share Annual Average

1975 1979 Growth Rate

(%)

Fuel Oil 45.8 48.9 6.1

Diesel Oil 19.8 21.5 6.5

Gasoline 23.0 18.2 -1.5

Kerosene 4.8 4.4 2.3

LPG 3.2 3.4 6.5

AV Turbo/Argas 3.4 3.5 5.0

Total Energy (million 66.6 79.0 4.4

barrels)
Non-Energy (million 2.0 2.2 -

barrels)
Refinery Fuel & Losses 3.5 3.6

(million barrels)

Total Petroleum Consumption 72.1 84.8 4.2

(million barrels)

Source: MOE/PNOC data.

growth. Over half of the 1979 level of electricity sales, estimated 
at about

15.1 billion kilowatt-hours, was accounted for by industrial users 
and the

rest split almost equally between commercial and residential demand.

Table 2.4: Sectoral Distribution of Electricity Consump-
tion

Sector Percentage Share Annual Average Growth

1975 1979 Rate (%)

Industry 53 54 8.9

Commercial 23 23 8.8

Residential 19 19 9.0

Others 5 4 3.5

Total (GWR) 10,778 15,056 8.8

Source: Staff 'estimates based on data from MOE/NPC/NEA.

As the figures show, there has been little change in the sectoral con-

sumption pattern in recent years with all sectors growing at much 
the same

annual rate of about 9 percent. However, there have been important changes

in the regional pattern of electricity consumption, with consumption growing
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at higher rates in the Visajas and Mindanao grids, albeit from a much

smaller base.

Table 2.5: Regional Distribution of Electricity
Consumption

Region Percentage Share Annual Average Growth
1975 1979 Rate (%)

Luzon 67

Visajas 15

Mindanao 18

Source: Staff estimates based on data from MOE/NPC/NEA.

Non-Commercial Energy Consumption

Although non-commercial energy sources account for nearly a third

of total energy supply and meet about 65 percent of the energy needs of

households, data on their consumption by type of fuel or sector of use

are extremely sparse. The most recent body of data derives from a sample

household energy consumption survey done in 1977 by the MOE. The prelimi-

nary results of this survey confirm the important role played by non-

commercial energy sources - primarily firewood and bagasses - in meeting

national energy needs. They also reinforce the need to fill in these

remaining gaps in knowledge about the sources and patterns of non-commercial

energy use, as a first step towards the formulation and implementation of

programs for their more efficient utilization. In this context the results

of a recent study on the subject carried out by the Government with West

German assistance should prove particularly helpful. Pending the outcome

of this study and the gathering of additional information for this area,
a

the estimates presented below should be treated as indicative oftlbroad
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order of magnitude only.

Table 2.6: Non-Commercial Energy Consumption (1977)

Fuel d ------- Total '000 %
Residential Industry Other Consumption BOE Share

Manufacturing (000 tons)

Firewood 67 21 12 6,300 19,035 46
Bagasses - 100 - 8,000 20
Woodwastes 37 63 8,000 20
Coconut Shells,

Rice Husks, etc. 88 12 5,815 14

Total 51 42 7 40,850 100

Source: Staff estimates based on data from MOE's Household Energy Consumption Survey.

Two points can be made about the above table. First, as in many other

developing countries, firewood is the dominant source of non-commercial energy,

supplying approximately one half of the energy derived from such sources.

This consumption level implies a rate of extraction of over 6.0 million tons

of wood per year and has an important bearing on the overall prospects for the

natural renewal of the country's forest resources. Over the past decade, the

amount of land under forests has fallen from 55 percent in 1968 to 43 percent

in 1978. Although deforestation has not yet become a critical problem in the

Philippines, it will become so if in the 1980s past trends continue unchecked.

The second point that emerges from these figures relates to the high

proportion of non-commercial fuels consumed outside the household sector.

Firewood is used extensively for tobacco curing and woodwastes for steam and

power generation in the lumber industry. These.examples serve to illustrate

not only that programs aimed at the enhanced supply and improved efficiency

of non-commercial energy use have a wider range of beneficiaries than is some-

times assumed, but also the increasing competition that households are facing

from other sources of demand for non-commercial fuels partly as a result of the

increased price for commercial energy.



Mr. Ernest Stern, VPO August 4, 1980

Yves Rovani, EGY

Energy Lending Program

1. Further to your request, attached please find a table setting out
the numbers of projects associated with the current and desirable lending
programs for oil and gas, power and fuelvood.

2. I would like to draw your attention to the following two points:

(i) project numbers for fuelvood do not include fuelwood components of
other agricultural/rural develoment projects although these are
included in the dollar lending targets;

(ii) the distribution of operations in the current program for electric
power has been adjusted to allow for the slippage of three projects
from FY80 into FY81 and to smooth out excessive fluctuations in
project numbers in the outer years resulting from the temporary
allocation of as yet unidentified projects. However, these numbers
are fully consistent ith the dollar lending program as it was
presented to the Boar4 and restated in the Policy Paper.

Attachment.

YRovani:pa.



Numbers of Projecs Associated with Current and Desirale
PY Zm LemdiA% raramw

Cmttigqry ml F8 8 4 F" Frei-95

lectri Power

Current 1 20 20 2 209

Desirable

Oil an Gas

Pradevelopmena-mrrent 18 16 16 12 11 73

-desirable 22 24 26 24 18 114

Oil developmt-wurrent 4 5 6 7 5 27

-desirable 4 5 S 10 11 38

Cas devaopomat-acurent 3 5 3 3 3 17

-desirable 6 3 7 7 26

Subtotal-curent 25 26 25 22 19 117

-desirable 29 35 361

Cret 3 4 5 5 5 22

Desirable 5



WORLD BANK / INT[RNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. Eugene McCarthy, EGY DATL August 1, 1980

ROM: Julian Bhar Xeand Masood Aufed, EGY

SUBJECT: Pakistan Oil and Gas Pricing Study

1. We have now reviewed this study and consider it to be a major

contribution to our knowledge of pricing issues in Pakistan as well

as a compendium of new and extremely interesting information on the

impact of pricing on the budgetary situation, on renewables, 
especially

firewood, on interfuel substitution and on refinery operations. 
It

is certainly a far better report than we had expected given the 
earlier

problems with the consultants.

2. However, some points need clarification and further discussion.

The most important are these:

a. In what -year's rupees are the recommended wellhead prices?

The text implies 1979 prices but they may be 1978 prices.

It is clearly necessary to determine this before we make

any judgment as to whether the wellhead prices 
for 1980

and beyond are reasonable. There also needs to be a method

for automatically adjusting pricing over time as the various

types of costs rise.

b. Is a 30% rate of return to the oil companies a sufficient

incentive to develop new fields? This is particularly

important since with the recommended wellhead 
prices a

highEr rate of return is available on the further development

of old fields. An additional premium may well be necessary

for rew fields.

c. In ettimating the wellhead prices for new fields, is it

appropriate to use the historical probabilities of success

in ei.ploration and appraisal drilling (1 in 5 and 3 in 4,

respEctively) which are extremely high by international

stancards? A lower probability of success would, of course,

raise the wellhead price and would probably be more suitable.

d. While we cannot judge the technical aspects of expected

production levels from new fields, we have 
a feeling these

may be somewhat optimistic.

3. These points show that it would be useful, at some stage 
in the

near future, to carry out a sensitivity analysis to show the range of

W
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wellhead prices which could be obtained under different assumptions.

We suggest that this be one of the issues to be raised with the Government

in our mission at the end of August. Meanwhile, we feel that the study

generally meets the conditions set by the Toot Credit Agreement, and

suggest that any further activities in this field be undertaken in

the context of our proposed assistance for energy planning.

JBharier/rhc

cc: Messrs. Y. Rovani, EGY
R. Picciotto, ASP
R. L. Clements, ASA
F. H. .Lamson-Scribner, ASP



TELEX AUGUST 1, 1980
742-40571 72481

ASIAN BMAK

MAXILA, PHILIPPINES.

FOR V. V. *ESAM. RE PHILIPPIMES hEOR*Y SECTOR SURVEY. WOUL SE

GRATEFUL FOR FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO SUPPLEIENT TOUR NOTE OR

NONCOMMERCIAL EMEROY CON5NPT1O. AAA FOR TABLE ON PAGE ONE

PLEASE SUPPLY THE CONVERSION PACTURS USED TO CONVERT TH! VARIOUS

FUELS INTO SOES AND ALSO THE ACTUAL PHYSICAL COMNSUPTIOR FOR EACR

FUEL. RRR 00 YOU HAVE ANY FIGEVES THAT WOULO WAKE IT POSSIRLE TO

SEPARATE VOODVASTE CORSUMPTION FROM OTHERS IN THE SECoND ITEM On

THAT TAILE. QUERY. RECARDS. BALOUIM.

Phitippiaos Esnegy S*tor Survey M.sood Ah.*d

O,. G..,,. 9. * . i Riek*ar N- lobb

Enrly



July 31, 190

Ms. Dmssa

Furtber to our telephmne conversation last,

wook, attachd please find the ftual version of
the table on th developed sod potential bydr.
.. palty of the fifteen larxet fossil fuel
Consars.

Masood Absed

MAmed/rhc
Attachment



MAhrned/rhc
7/31/80

Developed and Potential Hydro Capacity for

15 Major Fossil Fuel Consumers

Gross 2/
Theoreti I Developed Capacity-
Capacity (W

(W) 1980 1985

Argentina 48,120 4,542 7,457

Brazil 90,240 28,392 34,700

Colombia 50,000 3,212 5,927

Mexico 20,344 6,300 8,900

Peru 12,500 2,000 2,600

Turkey 15,200 2,169 5,066

Yugoslavia 16,957 6,829 9,329

Romania 8,033 3,745 7,017

Egypt 3,800 2,500 2,720

India 70,000 11,029 16,029

Indonesia 30,000 635 1,235

Philippines 7,504 1,738 2,677

South Korea 5,514 802 1,262

China 330,000 n.a. n.a.

Thailand 6,242 1,218 2,040

1/ Gross theoretical capacity includes all installed and installable

capacity assuming average river flows and no cost restrictions.

2/ Total nameplate capacity expected to be -in service by year end.



TELEX JULY. 28, 1980
72083

MR. SOHAIL QURESHI, DGER

PETROMINERAL

ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN

AAA. HAVE TODAY SENT YOU FIVE COPIES OF PAKISTAN ENERGY SECTOR

REPORT THROUGH ISLAMABAD RESIDENT MISSION. BBB. MANY THANKS FOR

THE INTERESTING PAPER ON RECENT PROGRESS IN BIOGAS PLANTS AND

CONGRATULATIONS ON SUCCESSFUL INAUGURATION OF COMMUNITY BIOGAS

PLANT AT RAKH TARAGARH. CCC. MASOOD AHMED AND I LOOK FORWARD

TO SEEING YOU IN ISLAMABAD DURING LAST WEEK OF AUGUST TO DISCUSS

FINAL REPORT OF ENERGY PRICING STUDY, YOUR COMMENTS ON ENERGY

SECTOR REPORT AND POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE FOR ENERGY PLANNING.

REGARDS. JULIAN BHARIER, ENERGY DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK.

Masood Ahmed

cc: Messrs. McCarthy (EGY), Richard H. Sheehan

Clements, de Silva (ASA),
PopieL (IsLamabad Office), Energy
Ahmed (EGY).
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Introduction

The coverage of energy issues in the Bank's economic and sector

work program is expanding rapidly,both as a reflection of the growing

importance of these issues for national economic management and to

provide guidance and support for the Bank's o'wn much expanded operational

program in the various energy sectors. There is also a growing awareness

that the treatment of energy sector information in Bank reports could be

improved through the adoption of a clearer, consistent and more standardized

format for its presentation. This note provides an overview of the problem

and suggests general guidelines for the presentation of energy sector

information in economic, sector and staff appraisal reports. It is

divided into three parts: the first part deals with the use of appropriate

units and conversion factors; with the special problems of converting

primary electricity into its fossil fuel equivalent; and the third, with

the presentational format for national energy balances.

Energy Units and Conversion Factors

The problem of common units for energy measurement arises because

the original units in which various fuels are most naturally measured

(tons for coal, tons or barrels for oil, kilowatt hours for electricity,

cubic metres for natural gas) are very disparate. In theory, any one of

these could be used as a basis for recording the other fuels if one had

suitable conversion factors. In practice, however, both the cboice of

a common unit and of the appropriate conversion factor used to reduce other

fuels to that unit is not always a straightforward matter.
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The generally accepted convention for converting different fuels

into common units is to base this conversion on their calorific value

which measures the potential energy that could be derived from a natural

unit of that fuel. In this respect, this procedure differs from the one

employed in constructing input/output tables for other sectors where the

different commodities are reduced to a single unit on the basis of their

1/respective market or shadow prices.- The basing of conversion factors

for different energy sources on their heat equivalence has the additional

effect of introducing into the spectrum of possible common units, those

which have been specifically developed to measure heat energy under

different systems -- the joule, caloric or BTU, for example. Although

the selection of any one particular unit as the base unit must in the

final analysis be somewhat arbitrary, general guidelines can be formulated

based upon convention, clarity and the purpose for which the energy

sector information is required.

Various international organizations have historically compiled and

published energy sector information -- generally in the form of consumption

and production data for the different fuels -- and they have used a

variety of accounting units for this purpose. The Organization for

1/ However, it is important to emphasize that converting one fuel into
its energy or heat equivalency in terms of another does not necessarily
mean that it could, in reality, substitute for the equivalent amount of
the other fuel.
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Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) publishes complete energy.

balances!! for the member countries in tonnes of oil equivalent (TOE).

This unit is also used for the energy balance information prepared --

but not published -- by the Commission of the EEC. On the other hand,

the United Nations and the Statistical Office of the European Comunities

use tonnes of coal equivalent (TCE) as their basic accounting unit/..

and the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe has recently

adopted terajoules (ITJ = 1012 joules) as their basic energy accounting

unit. National energy balances also display this near bewildering array

of accounting units and in some countries more than one such unit is in

concurrent use.- Bank reports have in the past reflected this diversity

of choice and energy data have been presented in almost all of the above

units. The choice of a common accounting unit for energy sector information

can be narrowed by a process of elimination to two possible contenders --

the joule and the TOE.- Various points can be made in favour of both

1/ For a definition and discussion of energy balances, see part II below.

2/ However, both these agencies are currently reviewing their energy

b alance methodology which.may result in the use of different basic

accounting units.

3/ In the United Kingdom, for example, three such units -- the TOE, the

YCE and the therum -- are used to present energy sector statistics.

4/
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these units. The joule enjoys a growing acceptance in the international

community as the basic common unit for energy statistics and under the

SI system of units it will supercede the caloric as a measure of heat

and energy. Furthermore, even if another unit such as the TOE were chosen

to represent aggregated energy data, affecting the conversion of natural

units of other fuels -- such as cubic metres of gas, for example -- into

that basic unit would require, if that conversion were based on calorific

content, an implicit two stage conversion process: first from cubic metres

to joules 4nd then from joules to TOE's, where the TOE would again be

defined in terms of "X" million joules.

This is an important practical dimension of the conversion problem

because it is important to take into account not only the variability of

calorific values between fuels but also the differences in average

calorific values for the same fuel in different countries and for different

products made from the same fuel. In other words, it will not be adequate

in general to convert tonnes of coal into tonnes of oil equivalent by

using a simple "broad-brush" conversion factor (such as 1.5:1) unless

variations in the calorific value of the different types of coal (which

range from joules/ton to joules/ton) have been accounted for.

The same is true for measuring physical quantities of oil and oil products

in terms of TOEs. The calorific content for different types of crude oil

varies with their specific gravity, although the degree of variation is

not as great as is the case for different types of coal or natural gas.
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These above reasons provide a strong justification for moving towards

the adoption of the joules as the basic unit for energy measurement in

Bank reports. The one important argument which militates against this

move, however, is the fact that in spite of the growing acceptance of the

joule as the basic energy accounting unit in international scientific

circles, the vast majority of national policy-makers still lack an intuitive

feel for this unit and find it somewhat esoteric. This has an important

bearing for the work of the Bank because the purpose of presenting energy

sector information in most Bank reports is to reach this audience of

policy-makers and increase their awareness of critical energy issues.

The appropriate packaging of energy data in Bank reports therefore has a

far greater impact on the ease with which it is absorbed by the prospective

audience than is the case for specialized energy reports published by

other agencies and intended for a more limited and sector-specific audience.

In the case of the majority of policy-makers, the perception of the

energy crisis is inextricably interlinked with recent developments in the

international petroleum markets.. The questions which interest them most

concern the degree of their country's dependencies on oil -- imported or

produced domestically; the extent to which indigenous energy resources

could be developed to reduce the share of oil in national energy supply;

and the extent to which savings could be achieved in the consumption of

oil or other energy sources through a program of energy conservation and
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demand management and the adoption of more appropriate pricing policies.

For these reasons, most national policy-makers and Bank staff not directly

concerned with the energy sector, would prefer the packaging of energy

data in Bank reports in the form of TOEs.

As a recognition of these needs, it is proposed that until there

is a greater understanding of the joule outside the energy sector, all energy

sector information in Country Economic Reports, Energy Sector Reports

and the energy sector section of Staff Appraisal Reports for energy (oil

and gas, coal, power, fuelwood and alcohol) projects be presented in

terms of TOEs. It is important to emphasize that for this purpose the

TOE should be viewed as a convenient packaging unit and it should be defined

in terms of a specific calorific value. We recommend that in keeping with

the traditional value for a TOE adopted by other agencies (such as the

OECD and the EEC), the TOE be defined in Bank reports as the equivalent of

41.86 x 109 joules (=10 x 106 calories + 39.68 x 106 BTU).

Specific sub-sector information should continue to be presented in

the units which are most widely used for those fuels -- barrels for crude

oil; litres or gallons for refined petroleum products; cubic metres or

cubic feet for natural gas; kilowatt-hours and kilowatts (or some multiple

thereof) for electric power; tons for coal; and cubic metres or feet for

firewood. However, the corresponding TOE values for these fuels should

also be presented in parentheses where these are referred to in the general

discussion of the energy sector, although this will not be necessary in

chapters or sections of reports devoted to the discussion of specific fuels,

but it is necessary to include on the front inside cover of the report a

complete list of conversion factors and acronyms used in the report.
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Since an energy accounting unit has been selected (TOE) and the basis

for converting other fuels into that unit agreed upon (calorific content

or heat equivalence), the actual mechanics of effecting this conversion

are, in general, fairly straightforward. The calorific content of most

primary fuels -- -gas, coal, firewood -- can be determined without too

much difficulty although care must be taken to ensure that the values

used correspond to the actual coal, gas, etc. used in the particular country

and also allow for variations in calorific value across different deposits

of the same fuel. After this has been done, there still remains one

important conceptual problem which has to be resolved in adding up the

energy supplied from different primary fuels -- the appropriate conversion

factor for primary electricity.

Primary Electricity.'

The energy equivalent of primary electricity can be measured in one

of three ways: (i) as the amount of fossil fuels that would be required

to generate the same amount of electticity in conventional thermal stations;

(ii) as the amount of fossil fuel that has the same theoretical energy

content as the theoretical energy of the electricity generated from

primary sources; and (iii) as quite unrelated to other fossil fuels and

reflecting the actual energy content of the primary fuels used -- in the

case of hydro-power, this would reflect the energy released by a given mass

l/ Primary electricity refers to the electricity generated through hydro-
power, nuclear, geothermal and solar power stations.
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of water falling a given distance and in the case of nuclear energy

the primary fuel input would be the amount of energy released by the fission

of nuclear material or by the difference between production, net trade

and stock changes in fissionable material.

One could argue in favour of each of these methods, although they

would yield quite different results. In practice, however, the choice

is narrowed to the first two because the third convention is generally

accepted as resulting in a somewhat artificial treatment of, in particular,

hydro-power. Furthermore, the use of this convention makes it more

difficult for policy makers to concentrate on the economic and social

aspects of substitution between hydro, nuclear and conventional thermal

power generation and on the implications of each type of station for the

requirements of indigenous and imported fossil fuels.

Between the first two methods, the difference in results can be

attributed directly to the fact that roughly two-thirds of the energy

content of the primary fuel input for thermal power generation is lost

during the transformation process as waste heat. To generate one kilowatt-

hour of electricity with a maximum theoretical heating value of 3.6

million joules, requires in the most efficient thermal power stations the

input of primary fuel with an energy content of 10.5 million joules.

Therefore, depending on whether the first or the second convention were

adopted, a million kwh of electricity generated from hydro-power would be

represented in national energy statistics as the equivalent of 252 TOE or
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86 TOE. This is obviously an important issue in analyzing the pattern

of energy supply for those countries which rely heavily on hydro-power

for their electricity generation.l/

There is no theoretically correct answer to resolve this dilemma and,

as is the case f6r most energy statistics, the appropriate method depends

on the purpose for which these statistics are presented and on the specific

situation of the country concerned. For most countries, it can generally

be argued that the choice they face is between the generation of electricity

through burning of fossil fuel in conventional thermal stations or through

the development of hydro, nuclear or geothermal resources. For these

countries the appropriate conversion methodology is the first one because

the additional generation of primary electricity results in a proportionate

saving in the consumption of fossil fuels in the power sector, including

the transformation losses that would thereby have to be incurred. For

a few countries, however, this may not be appropriate. These are the

countries which depend almost entirely on hydro (or geothermal) energy

for electricity generation because they are particularly well endowed with

these resources and for whom the appropriate substitute, if these resources

were not available, would not be electricity produced in thermal plants

but fossil fuels burned at the point of final conversion. For these few

countries, it is the second convention which should be adopted in estimating

1/ For example, in the case of Pakistan,where about % of the electricity
is generated from hydropower, the share of hydropower in total energy supply
would vary from % to %,depending on which conversion factor was

adopted.
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the share of primary electrical energy in total energy supply. However,

even in these cases, it could be argued that this method would understate

the contribution made by hydro energy because of the higher end-use

efficiency of electricity consumption as compared with the burning of other

fossil fuels.
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The mission recommended this strategy because it felt that:

(i) The various executing agencies in the different

energy subsectors are not yet ready to effectively

implement a "non-project" loan. The National Power

Corporation, which has received seven project loans

from the Bank, still needs careful attention because

it is weak in procurement, planning, pricing policies,

middle management and training; it has never met the

rate of return covenant agreed to in previous loan

agreements and is consequently unable to meet its

debt service from its own source of funds. The

Philippine National Oil Corporation, which is responsible

for the development of oil, gas, coal anL geothcrmal

resources, is itself a young organization whose staff

have little or no experience of dealing with the

Bank or other international lending agencies and whose

programs for the development of different fuels still

need close monitoring.

(ii) There is no strong central agency to coordinate and

monitor an energy sector loan in the Philippine Government.

(iii) No single Bank division has the expertise or the admini-

strative authority to assume responsibility for preparing,

appraising or supervising such a loan.

(iv) The flexibility that would be required for the timing

of Bank operations in the different energy subsectors in

the Philippines would, in this instance, act as a further
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disincentive for packaging such assistance .in the form of

a single lending operation. The PNOC and the Bureau of

Energy Development urgently need assistance in the area

of geophysical and seismic survey and interpretation to

support their oil exploration efforts. This assistance

could be offered in the form of an exploration promotion

project and the Petroleum Projects Division of EGY

has indicated that it is ready and willing to prepare

such a project for presentation to the Board in FY81.

This is in keeping with the pattern established through

several projects of this kind that have already been

approved by the Board. On the other hand, lead times for

the preparation of suitable projects in the other energy

subsectors in the Philippines at this time appear to be

longer. A power project is unlikely to be ready before

the middle of FY82 and the same is true for assistance

in the geothermal sector.



July 22, 1980

Althea:

Attached is the information on project costs requested

by Mr. Stern.

Please note the relatively high proportion of oil and gas

project costs that are financed through Bank loans. This is

due to the definition adopted for (in particular development)

projects as consisting of selected and integrated components

of often much larger sector investment programs. In Egypt,

for example, the projects we are helping to finance are small

relative to the very large (in the order of $1 billion/year)

investments being made in the sector by private and public

sources.

Yves Rovani
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Total Project Costs Associated with Current ($13 bn)
and Desirable ($25 bn) Lending Programs

Current Desirable
Program Program

Electric Power $million $million

- loan amount 7,590 11,000

- project cost 37,950 47,450

Oil and Gas

- loan amount 3,985 8,000

- project cost 11,200 18,500

Fuelwood

- loan amount 425 1,100

- project cost 850 2,200



Mtr. TWee Rwani, Director, WT July 22, 1q60

Hasood Abned, UQY

Imact of ftclay"d Devolp"Rt Project* on the Shart of IDA legdift
for Oil and Gas.

1. The B*W1k/)A split for the FYSI-95 desirable oil s gas
loading program is as follows:

Bon$ MA Total

% z
Fredevolopment 825 (34) 1,585 (66) 2,410
Oil Developmsmt 3,215 (97) 105 (3) 3,320
CAs Development 2045 (91) 225 (9) 2270

Total 6,085 (76) 1,915 (24) 8,000

2. In the preparation of this program, all oil and gas projects
in blend eomntries have bees treated as Bank projects. In addition, the

program eontains two gas development projects and six oil development
projects in IDA countries which have been treated as 'melaved Beak

projects' because of theit revenue generating nature. The total
lendiag for these projects is estimated at $825.0 million and they are
distributed as follms:

$ million
TearOilGas

FY82 PAX 50.0 50.0
83 MAD 100.0 BOL 100.0 400.0

CHAD 200.0
84 NIGIR 100.0 100.0
85 PAX 75.0 NOL 100.0

WAD 100.0 275.0
Total

3, Treating these enclaved projects as regular IDA eredits would

raise the overall level of PY81-85 IDA leading for oil and gas to

$2.740 million and for oil and gas development projects to $1,155
million. The share of leading made as IDA credits would also rise to

34 percent (up fra 242) for the program as a whole and to 21 percent

(up from 6%) for devlopment projects only.
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4. The year by year profile of the oil and gas program woul then
be as follows:

* million
FY81 FY82 FFY84 FY85 FY81-85

Predevelopment-Bank 145 125 235 120 200 825
Predevalomepmt-IDA 110 275 370 485 345 1,585

Oil Developeant-ank 210 280 195 925 980 2,590
Oil Development-IDA 30 50 375 100 175 730

Gas Development-Bank 125 325 325 570 500 1,845
Gas Development-IDA 125 - 100 - 200 425

Total - Bank 480 730 755 1,615 1,680 5,260
Total - IDA 265 325 845 585 720 2,740

NAluedlrhc
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Miss Duarstn -

In response to Mr. Stern's request for additional data, attached
please find:

(i) A breakdown of the $13 and $25 billion lending
programes by Bank and IDA borrowers for electric
power, oil and gas and fuelwood. A breakdown
for the other sectors has been seat to Mr. Goodman
by IPD.

(ii) A preliminary list of the fifteen largest fossil
fuel consumers and their developed and potential
hydroelectric capacity.

Masood Aimed
x72481



Breakdown of Current Lending Program ($13 bn)

$ Million,'

Category FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY81-85

Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA

Electric Power 1040 350 755 650 1035 435 1070 600 1185 470 5085 2505

Fuelwood 30 20 40 35 55 45 55 45 55 45 235 190

Oil and Gas -

Predevelopment 15 105 65 115 140 180 50 110 60 180 330 690

Oil Development 340 40 260 395 295 425 1715 40

Gas Development . 285 225 75 205 _235 100 950 260

Sub-Total 355 230 610 115 760 255 550 110 720 280 2995 990

1/ Operations in blend countries have been treated as Bank loans,



Breakdown of Desirable Lendin Program ($25 bn)-
$Million1/

Category FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY81-85

Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA Bank IDA

Electric Power 1040 350 1209 765 1440 601 1795 780 2040 980 7524 3476

Fuelwood 40 60 80 120 80 120 120 180 120 180 440 660

Oil and Gas

Predevelopment 145 110 125 275 235 370 120 485 200 345 825 1585

Oil Development 210 30 330. - 495 75 1025 - 1155 - 3215 105

Gas Development 125 125 325 - 425 - 570 - 600 100 2045 225

Sub-Total 480 265 780 275 1155 445 1715 485 1955 445 6085 1915

1/ Operations in bland countries have been treated as Bank loans.
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FORM NO. 1411 THE WORLD BANK
(5-78)

REQUISITION FOR EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, BOOKS AND SPECIAL SUPPLIES
DO NOT USE THIS FORM FOR REQUESTING PRINTING, CARTOGRAPHIC OR GRAPHIC SERVICES, OR STOCKROOM

SUPPLIES. READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM.

NOTE: Please type or print.

TO: FOR ADM USE ONLY

Building Documents Procurement Property Telephone
Operations Acquisition Control Installation &
& Services & Control Planning

PLEASE FURNISH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, BOOKS OR SPECIAL SUPPLIES FOR:

DEPARTMENT: DEPT. NO.: DIVISION: DIV. NO.:

ENERGY 307 Office of the Director 05

DELIVER TO: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION: DATE WANTED:

Masord Ahtmed D-534 72481 Inmediately

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
ITEM QUAN UNIT Show specific justification for need, i.e., replacement for worn-out or outmoded BUDGET
NO. TITY items, or additional new system, or for new staff, etc., under each item COMMITMENT NO.

French-English dictionary for new staff.

COMPLETE THIS BLOCK IF REQUESTING BOOKS FOR ADMIN. SERVICES DEPT. USE ONLY
ORDERED:

IS COPY AVAILABLE IN INFORMATION CENTER? YES NO

IS COPY AVAILABLE IN JOINT LIBRARY? []YES [ NO COMPLETED:

AUTHORIZATION

I CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE ARTICLES OR SERVICES ISSUEIPURCHASE APPROVED BY:
ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE BANK. 1 SGNATURE D

AUTHORIZED REQJISIT NINY OFFICER'S DATE:
SIGNATURE:

/7/16/80 2 SIGNATURE: DATE:

TY' OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF ABOVE OFFICER:

qiLkard H. Sht ehan, Sr. Adv. O 3. SIGNATURE: DATE:

*Requisitioner must fill in Budget Commitment Number for equipment, services or special supplies chargeable against Department Budgets. Responsible Service Unit
will fill in Budget Commitment Number for charges against overhead budgets.

WHITE AND YELLOW - Submit to Responsible Service Unit; PINK - Requisitioning Office's Copy



a) Equipment, services, and special order supplies, other than those listed under 3
below, should be requisitioned by submitting this form in duplicate to the appropriate
service unit noted in 2 below.

If the name of the article does not clearly indicate what is needed, a full description -
with type or specifications - should be given on the requisition. Requisitions for
books should indicate title, author, publisher and price.

Requisitions containing insufficient information, or without budget commitment numbers
where applicable, will be returned to the requisitioner.

b) All requisitions must be typewritten or printed.

c) "Date Required" date should reflect advanced planning on the part of the requisitioner
to allow sufficient time for procuring items not stocked by the Bank.

d) Requests for special supplies or materials must indicate whether or not they will be
required on a continuing basis. Items that will be required on a continuing basis must
show the estimated monthly/annual usage.

e) Requisitions must be signed by a person authorized to sign in accordance with
Administrative Manual Statement 2. 40.

2 A separate requisition should be submitted for each of the following groups:

Item Submit requisition to:

Books, magazines, periodicals, newspaper
subscriptions, wall maps Documents Acquisition & Control

Building Maintenance services Building Operations & Services
Office Alterations Building Operations & Services

Business Cards Procurement
Expendable office supplies not carried in Bank
Stockroom Procurement

Calculators, Dictating Machines, Typewriters
(issue and repair) Property Control
Bookshelves, File Cabinets, Supply Cabinets,
other records holding equipment Property Control
Office furniture, furnishings and equipment
other than listed above Property Control
Office Moving services Property Control

Telephone installation, changes, re-location Telephone Installation & Planning

3. Services and supplies listed below should not be requisitioned on this form.

Cartographic services. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 6. 01 for instructions.
Graphics Arts services. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 6. 01 for instructions.
Printing and Copying services. Refer to Secretaries' Guide Statement 6.1 for instructions.
Forms printing. Use form 750. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 2. 10.
Office supplies listed in World
Bank Stockroom Supply Catalog. Use form # 51 and submit to Stockroom.
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Breakdown of $25 En Lendin Program
(millions of current dollars)

Category FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY81-85

Electric Power 1,390 1,974 2,041 2,575 3,020 11,000

Oil and Gas -

Predevelopment 255 400 605 605 545 2,410

Oil Development 240 330 570 1,025 1,155 3,320

Gas Development 250 325 425 570 700 2,270

Sub Total 745 1,055 1,600 2,200 2,400 8,000

Renewables -

Fuelwood 100 200 200 300 300 1,100



Ir. Yves Rovani, EGYDR July 7, 1980

Massed Ahmed, EGY

IDA Lendjng For -Energy

1. Attached please find two tables showing:

(a) the split between Bank & IDA leanding for the proposed FY81-85
energy lending progran; and

(b) details of the historical and projected volume of IDA lending
for electric power and the share of such leading for power
projects in India.

2. For the period FY81-85 IDA lending for energy totals $6.5 bil-
lion or 38% of the overall energy leanding program. On an annual basis,
the level of IDA lending varies between $1.1 - 1.5 billion as sumarised
below:

Proposed LendLn& Progrem ($ billion)

FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 Tota

Bank 1,794 1,694 1,910 2,895 2,498 10,791
IDA 1,091 1,109 1,475 1,429 1,345 6,449

Total 2,885 2,803 3,385 4,324 3,843 17,240

3. Over half of the proposed IDA lending in energy is for electric
power. As the figures in table 2 show, the level of IDA lending for elec-
tric power during FY81-85 is significantly higher than has been the case
for the past five years, but in line with the rising trend established in
those years. Two further points can be made. First, IDA lending for power
is envisaged to increase at a higher rate thta overall power lending, which
results in en increased share of IDA in total power lending (up to 45% in
FY85 from 26% in FY80). Second, the rise in IDA lending for power cannot be
attributed to higher lending for Indian pomer projects. Lending in India
does not show any marked increase from its current level of about $350 mil-
lion and its share in total IDA lending for power shows a consequent decline
over the next five years.

4. The second largest component of the proposed energy lending pro-
gram is the oil and gas subsector. IDA lending for oil and gas projects to-
tals $1.85 billion over FY81-85. This is aceounted for largely by predevelop-
ment projects in oil ($885 million) and development projects in gas ($705
million).

5. The impact of this wsanded program of IDA lending for energy on
the competing claims of other *actors (within the constraint of the overall
availability of IDA funds) may need to be examind separately.

MAhmed :syk
Attachments:



__-F-_PROPOSED BANK LENDING_PROGRAM___
CURRENT $ MILLION Table 1
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IDA LENDING FOR POWER Table 2

Total IDA Power IDA Power Indian Lending as
IDA as % of total for India % of total IDA Power

Year $M Power $M %

1976 259.0 27 207 80

1977 167.0 18 150 90

1978 246.2 22 200 81

1979 482.4 36 375 78

1980 626.8 26 360 57

----------------------------------------------------------------------

1981 626 42 250 40

1982 641 45 310 48

1983 765 54 420 55

1984 714 38 400 56

1985 600 45 (150)1/ 25

FY81-85 3346 44 1530-1/ 46

1/ FY85 figures for India exclude projects as yet unidentified, and are
likely to underestimate the final volume of lending.
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MAbmd/rhe
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1.20 In addition, estimates of the investment requirements of

alternative energy sources must also take into account the widely

varying needs for associated infrastructure. For exemple, most

developing countries cannot quickly take advantage of the wide

differential between coal aud fuel oil prices because they lack port

facilities, coal handling equipment, specialised surface transport,

and coal burning facilities, all of which require bavy investment.

Within the petroleum sector, investment in storage and port handling

facilities for larger oil tankers could have substantial payoffs

for many developing countries by enabling them to take advantage

of the freight differential between large and amAll tankers which can

be as high as $4-5 per barrel of crude.
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1.12 The vast majority of developing countries (99 in all),

therefore, depend in varying degrees on imported oil. Some of these

countries with a high potential and currently low internal needs

could become self-sufficient in the next decade (Pakistan, Ivory

Coast, Ghana, Chad). Other countries (Brazil, Turkey, Korea) have

a considerable absorptive capacity for oil and are likely to remain

net importers or to sed their import dependence increase over the

next 10 years unless they develop alternative resources. The energy

potential of many of the countries which are dependent on oil imports

for over 75% of their commercial energy needs -- and this includes

some of the poorest LDCs -- is currently now well known. A considerable

predevelopment effort is required to assess their potential. In

most cases even small discoveries of oil (20,000-50,000 bbd) and/or

development of alternative sources of power generation could go a

long way towards reducing their current dependency on imported oil

or improving their development prospects.
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Ms. Becky Sou.ders
p & Gs - Gen Svo. ILS Library
Shell Ol company
Room 1281
2 Shell Plaza
Houston, .ssaa 77001

Dear Ms. Saunders:

we would be grateful if you could seaW as a copy of the
latest edition of The Petroleum adbook, published by your
Company.

Staerwely,

Masood Ahed
Eoomist
Enrgy Depatmft

MAhmed/rhe
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The Gofetrment also needs to devote more attenties to analyzing

the damad for non-commercial energy sources and developing programs

for augmenting their supply and increasing their effiiency of use.

In this ecntext, the CNED it doing sem useful work on the supply

side in testing wew applicationes for noncomercial and am--onventional

fuels but much of this work is too resesarch-orientod to have a marked

impact on solving the energy problem of rural and porer urban

households in the near future. More emphasis needs to be given to

analysing their more Imendiate needs for coking and lighting fuel.

taking into acont both the competing 4eand from industrial users

(particularly for firewood and bagasse) and the pteatial for interfuel

substitutien int kerosene and 1G. This could be achieved either

through broadening the focus of CKED's program ad staff or by formu-

lating a separate mall ulbt for this purpose In the sureau of Energy

Utilization in the MOE whih would also coordinate closely with the

Bureau of Forestry Development, the Ministry of Agriculture and other

conessind agencias.
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The Government also needs to devote more attention to analyzing

the demand for non-commercial energy sources and developing programs

for augmenting their supply and increasing their efficiency of use.

In this context, the CNED is doing some useful work on the supply

side in testing new applications for non-commerical and non-conventional

fuels but much of this work is too research-oriented to have a marked

impact on the energy problem in the near future. More emphasis needs

to be given to analyzing the demand aspects of this issue. This could

be achieved either through broadening the forms of CNED's program and

staff or by formulating a separate small unit for this purpose in the

Bureau of Energy Utilization in the MOE which would also coordinate

closely with the Bureau of Forestry Development, the Ministry of

Agriculture and other concerned agencies.
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Messrs. Sheehan, EGY
Bourcier, EGY
Bharier, EGY
Fish, EGY
Fallen-Bailey, IGY
Byer, EGY
Moore, EGY
Hughart, EGY
Mitchell, EGY
Sadove, CPSVP

Please pass by hand

Attached is a compendium of markod-up
sections of the policy paper and revised drafts
sent to Mr. Goodmau from this Department between
6/16 and 6/25.

I would be grateful if you could verify its
completeness for me. To expedite this process,
please pass this file to the next person on this
list if you caomt deal with it imediately.

Masood Arhed
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Chapter IV - Introduction
(Outline)

1. In Chapter I we presented the- currently most .likely scenario

for energy production and consumption in LDCs over the 1980s, based

upon existing programs and policies. However, the thrust of this

paper is that more could be done to increase energy supply in the

LDCs, to further moderate the growth in their energy demand and to

arrive at a more favourable overall energy balance for them.

2. Consequently, Chapter II provides more ambitious supply

targets for oil, gas and coal production in LDCs and the incremental

investment costs associated with them. And Chapter III provides

estimates of additional reduction in demand that could be achieved

through an enhanced program of energy conservation and management.

3. In this Chapter, these interrelated threads are brought

together and their implications discussed. If these higher goals

are achieved, the energy balance of the OIDCs in 1990 will be

altered as follows: (table presenting revised prod./cons. figures).

And this will result in a corresponding reduction in the OIDC's

oil import bill by $ billion in 1990.

4. However, to meet these higher goals will require a massive

global effort to mobilize financial, human and technological

resources and a corresponding increase in the capability of LDCs to

manage these resources.
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5. Resource Mobilization

Financial

As the figures in Chapter II and Chapter III show, the

incremental investment associated with these higher goals is large

(_$ billion over the decade). To mobilize these financial resources

to meet these investment needs, developing countries will need to

provide:

(i) proper incentives to attract private capital (both

foreign and local) into energy development, not just

in the form of suppliers' credits but as equity where

this is feasible;

(ii) ensure adequate internal cash generation for self-

financing through appropriate comestic pricing

policies (particularly important in the power sector);

and

(iii) optimize the use of scarce ODA and use this as a

catalyst for mobilizing resources from other sources.

6. Human. LDCs will be competing in many fields with developed

countries for certain skills that may be in short supply the world

over. Two important aspects of human resources mobilization

policy will be:

(i) investment in training local personnel; and

(ii) ensuring that remuneration policies (particularly in

state oil companies) are based on market conditions and

take account of the international market that exists
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for many of these skills.

7. Technological - in mobilizing the required technology,

cooperation with the private sector will be essential.

8. Resource Management

All this is necessary, but it can only be effective within

a proper policy framework for the management of these resources.

Governments will have to develop coherent and integrated energy

policies. Pricing policies must riot only encourage supply but

also function to moderate the growth in energy demand and rationalize

its structure. But pricing policies alone will often not be

enough. Other measures (administrative controls, selective rationing,

building codes, etc.) may also be required. Their financial cost

is often cheap but their political and administrative costs may be

high.

9. Developing this proper policy framework involves a considerable

effort in institutional strengthening. Few countries (both developed

and developing) today have an adequate national energy planning

capability to formulate energy policy, analyze alternative energy

supply options and implement programs for energy development and

utilization. Institutional strengthening will need to take place

at all levels -- from better national economf.c management (of which

energy management is an integral part) to improved planning capabilities
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within the various subsector operating agencies and to better

coordination amongst them.

10. All this is made more urgent by the nature and volume of

the preinvestment work that needs to be done in the next five

years. This applies not only to oil and gas, but also to coal

(where feasibility studies, reserve delineation and preinvestment

in associated infrastructure is required) and hydro (where

important ranking and feasibility studies need to be undertaken).

Equally important work needs to be done on analyzing the structure

of energy demands, in particular in rural areas and for non-

commercial fuels about which little is documented in many countries

despite their important contribution to energy supply. In the

commercial energy fields, gas utilization studies and coal market

studies, in particular, will have an important bearing on the pace

of development for these resources.



Mr. Ernest Stern, VPO June 20, 1920

Yves Rovani, EGY

1. The cycle of detailed para by para coments and the updating of
figures and tables is now nearly conplete. Therefore, I would like to
take this opportunity to raise a few general points whose consideration
would, in my opinion, improve the overall quality of the paper. These
coments are surmarized by chapter below.

2. Chapter 1. No coments.

3. Chaoter 2. This chapter should conclude with an assessment of
the supply impact (for domestic needs and possibly export) of the extra
effort that is proposed for oil, gas, coal, etc., over and above what is
already being done in these fields. This should be accompanied by a dis-
cussion of the investment costs associated with this extra effort. We
also need to deal with the implications of this for the countries concerned.
These will fall into three main means:

() manpower requirements and institutional strengthening; the
program will require not only additional skilled mannower
which may be in short supply, but also improved manazement
of national energy development institutions and increased
cooperation among the various subsector agencies;

(ii) resource mobilization: to stress the critical impact of
pricing on domestic resources mobilization. Two further
points should be made: (a) the need to atttact private
foreign capital, not only in the form of suppliers' credits
but also as equity finance in those areas where this is
feasible; e.g., oil and gas exploration and development,
refineries and some coal mining, and (b) the need to optimize
the use of the scarce supply of official aid;

(iii) supply planning; it is important to point out an enormous
amount of preinvestment work vhich will have a major effect
on energy supply in the developing countries in the 1990s.
-M40a j-14io. *ost Ot to cil and gas but to coal (including
transport infrastructure) and electric power (where large
hydro feasibility and ranking studies have to be undertaken).

4. Chapter 3. This chapter should start directly with a discussion of
demand management. It also needs a concluding section where the expected sav-
ings from energy conservation and more efficient utilization are qualified
(with proper qualifications given the Bank's limited experience) and more
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closely tied into the projections of energy consumption in LDCs. This section

should also summarize what steps need to be taken to achieve these projected

savings and a tentative estimate of the associated investment costs. Again

we need to stress the importance of appropriate pricing policies and other

demand management measures in achieving efficient utilization and point out

what the major constraints are likely to be - weak institutional capabilities;

complexity of the issues; relatively new techniques, etc. The important issue

here is preventing a continuation of practices and policies (building codes,

industrial techniques, etc.) that were evolved in an era of cheaper fuel. -

5. Chapter 4. This chapter should draw together the likely impact on

the OIDC's oil import requirements of the proposed expansion in supply and

reduction in demand that would be brought about by the measures discussed in

chapters II and III. This should lead into a discussion of the financing re-

quirements for increasing production on one hand, and the energy planning pro-

grams that would be the central tool for moderating and rationalizing energy

demand on the other.

6. I believe that this involves only a series of minor adjustments and

will be feasible within the time constraints available and would meet most of

the points raised at yesterday's meeting.

cc: Messrs. Goodman, Sadove
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To Mr. Goodman

Ray -

Attached please find:

(1) the final version of the section
on refineries, oAich completes
our marked-up ommints, on Chapter
It; and

(U) the revised glasary table which
incorporatoo IPD's counts on
the earlier version.

TV** Iwami

MAhmed/rhe

N
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To Mr. Goodsan

Ray -

Attached please f Ind a revised copy of Chapter 4 which is
eamplate exsept fori

(1) table 21 on OIDC investment requirements which is
being revised to ensure complete aousistensy with

' the now vaergy production estimates, and to ae
whether comparabl* figures for oil exporting LDCa
can be Incorporated as requested by Urnie Stern;

(ii) table 22 on comperative maorgy costs which is
being finaized; end

(III) our substantive ent on the leading program
which we would like to aske separately.

I would like to draw your attention to the main ebanges we
have made to the attached text. We have updated and strengthened
the progress report on lank acstt1itie; suggested the deletion of
the section on exploration promotion, much of which is repeated
in the subsequent section; introduced a section on the work program
for energy planning, sector work and research; and strengthened the
section on aid coordination.

I believe that this report still needs a discussion of the
likely impact of enorgy conservation and efficient utiliation
wasuwes on the projected level of energy conumption, and ese
attempt at quantifying the investment costs that would be associated
with such a progrsm to determine the overall priority that should
be allocated to it. We are working on this problem and will come
beck to you on this.

Yree Revanl



FORM NO. 1411 THE WORLD BANK
(5-78)

REQUISITION FOR EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, BOOKS AND SPECIAL SUPPLIES

DO NOT USE THIS FORM FOR REQUESTING PRINTING, CARTOGRAPHIC OR GRAPHIC SERVICES, OR STOCKROOM
SUPPLIES. READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM.

NOTE: Please type or print.

Tt. FOR ADM USE ONLY

] Building Documents Procurement Property Telephone
Operations Acquisition [ 4 Control Installation &

& Services & Control Planning

PLEASE FURNISH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, BOOKS OR SPECIAL SUPPLIES FOR:

DEPARTMENT: DEPT. NO.: DIVISION: DIV. NO.:

DELIVER TO: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION: DATE WANTED:

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
ITEM QUAN UNIT Show specific justification for need, i.e., replacement for worn-out or outmoded BUDGET
NO. TITY items, or additional new system, or for new staff, etc., under each item. COMMITMENT NO.

COMPLETE THIS BLOCK IF REQUESTING BOOKS FOR ADMIN. SERVICES DEPT. USE ONLY
ORDERED:

IS COPY AVAILABLE IN INFORMATION CENTER? YES Z NO

IS COPY AVAILABLE INJOINT LIBRARY? 111 YES LiNO COMPLETED:

AUTHORIZATION

I CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE ARTICLES OR SERVICES ISSUE/PURCHASE APPROVED BY:
ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE BANK. 4. SIGNATURE: DATE:

AUTHORIZED REQUISITIONING OFFICER'S DATE:
SIGNATURE:

A v/. / 192. SIGNATURE: DATE:

T' ;0 OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF ABOVE OFFICER:
3. SIGNATURE: DATE:

*Requisitioner must fill in Budget Commitment Number for equipment, services or special supplies chargeable against Department Budgets. Responsible Service Unit

will fill in Budget Commitment Number for charges against overhead budgets.
WHITE AND Y E LLOW - Submit to Responsible Service Unit; PINK - RequisitionIng Office's Copy



a) Equipment, services, and special order supplies, other than those listed under 3

below, should be requisitioned by submitting this form in duplicate to the appropriate

service unit noted in 2 below.

If the name of the article does not clearly indicate what is needed, a full description -

with type or specifications - should be given on the requisition. Requisitions for

books should indicate title, author, publisher and price.

Requisitions containing insufficient information, or without budget commitment numbers

where applicable, will be returned to the requisitioner.

b) All requisitions must be typewritten or printed.

c) "Date Required" date should reflect advanced planning on the part of the requisitioner

to allow sufficient time for procuring items not stocked by the Bank.

d) Requests for special supplies or materials must indicate whether or not they will be

required on a continuing basis. Items that will be required on a continuing basis must

show the estimated monthly/annual usage.

e) Requisitions must be signed by a person authorized to sign in accordance with

Administrative Manual Statement 2. 40.

2. A separate requisition should be submitted for each of the following groups:

Item Submit requisition to:

Books, magazines, periodicals, newspaper
subscriptions, wall maps. Documents Acquisition & Control

Building Maintenance services Building Operations & Services

Office Alterations Building Operations & Services

Business Cards Procurement
Expendable office supplies not carried in Bank
Stockroom Procurement

Calculators, Dictating Machines, Typewriters
(issue and repair) Property Control
Bookshelves, File Cabinets, Supply Cabinets,
other records holding equipment Property Control
Office furniture, furnishings and equipment
other than listed above Property Control
Office Moving services Property Control

Telephone installation, changes, relocation Telephone Installation & Planning

3. Services and supplies listed below should not be requisitioned on this form.

Cartographic services. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 6. 01 for instructions.
Graphics Arts services. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 6. 01 for instructions.
Printing and Copying services. Refer to Secretaries' Guide Statement 6.1 for instructions.
Forms printing. Use form 750. Refer to Admin. Manual Statement 2. 10.
Office supplies listed in World
Bank Stockroom Supply Catalog. Use form #51 and submit to Stockroom.



Jms, 19, 1980

Mr. Goodman -

Attached I*. annotated espy of the
revised and expanded setion synfuels in
have received froe IPD and which has also
been sent to you directly by Mr. Fuche. Our
camients reflect suggested editorial changes
which could reduce the length of this section
and preserve the overall balance of Chapter IT.

YeeS RAeaSi



14? A. Decarlo Thomas, ADM June 18, 1980

Masood Abmed

DAMAGE TO HOUSEOLD GOODS

1. Attached please find some documents I have received today
from American President Lines regarding my claim for damage to
the shipment of my household effects from Karachi.

2. Please advise me if I should respond directly to American
President Lines.

MAhmed/rhe
Attachment
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DRAFT
MAhmed
6/17/80

To: Mr. Robert Picciotto, Director, ASP

From: Masood Ahmed, EGY

Subject: PAKISTAN - LPG and Urban Transport

1. Mr. Lamson-Scribner has raised the possibility of financing,

possibly through an urban transport credit, buses which would run on

LPG which is currently being used as refinery fuel. As you noted,

the main constraint in promoting the use of LPG as an important

source of energy for the transport and household sector, has been

the Government's pricing policy for this fuel in the past. Ex-

refinery prices for LPG have been too low ($40/ton) to provide

adequate incentives to the refinery companies to invest in the

facilities required for expanding its production. At the same time,

consumer prices have been kept at a fairly high level ($250/ton) in

relation to kerosene, thereby discouraging LPG use as a cooking

medium by .lower income households.

2. The main beneficiaries of this policy have been the three

LPG marketing companies, whose profit margins have been high,I/ and

private automobile owners, ' nany of whom have reduced their gasoline

bills by shifting to LPG from even higher priced gasoline ($600/ton).

1/ The net-of-tax return on equity for a company marketing 40 tons
of LPG a day has recently been estimated at between 28 and 35 percent.
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The technology for effecting such a conversion is both relatively

simple and cheap ($300-500). There has been no corresponding shift

towards LPG use in the public transport sector, partly because~ the

technology for converting diesel engines to LPG is less well

developed and partly because the lower price of diesel provides

little incentive for this change.

3. The Government recognizes these anomalies and has recently

taken steps to increase the processing and net *supply of LPG by

doubling its ex-refinery price. At the same time, it is also

discouraging the use of LPG in private cars, partly because it is

believed to crowd out household sector demand, but also because of

the potential impact on revenues from gasoline taxes. Because

of these recent changes, the LPG market is currently in a state

of flux and it is difficult to assess the relative strengths of the

different underlying policies which will determine the future balance

of supply and demand. For example, it is uncertain how quickly the

refineries will react to the increased LPG prices or how effectively

the Government will actually be able to curb LPG use in private cars.

4. Under these circumstances, it would probably be wise to proceed

a little slowly in identifying an LPG using urban transport project.

Nevertheless, once the current uncertainty is resolved, a project

supporting LPG use in public transport would certainly look attractive,
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particularly because it would replace diesel which is an import-

deficit product. However, one of the issues that would have to be

resolved would be whether such a program would slow down the substi-

tution of LPG for kerosene (another import-deficit product). It

would also have to be integrated into the Government interfuel

pricing policies and the overall fiscal objectives of the sector.



CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION - THE SETTTING

1.1 Eighteen months ago the Board considered and approved an accelerated

program to help the Bank's developing member countries reduce their 
dependence

on imported oil. 1/ Since then, the price of oil has doubled and accelerating

inflation has greatly increased the cost of other LDC imports. Slower growth

of the industrialized countries and the recent onset of recession, partly

induced by attempts to bring down the rate of inflation, have caused a weakening

of commodity prices and restricted the market for exports of manufactures from

the developing countries. In consequence, it has become increasingly difficult

for developing countries to meet the higher cost of imports. The deficit on

current account of the oil importing developing countries (OIDCs) has risen

sharply, from $25 billion in.1977-to-an estimated,$6.1-billion-in 
1980. oil...

import costs in each year were -larger than the deficit--$29 
billion net in

1977 and $67 billion in 1980.

1/ Presented in "A Program to Accelerate Petroleum Production in the

Developing Countries" (R78-2-262, dated Nov. 30, 1978). Referred

to hereafter as the 1978 Report.
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1.2 The rapid rise of oil prices in real terms after several years of

decline, and the loss of supplies from a major producer (Iran), have led to

greater awareness that the energy problem of the 70s was not a passing pheno-

menon but marked the end of cheap coal and oil, and the

transition to an era of high cost energy. But while the growth of energy con-

sumption in many of the main uses has begun to slow down as its price increases,

energy has not yet been accorded the important place it deserves in economic

planning and management.

1.3 Except in traditional societies, where animal and human energy is still

dominant, the burning of mineral fuels provides most of the motive power for all

organized human activities. Now that energy is no longer cheap, it ranks in im-

portance with the classical factors of production--land, labor and capital--and

its supply and cost must be given due weight in the plans of economic managers at

all levels. These considerations apply not only to forms of energy that are traded

internationally, but also, because of inevitable interrelationships between different

energy forms, to energy that is produced domestically, and to non-commercial as

well as commercial fuels.

1.4 There are few models of well-articulated energy policies in the more mature

economies, which are themselves having difficulty in adapting to the rising costs

of imported oil. Indeed, some developing countries have shown greater readines to

adjust to the new conditions than many of the industrialized countries. While the

potential for more efficient use of energy is greatest in the advanced countries,

it is even more important for the developing countries to use energy efficiently,

because they are poorer and because their energy requirements are growing more
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rapidly. In industrialized countries the ratio of the growth in the demand for

energy to GDP growth has traditionally been one to one and is now falling. In most

developing countries energy demand grows faster than the economy and in some much

faster. Furthermore, the low income countries must be concerned with the energy

efficiency of their development programs, because investments made today will deter-

mine their energy requirements as their modernization accelerates. These conside-

rations will have an. important bearing on planned investments both within and out-

side the energy sector.

World Energy Demand and Supply

1.5 Global commercial energy consumption is projected to increase at an annual

rate of 3.75% to about 200 mbdoe by 1990. This growth in demand will be met by only

moderate increases in the supply of petroleum and its share in global energy supply

will decline, while the shares of other energy sources - coal, gas, nuclear and hy-

dropower - rise to reflect their more rapidly increasing supply.

Table 1

Global Energy Supply By Source

1977 and 1990

(In Million Barrels per Day of Oil Equivalent)

1977 1990
mbdoe % mbdoe %

Oil 65.5 49 77.2 38

Coal 51.7 30 62.1 31

Hydro 2.8 2 6.8 4

Nuclear 0.9 1 4.2 2

Gas and Other 13.3 18 50.7 25

Total 134.2 100 201.1 100
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1.6 Within this global picture, a variety of energy supply and demand sce-

narios will evolve for different groups of countries. For the majority of deve-

loping countries, the most important aspect of the energy problem is their present

and projected heavy reliance on imported petroleum to meet their commercial energy

needs. The reliance of these oil importing developing countries (OIDC's) on im-

ported commercial energy (primarily oil) is projected to increase in absolute terms

by the end of the decade. This despite the fact that their production of commercial

energy is likely to grow faster than demand, and that demand is itself projected

to grow at a slower rate than in the past because of a lower GNP growth rate and

the effect of substantially higher prices for petroleum.

Table 2

Energy Production and Consumption for the Developing Countries

1977 and 1990

(In mbdoe)

------------ 1977---------- --------------1990----------
OIDC LDC OIDC LDC

Prod. Cons. Prod. Cons. Prod. Cons. Prod. Cons.

Oil 1.2 7.1 11.8 3.3 12.1 18.6
Coal 2.2 2.3 3.9 4.3
Hydro 1.6 1.7 3.5 4.3
Nuclear 0.1 0.1 2.0 2.4
Gas & Other 1.9 3.0 5.8 8.3

Total 7.0 13.2 18.9 17.1 18.5 26.0 37.9 34.3

1.7 The costs of this heavy reliance on petroleum are exacerbated by the

uncertainty surrounding the price and availability of petroleum on world markets in

the future. It would be prudent to assume that, while conditions of supply and

demand may lead to wide swings in the price of oil, the long-term trend in the real

price of oil and coal imports will be upwards. In these circumstances, it behooves
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all countries to economize oil by shifting it from low-value to higher-value uses,by

improving efficiency in energy production and utilization in order to minimize the

impact of the cost of energy on their development objectives and their rates of

growth and to look for domestic alternatives which could be developed at a lower cost

than imports. Developing countries are in a sense better placed to do this than

the industrialized countries in that they are not yet fully committed to a capital

stock and life styles evolved in an era of cheap coal and oil. They therefore have

the opportunity to plan the modernization of their societies with due regard for

the high cost of energy. But they are hampered by inadequate information about

resources and uses and, in most cases, by lack of experience in commercial fuel

production. The large majority have not yet tapped their own resources to any con-

siderable degree and there is great scope for reducing dependence on imports. A

principal aim of this paper is to suggest the elements of in integrated energy

policy for developing countries, and how the international community and the Bank

can help them to acquire the necessary knowledge, skill and institutional tools.

An Energy Classification of Developing Countries

1.08 The appropriate policy mix will not be the same for all countries.

Every developing country faces a unique set of conditions in designing policies

to help resolve its energy problems, including its level of income and degree of

industrialization, its energy resource endowment, the relative importance of com-

mercial and traditional fuels, its degree of dependence on oil imports, and other

factors. Since the rise in the price of oil, the degree of dependence on petroleum

imports has become the most important single factor. Table 2 lists countries

according to the share of imported oil in total commercial energy consumption.



Table 3: AN ENERGY CLASSIFICATION OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

-- Oil Exporting Developing--- ----------- ----------Oil-Importing Developing Countries----------------------
Countries Net Petroleum Imports (1978) as Percent of Commercial Energy Demand

OPEC Members Non-OPEC 0-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100%

ALGERIA BAHRAIN ARGENTINA CHILE ALBANIA Bahamas Mauritius
GABON BOLIVIA COLOMBIA Mongolia BRAZIL BARBADOS Nicaragua
IRAN EGYPT Korea, Dem. Rep. YUGOSLAVIA Greece Costa Rica Panama
IRAQ MALAYSIA South Africa* Korea, Rep. of CUBA Papua New Guinea
KUWAIT MEXICO Lebanon Cyprus Paraguay
LIBYA OMAN Spain Dominican Rep. Portugal
QATAR PERU Taiwan Fiji Seychelles
SAUDI ARABIA ROMANIA TURKEY GUATEMALA Singapore
UNITED ARAB SYRIAN ARAB Guyana Suriname

EMIRATES REP. Hong Kong Uruguay
VENEZUELA TRINIDAD AND ISRAEL

TOBAGO Ivory Coast
TUNISIA Jamaica

Jordan
Malta

Countries with Actual or Potential Fuelwood Problem +

ECUADOR ANGOLA Botswana* BANGLADESH AFGHANISTAN Benin Mauritania
INDONESIA BURMA INDIA Mozambique Burundi Bhutan* MOROCCO
NIGERIA CHINA Lesotho* PAKISTAN GHANA CAMEROON Nepal

CONGO Swaziland* Zambia Malawi Cape Verde Is. Niger
ZAIRE Viet Nam Rwanda Central Afri- PHILIPPINES

Zimbabwe can Rep. Sao Tome and
Chad Principe
Comoros Senegal
Djibouti Sierra Leone
El Salvador Solomon Is.
Eq. Guinea Somalia
Ethiopia Sri Lanka
Gambia Sudan
Grenada Tanzania
Guinea THAILAND
Guinea-Bissau Togo
Haiti Uganda
Honduras Upper Volta
Kampuchea,Dem. Yemen Arab Rep.
Kenya Yemen,PDR
Lao PDR Western :amoa
Liberia
Madagascar
Maldives
Mali

Population (mid-1978) (in millions)

320 1,200 800 210 310 405
(Indonesia 135) (China 950) (India 645) (Brazil 120)

Countries shown in CAPITALS are oil and/or gas producers.

Table based on UN World Energy Statistics ,1978 and staff estimates of fuelwood situation. The position of individual

countries can change dramatically and rapidly. As of 1980, Guatemala and Cameroon are net exporters, Bolivia has

become net importer, and Peru and Argentina are very close to the margin. Tunisia may soon become a net importer,

while Pakistan may soon become a net exporter. Population data from World Development Report, 1980 and rounded

.to nearest 5 million.

* Bhutan is not included in UN World Energy Statistics; its place in the table is estimated. Botswana, Lesotho,

South Africa, and Swaziland are grouped together in UN World Energy Statistics as "Customs Union of South

Africa;" their place in the table reflects the energy balance of the group rather than the countries individually.

Grouping based on country-level data. Many countries not included in this group have or will have less severe

or localized problems not apparent from country-level data.



- 29 countries with a population of over-L400 million,

including China, export oil;

- A further 9 countries with a population of about 875 million,

depend on imported oil for one half of commercial energy

consumption or less;

- 66-countries, with a population of about.600 million, including

most of the low income countries but also much of Latin America

and such rapid growing countries as Brazil and Korea, depend

on imported oil for more than half of commercial energy.

The vast majority of the population of the developing world is in countries

that are either exporters of oil or are dependent for less than half of their

commercial energy consumption on oil imports. But even small imports relative

to total con'sumption can make a large claim on export earning and dependence

in excess of 10% can present major problems of economic management.
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1.09 A second classification of developing countries in Table 2 relates

to the dependence of their populations on fuel-wood and other traditional sources

of energy. One of the difficult choices faced by these countries is how to stop

the rapid depletion of forests and soil fertility without unduly stimulating

the use, and therefore the import, of petroleum. An essential element in this

solution is afforestation and the more efficient design of cooking stoves. A large

majority of the low income countries are in this category, including most of those

which are almost totally dependent on oil imports for their supply of commercial

energy. These are the countries which face a double enrgy crisis.

1.10 Countries also differ in their capacity to design and carry out programs

for the exploitation of their domestic energy resources:

(a) The large majority have relatively weak energy sector institu-

tions outside of the power subsector. They are for the most

part countries that have little or no production of fossil fuels

and stand in the greatest need of external assistance in formu-

lating and executing appropriate energy policies and investment

programs;

(b) Some countries have stronger and more experienced institutions,

mostly those with experienced national oil companies that have

been involved in exploration and production, either alone or

jointly with foreign oil companies. They may need technical or

financial help in particular areas of energy development.

1.11 Clearly, an energy policy must be based on the specific circumstances

of each country. The alternative sources of supply and associated investment must

be assessed and the energy implications of alternative development policies for the

key sectors have to be appraised. The applicability of renewable forms of energy

must be assessed. An assessment must also be made of the incentives needed to
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promote development of indigenous energy resources and the disincentives 
to con-

sumption, as well as of the role of Government in production and 
regulation.

Structured Outline

1.12 The three remaining parts of this paper deal in greater detail 
with

(i) the prospects for energy production in the developing countries, 
(ii) the

potential savings that might accrue from the more 
efficient management of

energy demands,and (iii) the investment needs of the developing countries in

implementing appropriate programs to exploit their indigenous 
energy

resources and the way in which the Bank and other agencies can 
assist them in

meeting these needs. This analysis is based upon a series of background

papers on different energy sources that have been prepared for 
this report

and on additional information gathered during the course of the 
Bank's

operational work. A paper has been issued on coal and lignite and 
one on

the prospects for the development of alcohol. Additional papers will be

issued shortly on natural gas and retrofitting. In the petroleum sector,

since the completion of the studies on the petroleum potential of 70 developing

countries summarized in the 1978 Report, the Bank has been enlarging its

own information on LDC resources in the course of project 
and survey missions

to some fifty countries. In the renewable energy sector, a special study

has been undertaken within the Bank by a task force on traditional 
and renewable

energy sources and their applicability to developing 
countries.1 /

1/
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1.13 Within this framework, Chapter II discusses the prospects for

accelerating energy production in the developing countries. A brief

account is given of the present state of knowledge about the resources

of conventional fuels in developing countries, and to assess the like-

lihood that the so-called unconventional fuels and renewable sources --

synthetic liquid fuels, biomass, solar energy, etc. -- will make a

significant contribution to the energy needs of the LDCs during the

1980s. Many developing countries have potential sources of commercial

energy that could substitute for imports. These include petroleum and

coal, as well as large resources of hydropower. Investment in indigenous

energy sources almost invariably offers high economic returns, but import

substitution is not a simple matter. Thus coal, natural gas and hydropower

can substitute for imported fuel oil in electric power generation or

industrial and household uses, but not yet on a significant scale for

automative fuels. Even where such substitution is possible, care must be

taken to integrate import substitution measures with other elements of a

national energy policy. For example, the replacement of imported fuel oil

by other indigenous sources may require the installation of secondary

refining facilities to crack the replaced fuel oil into lighter fractions.

1.14 An attempt is also made to judge the relative priority of the newer

technologies, taking into account both technical and economic feasibility,

and to suggest where investment in research could most fruitfully be directed.

This includes a discussion of the local applications of solar bio-mass and

other renewable forms of energy which hold out considerable promise for the

1990s and beyond. The present dependence of developing countries on wood
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and other traditional fuels is examined, and the means of reversing the

potentially disastrous depletion of the world's forests. Finally,

Chapter II also estimatees the investment needs of developing countries

in the exploration and development of conventional energy sources.

It concludes that these needs are large, but that if they could be met,

the production of energy (and particularly oil) in the LDC's could

increase rapidly and substantially alleviate the strains that would

otherwise be flared on their balance of payments situation.

1.15 Chapter III discusses the management of energy demand and the

potential savings that might arrive from a series of energy conservation

measures in the major energy consuming sectors -- industry, transport,

agriculture and household use. It concludes that the potential for such

savings is large, particularly in industry, transport and electric power

generation. Though careful planning, better management and operating

procedures, investment in energy-saving devices and other similar

measures, the oil importing developing countries could hope to reduce

their oil import bill in 1990 by 25-30%.

1.16 However, bringing about these changes in the efficiency of energy

utilization will not be an easy task. Energy consumption patterns established

over a long period when energy, and particularly oil, was cheap with only

be altered gradually. Furthermore, the freedom to manuever for many

governments is restricted by the political and social sensitivity of energy

prices, whiah are the central tool of demand management. Nevertheless, many

developing countries have already taken bold steps to realize the structure of

domestic prices to reflect the changed international energy situation. In

these countries there are already some encouraging signs of moderation in the

sale of growth of energy demand and a rationalization of the structure of that
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demand. However, many other countreis have yet to taken adequately 
the

demand aspects of their energy situation and 
some of the measures discussed

in Chapter III warrant their consideration.

1.17 Chapter IV, the last Chapter of the paper, discusses the investment

needs of the developing countries in implementing appropriate energy 
programs

to exploit their indigenous resources. A brief account is given of the

asiestance by aid agencies for energy development. 
Most of the aid has been

ard continues to be for electric power; unless it is for 
hydro ( or nuclear)

power, it does not reduce dependence on oil imports. 
Total aid falls far

short of the need. The progress of the Bank's own work in energy since 
the

accelerated program for petroleum was adopted in 
early 1979 is reviewed.

A program of further technical and economic work is proposed, together with

a lending program in energy for the period FY81-85. The case for new

initiatives to enchance the capability of developing countries to plan

and manage their energy programs is considered, and ways in which the Bank

can help coordinate the growing international effort 
to assist them.
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6/13/80

it. Chadent -

Attached please find the infor-
mation you requested listing the Bank's
energy projects for FY77-81. I am
also enclosing some additional infor-
mation on (i) eoflinancing of energy
projects, and (ii) the estimated
incremental oil and gas production
from these projects, vhich Mr. Rovani
thought you might find useful.

Masood Abumed
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Table 1
Oil and Gas Projects Approved in FY77-79

US$M.
Project Loan/

Contry Project Cost Credit

FY1977
India Bombay High Offshore Development 571 150

FY1979
Egypt Gulf of Suez Gas Project 167 75
Pakistan Toot Oil and Gas Development Project 73 30
Turkey Bati Raman Enhanced Oil Recovery Energy Project 3 2.5
Thailand Natural Gas Development Energy Project (5.7) (4.9)1/

1/ Refinanced under FY1980 Thailand project and included in those figures.
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Summary of Lending Operations, FY80

Financing as
Loan/ % of Total

Region/Project Credit Amount Total Project Cost Project Cost
(US$ million) (US$ million)

EAST AFRICA
Madagascar Petr. Expl. Prom. 12.5 (IDA) 14.6 86
Somalia Petr. Expl. Prom. 6.0 (IDA) 7.2 83
Tanzania Songo Songo Petr. Expl. 30.0 (IDA) 33.0 91

WEST AFRICA
Congo 5.0 (IDA) 5.6 89

EAST ASIA/PACIFIC
Thailand Natural Gas Pipe.!/ 106.9 514.02/ 21

EMENA
Morocco Petr. Expl. I 50.0 90.0 55
Yemen, PDR Petr. Dev. Asst. 9.0 (IDA) 10.0 90
Egypt 11 Cairo Gas Distr. 50.0 (IDA) 155.4 32
Tunisia 2nd Natural Gas Pipe. 37.0 91.7 40

LAC
Argentina Petr. Eng. 27.0 49.6 54
Bolivia Gas & Oil Eng. 16.0 (IDA) 41.8 38
Honduras Petr. Expl. Prom. 3.0 3.65 82
Peru Petr. Prod. Rehab. 32.5 50.7 64

TOTAL 384.9 1,083.75 35

l/ This includes the refinancing of Thailand I ($4.9 million).
2/ This represents the cost of Phase I. The total cost including Phase II

is $736.0 million dollars.



FY81 PROJECT APPRAISAL SCHEDULE (FIRST HALF FY81)

Appraised by end FY80 Appraised by end First Quarter FY81 Appraised by end Second Quarter
FY81

EAST AFRICA Kenya I (5.0:)

WEST AFRICA *Liberia Petroleum Explora- **Mali Petroleum Exploration Benin Petroleum Explora-
tion Promotion (5.0) Promotion (8.0) tion Promotion (3.0)

**Yauritania Petroleum Explora- Senegal Dome Flore Ap-
tion Promotion (2.5) praisal Drilling (5.0)

*Guinea Bissau Petroleum Ex- Gambia Petroleum Explo-
ploration Promotion (5.0) ration Promotion (1.0)

EMENA *Syria White Products Yemen AR Oil and Gas Explo-
Pipeline Engineering ration Engineering (2.0)
and Confirmation of Portugal Energy Engineering (13.0)i
Gas Reserves Project (5.0-8.0)

Egypt Exploration Drilling-- (25.0) 1/
*"Turkey Petroleum Explora-

tion (15.0)
"Turkey Bati Raman Enhanced

Oil Recovery Project (45.0)

EAST ASIA Thailand III (70.1)

SOUTH ASIA *Bangladesh Gas Development (85.0) Pakistan Oil and Gas II (45.0)
**India Oil and Gas II (200.0)

LAC *Colombia I (80.0) Bolivia Vuelte Grande Gas Argentina Hydrocarbon
Recycling (45.0) Credit--PrIvate (90.0)

Panama Petroleum Explora- Peru I / (80.0)
tion Promotion (2.5-4,01 Colombia II (70.0)

"Jamaica Energy Exploration (5.0-6.0)

Programmed as FY82/82S projects;
2 Programmed as an 82R;
3 Programmed as an FY83 project,

Will have reached loan committee;
Will have reached loan cormittee by the end of the following quarter, June 13, 1980

7 7 -7.
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Wr. Lrcct Ztrn, VTO -a '<, 1vy

Cf nof vroc rbop Proocts.

1. V 7-r y -r requost of :y 21, I an attachiug in Annex I a table
showini !Y-0 07yzr cc-cq r7 y-rs lendIng and cofinaucing; amounti. Oaf:
of pro!ec c0 t Ctln -1:: W1 1 1,00 nillion, about 22% were ;fnonced

by W : to M% vure cc:ilaced, rod the bnla.c c as
provi&A lo y. thna 90 of nil coffuancirl, however, w-7 rccounted
for Ly n single pract, Thailad Offshore Gas, which rmt ll the criteria
for attrnctinq ptv:'a cafinarcing: ccuntry creditworthiness, offsore
produation financed hy a private company, larqe size of project, eligibi-
lity oZ pipalina infrastructure items for cofinancing.

2. Tunisia Grs Distribution, the next best, attracted $30 rillion
from suppliers an! Ianzs (about 341 of cost). Neither Epypt Gas Distribu-
tion (IDA country; single contract which the British, to whom it ws d
would rot finance), nor Peru's project for field's rchabilitation and pre-
development would elicit any cofinancing.

3. All loans and credits vere to national oil covpanies, vith only
Thailand involvinq, indirectly, a privnte oil conpany (Union Oil'o invcSt-
mcnt of $'i10 nillion in productio. facilities). Line out of thinuo.n ono-
ratio:n ( u that 7ca.lin obtnins a board slot, and that nrvthcr Cclar-
bia ner Linria vill 'make it this FY) were for predevlopmont, La cll:ible
only for yulic cofinancing: by IDB in Bolivia ($16 aillica) and by Ell in

Taonania (00.5 millica).

4. It is only racontly that public sources have phoTm nay t in
fin=0 rnmprolnus projects. T'is is now Cefinitely the cuse fr 107,

thi. with limitcd ieRns, and Aor ETD, uhich is nuaiting rtif -70- - of
We 00 11Conv Ation to partiCipa e in a ru-Nr of our future

, ot V i 00eY are 1-pt Wnr . Ion C'' PUY! han not bn V" ry J1rth-

coma cneof t07O r yr clenrly Tr0ferrin" the .T rc n-.r thce
I( . yr d- Yand tlry

5a 7tw !q o-',n0 o y 1A 7y t T -i 1 N,
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-~ n.

~ii)
U 1>on

Prin ePalicTotl

) (0 01250 4,70 0
*C6025 13 ,5:

CP405 85 2,9325
Peu(6/C2) 675 100) 3.,675

(b) &c<: om: * Lv- &.;t ha. pro My hc ipcd siuate th. r turr
of cil. co pnesi other czs of E::iLia and uPc>a' s'ar;

(c) ga pr-'jcts,~ b- providingz a tmarkat olt justiffy tor. pri-
va t: e:>lo~.r>, in djacet armaa as i zlready theC czse
with Toa P- ii (Gulf c ThIl:ai) , xwhich tmy ilrad to an
Cxtets5Aon of t. - -peli to, thoi r fiel a and with Ceciden-
tal -Ad E~o GL.i) , hT;h havc u &rcached us for 1can

hihthey txuld cor wit a co zrci' b2Lutarkrnt .; it jq
al'o (one of Lhe pupoe of our operions in Argentina and
Tar zar:L;

(d) tvin o t of Zh. thirte projects are spcifically dc'svgned or
nlu compon-c;ts for opnn tr nevw aceg for czplratry~

(o) tho &C;1f/Takta1a7:7 lottor of inen my lea~d to a lr '. cc ianc
1mn. projecct if the oil shwietfe proves to b L co -eci;

(:2, STh el), cm:;lcdeh (SP), Colbi (Cu 1 ) (aTnai (KU1).

(f) TOaohs in catd int-r it in cc finiv a z3cK:- typroj Ct

shr a tr nzt in Pet

6-ki /s0



ANNEX I

FY80 HYDROCARBONS PROJECTS LENDING

AND COFINANCING ANOUNTS

(in $ millions)

Predcvelopment

Project
L/C Amount Cost Cofinancing

Exploration promotion/surveys

Congo 5.0* 5.6
Madagascar 12.5* 14.6

Honduras 3.0 3.6

Argentina 27.0 47.4
Yemen PDR 9.0 10.0
Somalia 6.0* 7.0

Subtotal: 6 L/C 62.5 88.8
(of which 4 IDA*: 32.5*)

Appraisal/exploratory drilling

Tanzania 30* 32.5 0.5 (EIB)

Bolivia 16* 41.8 16.0 (IDB)
Morocco 50 90.0 0.0

Subtotal: 3 L/C 96 164.3 16.5
(of which 2 IDA*: .46*)

Development
1/

Thailand II Offsho're Gas Dev. 107 814.0 630.0 (Priva
Peru I Fields rehab., etc. 32.5 50.7

Egypt, Cairo Gas Distrib. 50.0* 155.0 (12 ex.c
Tunisia Gas Distrib. 37.0 88.0 30.0 (1 b n

Subtotal: 4 L/C 226.5 1107.7 . 660.0
(of which IDA*: 50.0*)

Total 385.0 1360.2 676.5

1/ The cost of the pipeline project was $514 million, of which $180 million were
cofinanced by export credits and $150 million by commercial banks. The estimated
cost of the production facilitics, about $300 million, entirely financed by Union
Oil, has been added.
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Progress of Bank Activities in Energy, Oil and Gas

4.15 The Bank's decision to consider financing petroleum development

projects dates back to 1977,11 but it was not until January 1979 that an

'accelerated prograia' was approved; this included provision for financing

exploration as well as production.- Thus far, reconnaissance activities

have been carried out in 49 countries, and in 38- of these countries one or

more projects have been identified. By the end of FY1980, the Bank had

financed 18 petroleum projects in 16 developing countries. Of these 16

countries, the potential of 10 was described as high to very high, and the

potential of six low to fair in the 1978 report..1/ A comparison of the

'accelerated program' with the FY1979-80 (actual) and FY1981 (planned)

oil and gas programs is summarized below.

Table 19: COMPARISON OF 'ACCELERATED' AND ACTUAL OR PLANNED
OIL AND GAS PROGRAMS FY79 81

FY1979-80 FY81

'Accel. 'Accel.
Actual Program' Planned Program'

Surveys** 12 5 16 8
................. .................. .................................. * *...........

Exploration Promotion 5 * 13 *
Exploratory Drilling 2 3 3 5
Appraisal Drilling 2 3 1 6
Production 8 15 8 9
Loans/Credits ($M) 493 765 705 785
................ 0....................................... ..........

Professional Staff 32 25 38 35

** - Also includes those surveys which are comnponents of other projects in
thc tabl c.

* - Not a category in the 'Accelerated Program'.

1/ Board decision ba'e on t 1he r r ""incrals and Enrwgy in Devdloping
Countr is" 15S8) 1 1 4, 197.

2/ "A PVCra to Accel tPetroleu duc _on in tho Doveloping CountrieQ"
Eovxebcr 30, 197", reird to i reatev ai thi, 1973 report.

3/ 1976 1e2<rt p ' i' 1 1 e 1.
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4.16 There are two major reasons for the differences between the

'accelerated program' and what has been achieved so far. First, there

was clearly a much greater need than anticipated for geological and

geophysical work as well as for technical assistance for pre-development

activities; second, the start-up period required to reach a level of

about nine production projects a year was somewhat longer than expected.

This is why although the total number of activities has (and will) exceed

the 'accelerated program', total loan/credit amounts are less than the

amounts anticipated. (The investment requirements for pre-development

activities are almost always substantially lower than for production

projects.) As the additional exploration promotion work leads to greater

amounts of exploratory drilling and, in 2-3 years, to greater numbers of

production projects, the average lending amounts per project will certainly

increase substantially.

4.17 Surveys and Pre-development Activities: Twelve of the 18 loans/

credits approved so far include provision for financing geological or

geophysical surveys. This gtrxng effort to-reduce the risks of exploratory

drilling by ensuring that adequate-data--are-available must continue, and

finance for surveys is planned for 16 countries in FY1981. Nine of the

18 loans/credits have been mainly for pre-developr ent activities. These

comprise:

(i) a project for technical assistance and initial

reconnaissance of remote arens (Con.-o);
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(ii) four 'projects for exploration promotion, involving data

gathering and reinterpretation, additional geophysical

surveys, technical assistance to institutions, legal

and contractual advice,, and the preparation of bidding

documents (Yemen PDR, Madagascar, Somalia, Honduras);

(iii) two projects for the evaluation of discovered reserves,

involving geophysical surveys, appraisal drilling,

reservoir evaluation and the opening up of new acreage

to private oil companies (Argentina, Bolivia); and

(iv) two projects designed to stimulate further exploration by

private companies involving the first Bank finance for

exploratory drilling, as well as finance for geophysical

surveys, appraisal drilling, and technical assistance to

the national oil company (Morocco, Tanzania).

4.18 Development Activities: The nine development projects comprise two

engineering credits, three production projects, including one with a component

for the rehabilitation of producing fields (Peru), and one with finance for

heavy oil engineering (Turkey), and four projects for the transport and dis-

tribution of gas, In addition, one letter of intent was issued in FY1978

to the Government of Pakistan at the joint request of the Government ahd

Gulf Oil as an incentive for the latter to invest in a program of exploratory

drilling. Gulf and BP have since agreed to implcment this program jointly.
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To give an indication of the impact of the Bank's program, the results

expected from five developmcnt projects currently under implementation

are summarized below.

Table SU1IMARY OF RESULTS EXPECTED FROM FIVE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Output Share Estimated
on Project of Rate of

Completion Internal Demand Return
'000 b/d % %

East Asia

Thailand 130,000 10 - 16 53

South Asia

India (Bombay High) 102,000 14 66
Pakistan 11,250 8 10

EMENA

Egypt 3,800 1.4 32

LAC

Peru 20,000 14.3 over 100

Source: IBRD Appraisal and Supervision Reports.

4.19 Most of the pre-development projects have been in the poorer

developing countries of Africa, the Middle East a'nd the Caribbean; the

development projects have bcen concentrated in middle-income countries

which already produce some petroleum or which possess an important resource
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(usually natural gas) which can supply an important part of their energy

requirements but which is of little interest to the international oil

companies. A major element of both types of projects is the strengthening

of petroleum subsector institutions and methods. The Bank has incorporated

in its loans/credits mea sures to ensure the financial viability of national

oil companies, to train managers or otherwise improve organizations, as

well as finance for the evaluation of petroleum reserves or the potential

market for natural gas. Wherever possible, broader energy sector issues

have also been tackled.; projects have included, for example, finance for

studies of energy pricing (Pakistan, Egypt), renewables (Honduras, Somalia), the

impact of gas development on the structure and growth of refineries (Thailand,

Argentina) and the potential development of indigenous energy resources

(Congo, Madagascar).

4.20 The 'accelarated program' recognized the need of many developing

countries for drawing up and implementing comprehensive national energy plans.

To this end, the Bank has (in addition to the various forms of technical

assistance provided as components of energy projects) launched a much-expanded

series of country energy sector reviews to identify policy issues and prioriti-s

for action. Fourteen of these reviews were substantially completed in FY1980.

These help provide government officials with impartial advice and, in addition,

assist in identifying energy sector projects for finance by the Bank or other

donor agencies.
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4.21 To implement these various energy activities, the Bank's Energy,

Water and Telecommunications Department was relieved of its non-energy

responsibilities .in July 1979. By July 1980, the new Energy Department

had 32 staff %.-orking on petroleum projects and 21 staff working on

policy, research and planning in all aspects of energy, including rcnevable

energy resources. The Energy Department also carries out the technical,

financial and economic review of all energy projects, including electric

power projects managed by the regional offices.
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Table 1
Oil and Gas Projects Approved in FY77-79

US$M.
Project Loan/

Country Project Cost Credit

FY1977
India Bombay High Offshore Development 571 150

FY1979
Egypt Gulf of Suez Gas Project 167 75

Pakistan Toot Oil and Gas Development Project 73 30

Turkey Bati Raman Enhanced Oil Recovery Energy Project 3 2.5

Thailand Natural Gas Development Energy Project (5.7) (4.9)!/

1/ Refinanced under FY1980 Thailand project and included in those figures.
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Summary of Lending Operations, FY80

Financing as

Loan/ % of Total

Region/Project Credit Amount Total Project Cost Project Cost

(US$ million) (US$ million)
EAST AFRICA
Madagascar Petr. Expl. Prom. 12.5 (IDA) 14.6 86

Somalia Petr. Expl. Prom. 6.0 (IDA) 7.2 83
Tanzania Songo Songo Petr. Expl. 30.0 (IDA) 33.0 91

WEST AFRICA

Congo 5.0 (IDA) 5.6 89

EAST ASIA/PACIFIC
Thailand Natural Gas Pipe.11 106.9 514.Q2-/ 21

EMENA
Morocco Petr. Expl. I 50.0 90.0 55

Yemen, PDR Petr. Dev. Asst. 9.0 (IDA) 10.0 90

Egypt II Cairo Gas Distr. 50.0 (IDA) 155.4 32

Tunisia 2nd Natural Gas Pipe. 37.0 91.7 40

LAC
Argentina Petr. Eng. 27.0 49.6 54

Bolivia Gas & Oil Eng. 16.0 (IDA) 41.8 38
Honduras Petr. Expl. Prom. 3.0 3.65 82

Peru Petr. Prod. Rehab. 32.5 50.7 64

TOTAL 384.9 1,083.75 35

1/ This includes the refinancing of Thailand I ($4.9 million).

2/ This represents the cost of Phase I. The total cost including Phase II

is $736.0 million dollars.



Ms. Moriamos bsuS, Deputy Oif, WV-DI Jse 10, 1980

RMan Aimed, WT

Pakistan: DovelopMet of- Wadjgqpow Coal Resoures

1. During my recent misson to Pakistan to disase with the
Goaermamt the draft Energy Sestor Maenradum, I discussed with
the Chaixmaa and other officials of the Pakistan Mineral Develop-
meat Omrporation (PMC) their plas for the development 9f isdigeous
soel resources and the potential for bak assietse. in -this ares.

2. Yellowing these disnsasins, PRSC provided M with useful
edditiOnel informNti*U en:

(1) current estiate* of the nature and extet of
Pakistan's oeal reserves,

(Ii) the status and plas for the development of the 1ak a
eal field; and

(III) PMDC'a s organiatistal Streuture and .pwrotio"l
plans.

Cpiea of these dosments are attaehed for your tafermetica.

3. As you will nots from the" doftments, the Gsvortmen is new
devotin nor attention and resou'ces to the deveLpomet of the seal
setor than bas been the e. is the past. Publi seater coal produc-
tion ia projected to rise rapidly from Its ecret level of 239,000
tes to 1.63 millien tees by the middle of the decade. One million
tome of this will eeme ftro the proposed development of the Lakhra
eal field which will supply a 250 MU thermal power plant mear Jtsmb..

The remainder will cme ft.. inereased production at the four mAs
PMDC is already operating. As far as I could statai, there are
no firm plans for increasie. eal producties in the private Oetor,
which currently accounts for $02 of the country's total eal produc-
tien of 1.4 million tons.

4. Clearly, the largest eal project in the 1960s will be the
development of the coalfield and asseeiated pover plant at Lakhra which
will require substantial external finwtamg. Frofeasibility work an
the project, done with CDA and more reseotly JICA assistane, appears
to he,. sefirmed its viability, and the Gavernme.t sems semitted to
going .hdad with it. Ho"ver, een though the Japane have apparently
indieted an interest in providieg financial asistance for the



project,Y PDC offictals belIowed that this wl* oaly *war part of
the proJect'S totl seat md fnae4 .eistame. alsbt be required
frt Othm 7.3 Inter -ti.ft& dagt1 , ia4CudIg the Bak.

5. My prelaim.my judgeset is that this poem bility orits farthor
Awmetigatios. It vusd help the Goveronmt to fimeo what will be

an expenave but important project i Its strategy to dw3elop Wiesomm
omrg resurcos. It will provide s opportmity for the S)ak

to aslist the GD.OVDAt IU 4lupift &U i-t*egrtd Q*tIOD04 *a&l
davlopeant strategy. At the asomwt ouch a strategy 4*. not eist

and quesmtIm such - the fatwe vole **.issd for the pahlU and private
seetors; the provisin of etosms.n vervies and tohenIl ansatace
to as64mit priVata mster aiMW ad iMpTOW their pVed.OtiVity; Md
the Im* t ef the C tornme's suply and priAlta pelley for competlg
fu1l., bave only been addressed in a ad he *ear. This latter for*
of aesslsm would have a ceeW ipact on the ndim tam developownt
perspective for Pak*tan's coal ector ea C = fftclau tbotohes
broqgbt up the 644 for it. They els felt that So& minSat. mVld
be us" l i har4alag up their coal re01 va figure.

6. Sue* my return to ashlogeoa I bmw radied the owwV ector
*ewarw=4.w to take occount of this additiosal 0ommn The grey
over verxia of this rwport s has a ore dots" ad s-meg t wro
eptialesi. trentmeat of the **I oo.tor i ftkinta , aad tt also refer*
to the &gd for mere1opUga ati1a1 eal peliay. A *py of that report
I. beis 00t to YVA O*Va*Mt*y.

tabesd/rha

a@ ad cleared by: Mt. J7ulis DwAwir, WT

to (with attemeent): Mr. J. Stronsaa, 1D

cc (witbout atenemnt) % Mr. R. Clemonts, ASA
Mr. W. Siebeck, Resident Mission, Islamabad

l/ A team of experts from JICA was expected to arrive in Pakistan in
mid-May to prepare a detailed project feasibility study.
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. * mojor co] i3 flds of ::Iit t!I: re _rve

N IO L'-L

Tierwl/Giul]nakhel co:.i 10 9 Consi.erzble 1'

C - C

Salt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ng oa ied 0

Sst - ri10 "

Lc ira cc cl fi cli 62 178 

Jhm'2ir :ietin:;. 10 18

TTAL: - 160 320

2. Desidet, there are other coal fieldswhich zr- in oTePr -
but have not yet been subjected to detailed geolo :ica investigat

Since no detc iled geoloical information/data is Zv:.iJale and t>

cozi doposits have not been evaluated the total reserve; in the
followin.: coal fields have been classified ns possible rcerves:-

Sified - ( ri; :miLCrN -o:
7L i'I LJ

j jI EJ I IJICTD TPcMIiL' jT

Sor-n-e-Kutch , a1 uchis tan. - - 30 30IURJki, 13aluchistan. . . 40 i0
Pir Ismail Ziarat,Daluchistan. - 100 100

T'ha I a, a in,,. - -- 00 200

Tot al: - - 370 370

. p/2. .



,. Thv Gt '010-c: 1I -UrVV OF P:CIC U'n hs recont ly

rr'; c- o h co I resource- 1 ov csti te- th to z

deZoit t S50L million ton 'es g'winst 420 million t.on;Cs

( 5<ti'.tv in 1I (A.9.h Cet ils aro as urfer:-

pI T:! c''

2rwC1/Gull :he1. 1 5 10 16
-n .6 02 t'

Tor IRnge-Derari. 12 33 - 45

h-.Gh a~ri h-lurnci 10 50 - 0

Iac 6 15 - 21

22

jhiar-n ezr ng . 5 10 0

o Lal:- 102 217 159 308

4. The Geolo':ical urvey of nks tan have ho:ever

not taI:en into conideration the reserves ivailable in the

opcratin coal fields indicated i, para 2 above because of

non-availability of adequate geolo-ical data.

5. The above estimates are tentative or rather

conservative vhich is evident from the fact in Lakhra rozl field

Droved reserves have been esi.irrted at 62 million tones whereas

P:2C -a s establis-hed 62 million tonies in fis ovinI la:sed urea

measuring 53 sq. kilometers. The Lakhra coal field covers an area

of 142.5 sr- . miles out of i-ibich only (O sq. miles ha s been

explored in 1ihich tl e total reserves have been currently estimatea

at 2 10 il ion tonnes. The total avail ble reserves of 508 millic

tonnes exist in the areas :hich rre presently in ohnration.

The coal bearin7 formation extend over a large area in nnalt 2ane

North-eastern Kluchis tan, ~Dadu and Thatta districts of rind ' hich

anve not bern uroperly invesigated and evanua ted so far0 The

Cxplorition Hnd evTv aluation oF the coal field wouli '.e i n.ifi Ca:

a(dii jon .- pres ently estimted reserves. The demon tra ted

reeerV(. i!e ly to lo atleas;t twi ce as much as tl-e currently

in i~c~..."e/3......
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.olowing is the ran ge of c1emiec compoition

cc A foind in variouln v ts of 9:ki ton:-

NIroisture I t otileI Fixed I Ish I :ul'ltr
Fe ;. btter. I C-rboni w

42 371 360 C
GuIloF? i. to to to to o

.00 44.9 46. 9 .1.,C V6 a
)aGe. . 26.3 29.8 12.3 3.5 7, 10D

to to to to to to
7.6 '0 *. 77 1 c7

c 31 c to to to to to
1./2.0 13. 3.6 110,00

ho t-h. ri Ah- 4.0 to 2.8 to 'JO to 9. to 7. OCto ,50(
rna- 1.* 153 038 3. 7.1 1,0

C1- 7.1 34.5 32.4 9.6 3.2 ,200
to to to to to to

12.1 39.4 ~15 >0.3 7, 1030

La1hra 31.n o3.o 6.6 7,4 -. 3 7,000
to to to to to to35.7 30.8 30,00 11.5 6c 10,000

i: rir .etin- 15.4 29.8 .0 02 r. r,
to to to to to to

29,8 39.8 36.3 14.6 7.4 9,800

7, The coals are lignit e to bitumnous in r "ni; They are

hbih in ash unO culphur content and liaable to spontaneous conbusticn.
Tha coal s deteriorate in quality and appearance due to prolonged

expozui-e to the atmosphere. For the most iart the coals are
nonl- ol:in, and as such not suitable for industrial and :etallurgical

gur!Po e.'* Th: arc p:rti culorly suitable for large scale po.*:cr
freration, cement industry, cotton :innin and brick burnin1.-;

Hio'.':ever, fhi e coals found in Ihost-Sharit-h coal field possess meium
cokin ch:racteristics. The beneficiation and utili7fZtjion stulies
carrie! onit on these coals have revealed that thc Coals are not
suitz bile or mmIin ! Hotallurvical coke but can be used as a blend

wi.ith hih gr'e ipor t co"l for manufacture of m-tall1ur:-ical cokc.
P< D Ci Aiet pa co-l washin': plant at Shari gh in conjuction 'ithi

thi - io1 I- harigh Collierie in crO'er to supply 73,000
Alnien o coi CIoilnr coal S to Lariachi Steel ills.



.. uit Cl"rent e ye i- reso L JC t t n

is ..I ich, Lcc oulnt for cv'r 90 of the tot_] cozl1

2-ion in the c outy : he remmainin 10 is use frr po':er

zvrtton and domest-ic heratings. :ith the gro.ing use of 1U LUral

At COil OrLt I', con.iaier:b1\y shrunk. Th ecLit t

f'ertilli.ers an' r-cinnin. fctor-ies as well as -omn of the p3o7wer

plnt.ns which were ori nlly hasod on coal hove been ir:duallv

siJitched over to natural gas becausc of cost benefits. _,cccrdin-

to a rectcnt. snrveV the share of col1 in the ene rcy mi 7 S

declined from 35.1k in 193 to about 5% ini 1977-78 1-hereas the

share of gas has increased from 8.5 to over 33.5% during the

s ~e weriole The present "rooiction of co.l is sufficient to cater

for the existing market and it can conveniently be. . increased by

5 :ithout any capital investment.

PP,( ZN PUCTIO ,-:

9. The reported cool nroduction in the cotuitry is 1.2

million tonnes per annum whereas according to an est'im-ate the toti I

cons;unption in brick kilns alone stands at 1.6 million tonnes.

If the remaining 10% consumed in other sectors is taken into

consiJ er tion the actual consumption of ndigenous coal would not

be 1esa than 1jC million tonnes per annum. The difference

represents the unreported production from the private sector

which is used in brick kilns,

The present mc ium and short term production plans

are dem::nd related. The level of coal production has <One dolWn

in recent ye ars because of easy availability of che-rer fuel.

The coal mining industry is stagnent at present be cause

f r. strictell market ind lack of clear cut energy policy for

bal nced development and utilization of indigenous energy resourccs.

Apart irom the low prices of natural gas the kerosine and li h spec

dit -1 oil prices are subsi sized by the Government !uich is jn

i;ApJi ueit ago int the use of coal for domestic purposes and

... .oP/5o...
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y: " or is baseI on tWce repor te pr0(Juctton M coal
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1n bP c Ins. Thw consumption of coal in hri cR kilns
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n1. 7 (0mil on to-e n durin; the ovin- yars



his tan Eiiera'l ' lopenz Corpo'o ion(-:' C) ants

formed ii1 July, 197' as a spci"l1 c public .ecto: :Uncy

un er -- 1,ii 1 -.r o C ! etrele n d url eso1 c 1- 1'C 4

exc lusive responsibilitv of undrakin mineral exmlor:'t ion and

Oevelowmn t on nati-n, l CiMs It h been set u- o- a rv-ivrte

limIt r comTpny uniler tir Comnanies A ct 1913 with an aithorized

Capia 1 1 10>0 miilin, re; (it ia sue. ; 1 u

capitl 1f > >C Limited ib as 10. Cu million Ii (i 4ed jio one

million shares of .s. 10/- each. The entire share cmpital has been

provi. iel by the I'edier-l ovarnment

The management of the Cororation vests in tle Bolra

of )irectors consisting of a Chair-.i.n iho is also 53e Chief

Lx cutive and two vhole time )irectors n; mely ir actor ( L chnical)

and airector(1"inance). In addition, there are six --:-officio

Jiroctors -ho are all nominated by the Government 0

PTDC is t e employer of the 1l rlest number of

dining Enginleers, Geolo-ists and other connected technic l staff.

It Las :ot 10 wualified Pininu Engincers, 30 G-eolo;ists apart frc.

Civil, ilectrical and dechaniccal 'ngineers, Drillers and Chemists

The total number of tecihnically qualified staff is 263 and other

supporting staff in various categories is 872. In addition, piece

rated and daily waged workers are 7696 incluin,'r 3913 miners.

PNiC' s functions are:-

(i) To bri1ge tis gap between mineral discovery

and development by detailed explo- tion and

in denth measurement of minerl reserves.

(ii) To successfully operate coal znj salt mines

as well as open new mines.

(iii) To develop mining industry as a whole on

scientific lines including upgradation and

beneficiation of minerals.

(iv) To develop expertise in mining en inering,

explort ion, processing, upgradltion/

bencOficiat ion of minlcr;lls.



(vi) To inc rea.-, .r nA tin O 1 (C or in tre

G.N.P. from 1 ,t present to a higher i '-re

jo conrv-re :iti dveion ed c:ountries.

C i lon I!-t -r tevel opr nt ol4ns:

F' >C h f'rmulit- ' j h ice .'e: r :ni Cord i n of

w-- -n - ) CT -
- mIner:1 er:wl m-'tioni -inK 2 velo n ro ject s in-co i :I4ta

capmital outlv of . 70090 -illion. The main objec tives of the

5-31 ivo Year Zan are:-

(i) Increase production of coal from 0.23 million

tonnes at present to m!725 miJlion t ne r

annum throuch miod ernization of existing mines

and develop ent of nCVi coal field ini

(ii ) I -i vlue u, es of indi :enons coAl.

(iii) Increaoe in Pro(ullcion of rocK -Zlt from, 0 0 )3

million to one million tonwes per annum throufl

the e':an:ion of existing mines and development

of ne\; deposits including -alt Jolution ining

Projects.

(iv) Lploration, development of minerals for steel

industry liKe iron, '.olomite, lime stone anr!

fire clay etc.

(v) dxploration and development of Minerels tor

mineral based industries, These are gypsum,

Flourite, Celestile, Lead, Zinc, manganese,

Pe-imatite and sulphiie minerals.

(vi) 7xploration and development of minerals for

imnort substitution. These include Chin: clay

talc, abrasive etc.

(vii) Exploration and development of minerals vhich

have export potential e.g. Chromite, salt etc.

Deve lo-ment of ner - resources:

'Ahe -orll wide ener-.V crisis ann ever-escalating prices

of oil hj;ve hi'hlix1hteU need, more than ever hefore, for the

optimurm uili x ion o coal. DC lias therefore accorded highest

priority to th 0 develoi)melt of Coal deposits in ffki t n. It has

been prose to ica e the production from its minEs to I.75

mi lliou t 0:1e s 1 0 1ii ech one 1illiion to nes 'oul d be rx ie' from

L ]Al- a c. i i iii c d c Cter for twe requi.r cbntK s ( t ao



* * r )J A i 0 ': _,et upo 11(!r 11 GC' Coi 1 Li Old.

C Jrsent v oTperat ing ! coal mines, 3 in

dl U n 2) H_1 i the unjtb he 7,res ent rprod1nc Cion ) rorm

these 4 mires is 0.30 million ton--es vhich is about of

the tO. L T co ci nrodtction in tCho country. The rv-i, of the 

is produce1 by nuiIlic sec r. P C has form-ult'- : nl for

incrair th pro c t ion mro t C es . mi.: e to 0.6 " i72 ion

toncs of i.-hich 0.10D million tonnes rould be produced from

aharih AI collirie in 'a1 Uolucistan. T 0co'l IOu in ahsri ;h

coal field possessesmelium cokin characteristics anr iiiKs been

found' suitable for use as a blend with hi -h 'rade imported

colinliig coals fir : kin tl i coke. tAli entir pro.- a -u Ctio

from hari co'l minCs, a ifor miechanical vashing ill he h upli eC

to karachi -tel M'ills for making metallurgi cal coke. T71C 7as

set u: a coal washin: plant of 50 toniles per hour cc pacity --hich

v ith an input of 100,000 ton-es of G.c . . coal will r0 uce

0.075 tone of ue iUm coking coal for use in karachi -Joel

'ills. U 0 has also formulated a plan for the developnent of

Jham -"ir eting coal field in zini with a produc tion cain:: city of

0.100 million tonpCs oer annum.

Dev]_eloent of 2ock Salt Mi-es:

'-JC has monopoly of salt. It is presently o-erating

3 salt mines in the vunjab and two quarries in NL.iP. The workings

of these mines have been re-organized aid streanilined as a result

of which the production of salt has increased from less than

0.300 million tonres in 1973-74 to 0.450 million tonr CE in

197P-79. P:_JC is executiing a scheme for the development of the

three salt sines in the lunjab which is aimed at increasing the

procllc ion cancity of the mires to 0.550 million tonnes ;er

aninurm. Jt is also proposed to enhance the production ca'-<city of

the to SIlt quarries in '.P to 0 million ton--es ncr annum.

F.:aC is also carrying out feasibility study for the developmnent

of new salt mines in salt 1Lnge with an annual production ca:tacity

of 0.20,; million ton-es. aesides a techno-economic feasibility

is 1so Th-in carrie] out for the development of salt solution

iini n nr--c. 1 i it is fouit feasible the project -All be

deelod 0 r a predu c tioni of 00300 million lonn es of sc.lt per

D... p/ ! 0.*.
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i1 it ( c" 4P t ry I j Y1 C 0. 0'

-in ustablibhed 3.5U million ton es good m'ility

ChioPw 'ji"Eion r"M oinndu n w

u y -ru JhnA crried out in ti Inu itute of ueo-cie eces,

l ) n:, 1 W Q i n U iL L1 U

plant i ll be conjucted dring 1980o-a.

I V i.5carryin v W 01', 01 c 1 in ve A -' o

OV q lr o. c :o.it V deponits in :LW' , 77. . M .Ore is y:

in Ar i1 ' oj ;An cannot he Uvili/e4 uni-s n:rrded. -. e

brup dcia Lion sLudies coniucted by MW r kre ravnlp: vnt

this c;n ii u rcdd to 151 Cr, 0 suitble fur nrr in l rI. Als23
and refractories.

3C: WiS, 2'AC has also compinted minI Yn ori' 1.ll

projeLV as par dt i s belou:-

(a) .l.Iret ion sf B .t 0  0030 IJI) '10 r of
refrnctory gr do bauxite
was establinheo.

(b) Hunza -uby. )The project v s Found

(c) Lapidary Project. 3 feasible anj transferre!
to the newlv rerad
Gemstone Cnrno- tion
for develonment.

(A) LcLhra Co-l Lxplorntion 60 million innnes of cool
1roje ct reserves wore Droved in :n

area of 0.53 s; kilo-: tor
In licated reserves

OstiM ted.

(W) Lyplorotion of Talc in 1,13,000 tonye proved.

(r) 1-ire Llay in Sind. 1.37 million tonnes pnovo',



Lni.ffi CCaL i'IING FROLJEQT

1- BMGIQROUIND IIi0~T1ATI;N

While drilling for oil in 1956 at Lakhra, district

Dadu which is situated about 125 miles North-east of Karachi

and 38 miles north-west of Hyderabad a coal horizon was

encountered. The coal field, however, remained unattended till

the early sixties when Geological Survey of Pakcistan started

investigations to prove the extent of the coal field. These

investigations indiclated the presence of the largest coal field

covering on areas of 142.5 sq. miles with reserves estimated at

240 million tons. The coal deposits have been subjected to

detailed geological/mining studies and industrial tests as

summarized below:-

AGERCY ld0IT !CCOKPLISHED R E S U L T 8
(i) Geological Drilling of 28 bore a) Coal is high quali.

Survey of holes in an area lignite containing
Pakistan, of 80 sq. miles. irregularly distri-
U.S.Bureau buted pyrite and
of Mines resin.
(1966).

b) Average thickness
of lalian coal seae
3.60 ft. overburden
varies from 76 ft.
to 483 ft.

Analysis of coal Average proximate
samples. analysis:

moisture 31.8%
volatile matter 30c
fixed carbon 29.6%
calorific value
7000 to 10,000
BTU/Lb.

c) Total reserves 240
million tons of
which 21.9 million
tons were proved.

(ii) West Pakis- a) Geological mapping
tan Indust- on 1:50,000 scales.
rial b) easurement ofDevelopment sections to deter-

(1974) mine overburden.

c) Preparation of
Isopach maps.
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D) Drilling of a) Coal is good quality
one bore hole. lignite with high

sulphur.
b) Calorific value 7530

to 11230 BTU/Lb.

c) Reserves in an area
of 60 sq. miles 240
illion tons includin:

19.5 million tons
proved reserves,

(iii) N/s. Iurgi1 West Industrial tests a) The coal cannot be
Germany & Japan to determine comu- used for nanufacture
Consultin- ercial uses of of hard coke. Gassi-
Institute. this coal. fication and further

processing in petro-
chemical and fertili-
zer industries is not
economically feasible

C due to availability
of low priced gas.

b) It is suitable for
large scale power
generation.

Considering the limited utilization as comparcd with the
magnitude of the deposits the coal was also subjected to industrial
tests to determine its large scale commercial uses. As a result of
these studies it was established that the best uses to which the
coal can be put is large scale power generation near the mine site
A team of Polish experts was commissioned in 1967 to carry out
mining and power plant feasibility studies. The studies revealed
that the coal field could be developed expeditiously to produce
3,000/4,000 tons of coal per day. The Polish experts recommended a
250 1*1 coal based poaer plant as economically viable. Based on
these findings an in view of the sharply increasing derand for
power in the country, a proposal was submitted to UiPA for setting
up a coal based power plant near the coal field. The project,
however, was not considered viable due to availability of cheaper
fuels. However, the interest in it was revived as a result of steop
rise in oil prices in the latter part of 1973.

Lubsequently the world wide energy crisis, phenomenal
rise in the prices of oil and limited energy resources in the
Country, highlighted nore than ever before the neod for irmediate
developent of indifenous coal resources. Recognizing the need



the Government of Pakistan attached high priority to the develop-

uent of these extensive coal deposits. It was also decided to set

up initially a 250 1 coal based power plant raising to 1000 1,7 to

meet the power requirements of the industries and agricultural

sectors in- lower Sind. The Pakistan Nineral Development Corpoi-tion

was entrusted with the systematic exploration and scientific Jeve-

lopment of this coal field. PTDC was directed to prove atlea:st 40

illion tons of coal deposits in this area in order to justify the

setting up of the thermal power plant.

2- _ERL0A T ICL

Since the proved coal reserves of 21.9 million tons wsre

considered to be too small for the proposed power plant it was

considered necessary to carryout detailed exploration in the area

to establish adeouate workable coal reserves over a compact block

measuring 51 sq. kilometer. kccordingly PEDC prepared an explorat-

ictn scheme which -was approved by the Central Development Jor ing

Party in liarch, 1975.

The salient features of the scheme were:-

1- Objectives Proving of 40 million tons of workable

reserves of coal.

2- Scope of work. i) Reconnaissance survey.

ii) Regional mapping on 1:50,000 scale
covering an area of 690 sq. km.

iii) Updating of survey of Pakistan
quardrangle 40 C/2.

iv) Lapping on photogrametric base mps
on 1:12,000 and 1:6,000 covering an
area of 43 and 46.83 sq. km.

v) Topogeological mapping on 1:5000
scale with contour interval of
3 meters.

vi) Topo'raphic survoy of an area
measuring 70 sq. miles.

vii) fleasurcrent of geological section in
25 mines to decipher overburcen. on
coal scam for proposed drillin,;.

viii) Drilling of 19 bore holes.
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ix) Determination of the quality ol coal.

x) Determination of lithology and
mcchanical charcteristics of roof and
floor strata.

xi) Determination of hydrolorical condi-
tions.

-ii) ,urvy of 1tr pi e line end aer'ice
roads fronI iver Tndus to the nine
site.

3- DE:UL1X

The scheme has been succcssfully completed and all the
targets achieved. -s a result of these investigations and systanin-
tic drilling 60 million tons of economically workable coal roser-
ve s have been proved which are sufficient to su&tin the proposed
250 MW power plant for about 60 years. The indicated riserves in
P1R1Dc's property havc boon estimated at 172 million tons.

(b) GELCOGY

The aren consists of crestal part of doubly plunrgin
anticline with exis running north-south Dnd strata dipping g:ntly.
towards all sides. Crestal part of the anticline around apex is
eroded where the oldest rocks belonging to -Rani Lot formations are
exi)osed. The lower Ranikot formations of Eocone age were deposited
under lagoonal conditions. The upper part of these formations
consists of sand stonc.s inter bedded with shales, siltstones and
claystonos which are mostly unfossiliforrous. It exhibits lateral
variations in lithology. Clays, clay stone, sandstone and silt
stones generally form roof and floor of the coal seam. L.t placos
there are corbonaccous shales in floor and roof which are massive
and thick.

The area is -f-ected by as many as 46 faults which are
more frequent and cloFcly Spzcud near the fold axis. They gocrally
trend north-south with dips varying frem 52 to nearly vertical.

hovencnt alongith fault planes is mostly pivotal and conseruently
their throw increescd/decre sed gradually. These are mo5 tly parallel
and soe of the smll feults terminato clong the major faults or
br:-Ench out from thom. Their throw does not exceed 43 meter and the
diapiacnen(t caus d is usually -naller.



(c) COL
Coal seams have bcen encountered at diffcrnt n orizons

in the bore holes. Lalian coal seam and the one beloj it lnun as
Kath sCam are Pairly persistent. Lalian seen is the most iinportant

due to its persistance and ticzness uhirh is up to 3.5 .te with

an average of 1.09 meter. The seam es deterrwined from iSOr.ch map
persists in an area of 47.57 km.

(d) U LAL_ 1F CGAL

The coal is dark brown to dull black in colour. It is soft
and brittle containing; irregularly distributed likes and films of
pyrites and resin. In all 26 sar-;ples of coal were collected during

4 these investigations and analysed. The results are as follows:-

Calian seaLM (Proximate analysis)
lioisture Volatile Fixed z-sh Total' Calorific

ratter. carbon _ulThur value

31.8 48.5 34.5 15.5 7.4 7530 to 11,050
BTY/Lb.

Ultimate analysis

H drogEn Carbon Nitrogen oxyen Sulphur

6.8 42.1 0.8 38.0 3.3

~u ipur
Total Sulphate Combustible Pyritic Orgonic Ash

-u1'ur_ Sul-phur u hhur u1ullu

7.4 0.18 6.9 1.3 5.9 0.3

(e) [RES~k\TL3

Over 60 million tons of workable coal reserves have been
proved which are sufficient to sustain 250 1X power plant "or 60
years.

(r) 3zI3ILITY fjTUDY FCO
UPG7. TICN

Considering the limited utili2atinn as conpared with the
magn itude of the !Ieposits 'LDC eot a feasibility study conducted
in U. for upgradation and utilization of low grade coal. These
2tudies have revealed that Lakhra coal could be converted into



hbirh carbon solid smokele:s fuel suitable for domestic and

industrial purposes.

4- SCl3IE AL ThE LJ-CKhLT - F1TC1 0OaL >ILD.

On the basis of the dsta obtained as a result of the

g-tological investigation, PI-iDC has drawn up a plan which envisages

the developraent of a modern mechanized nincs for a sustained

production of one million tons of coal per annum to fceed the

proposed power plant. The salient featureo of the dcvclpient

scheme arc as follows:

( Rs. in milli-n )
Total ?or eiE.n

excheng.e

i) Cost of the scheoe 155.059 47.735

ii) Period of imnlementa- 36 months from th;& date of
tion, approval of the Echeme.

iii) hnnual phe sing of
capital exponditurc.

1st yar 2nd year 3rd a cr

iv) Objectives. To develop a modern mechaniz-ed coal

mine for a sustained production of one

million tons of coal per annum, to

cater for the requirement of the

propcsed thermal power plant to be set up

by KDA near Jar2shoro. The production

capacity will be generated as under:-

1 stya nd soar
500,000 tons 10,00,000 tons.

v) 3encfits of i) The project will provide cheaper
the project: fuel for Ceneration of 250 MU elec-

tricity which is n&eded for the

industrial And a',ricultural dev--

elomnent of lower Iind.



er end timely utilizaztion of

Sanfous coal reC;ourcCs durin

prec5ent enerT y crisis.

rjt W4 11 ccelarate the

ce of C, riculture and indus.ial

VClopMPet in an under-developed

area.
rject will save foreign

exchcnCe to the tune of Rs.250

million per annum in terms of

elimfination of the import of oi1

for power Seneration and Zs.40.00

million per annum throuwh con2rV&-

tian of natural gas.

v) Provide jobs to over 3000 persons

directly and to nany nore inirectly

in an under-developed rcgion.

vi) Tincrease in the direct and. indirect

tax revenues of the cderal end

Provincial Governnents.

5-Pie :lLK QIFEPIOJZT
The I i1.in Projict is essentially linked with the power

plant project t.o 1 c t up by UJPIL, For better and afficient

workirig of the tao c i l intensive projects it has bcen decided

to foim a c ori-e con;y unJer aegis of toPD to take up End

execut-e t"C int. "ttd projccts of coal miring and the power

plant. h bC "T 1 hQ th:. share holder in the company aid will look

after thi i < ;tV lopeent operations within the joint venture

project.

6- .L Y U

cAb :c'zi: 'tCC i:ission conducted pre-fesibility

study wit: Va 3i a etratay for 01)k involveucrt

in thi.s PrO . .. eVr.i; to the findin[-s the available coal

reser4- .1 i' rnt to sutAein thb 250 1t nowcr plant :-d



juMNi nh involvcd. The Fission o"Qvnr9
cU. a r in, th area uarmarhcd for
QevTlo n c in order to collcct :.dit..

ionol "z ittailcd planning and
dc Se coordinly :=A his propjrod
a *h41 ihDC for detailed feasibility,
plannior i int.Frated project of cgcl
mining -nt which has bc:n anprovad by
CDUP.

n a nternational ConsultinC-
Agencyy (j ;r, :r in the project and a hieh
Powernj ; in llovujmber 197a and held
discussi0 , , . -Mto conduct Prof.esibility studies
for dettil.d X -rning of the intagrated projcct

of cosi an .1nnt.

- tMau stnrted drilling work in
Lakhra frec . " -n collaboration with PEDC and 4JI
and co-qlkt ""nlc at the end of overber 1979.

The rv i rt from JICA is Oypucted by th i:iddle of
Hay 1980* ; '. rci visiting Pakistan again in
Key 1980 to d u fasibility study of the Coal
Kining Pro



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION - THE SETTTING

1.1 Eighteen months ago the Board considered and approved an accelerated

program to help the Bank's developing member countries reduce their dependence

on imported oil. 1/ Since then, the price of oil has doubled and accelerating

inflation has greatly increased the cost of other LDC imports. Slower growth

of the industrialized countries and the recent onset of recession, partly

induced by attempts to bring down the rate of inflation, have caused a weakening

of commodity prices and restricted the market for exports of manufactures from

the developing countries. In consequence, it has become increasingly difficult

for developing countries to meet the higher cost of imports. The deficit on

current account of the oil importing developing countries (OIDCs) has risen

sharply, from $25,billion in 197.7-to an.estimated..$6.1 billion in.1980. Oil

import costs in each year were -larger than the deficit--$29 billion net in

1977 and $67 billion in 1980.

1.2 The post World War II period had been characterized by the

availability of and a growing trade in "inexpensive oil". 'Conse-

quently, the share of oil in global commercial energy supply grew

from 30% in 1950 to 51% in 1973. In most developed and developing

countries the availability of "cheap" fuel on the world market displaced

or prevented the development of domestic sources and has encouraged

energy intensive ways of life. The oil price increase of 1973/74

and the doubling of oil prices again in 1979 have made the "oil

import alternative" much more costly and have led to a

1/ Presented in "A Program to Accelerate Petroleum Production in the

Developing Countries" (R78-2-262, dated Nov. 30, 1973). Referred
to hereafter as the 1978 Report.
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greater awareness that the energy problem of the 70s was not a passing pheno-

menon but marked the end of cheap coal and oil, and the

transition to an era of high cost energy. But while the growth of energy con-

sumption in many of the main uses has begun to slow down as its price increases,

energy has not yet been accorded the important place it deserves in economic

planning and management.

1.3 Except in traditional societies, where animal and human energy is still

dominant, the burning of mineral fuels provides most of the mative power for all

organized human activities. Now that energy is no longer cheap, it ranks in im-

portance with the classical factors of production--land, labor and capital--and

its supply and cost must be given due weight in the plans of economic managers at

all levels. These considerations apply not only to forms of energy that are traded

internationally, but also, because of inevitable interrelationships between different

energy forms, to energy that is produced domestically, and to non-commercial as

well as commercial fuels.

1.4 There are few models of well-articulated energy policies in the more mature

economies, which are themselves having difficulty in adapting to the rising costs

of imported oil. Indeed, some developing countries have shown greater readines to

adjust to the new conditions than many of the industrialized countries. While the

potential for more efficient use of energy is greatest in the advanced countries,

it is even more important for the developing countries to use energy efficiently,

because they are poorer and because their energy requirements are growing more
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rapidly. In industrialized countries the ratio of the growth in the demand 
for

energy to GDP growth has traditionally been one to one and is now 
falling. In most

developing countries energy demand grows faster than the economy and in some much

faster. Furthermore, the low income countries must be concerned with the energy

efficiency of their development programs, because investments made today will deter-

mine their energy requirements as their modernization accelerates. These :onside-

rations will have an. important bearing on planned investments both within and out-

side the energy sector.

World Energy Demand and Supply

1.5 Global commercial energy consumption is projected to increase at an annual

rate of 3.75% to about 200 mbdoe by 1990. This growth in demand will be met by only

moderate increases in the supply of petroleum and its share in global energy supply

will decline, while the shares of other energy sources - coal, gas, nuclear and hy-

dropower - rise to reflect their more rapidly increasing supply.

Table 1

Global Energy Supply By Source

1977 and 1990

(In Million Barrels per Day of Oil Equivalent)

1977 1990
mbdoe % mbdoe %

Oil 65.5 49 77.2 38

Coal 51.7 30 62.1 31

Hydro 2.8 2 6.8 4

Nuclear 0.9 1 4.2 2

Gas and Other 13.3 18 50.7 25

Total 134.2 100 201.1 100
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1.6 Within this global picture, a variety of energy supply and demand sce-

narios will evolve for different groups bf countries. For the majority of deve-

loping countries, the most important aspect of the energy problem is their present

and projected heavy reliance on imported petroleum to meet their commercial energy

needs. The reliance of these oil importing developing countries (OIDC's) on im-

ported commercial energy (primarily oil) is projected to increase in absolite terms

by the end of the decade. This despite the fact that their production of commercial

energy is likely to grow faster than demand, and that demand is itself projected

to grow at a slower rate than in the past because of a lower GNP growth rate and

the effect of substantially higher prices for petroleum.

Table 2

Energy Production and Consumption for the Developing Countries

1977 and 1990

(In mbdoe)

------------ 1977--------------------------1990----------
OIDC LDC OIDC LDC

Prod. Cons. Prod. Cons. Prod-. Cons. Prod. Cons.

Oil 1.2 7.1 11.8 3.3 12.1 18.6

Coal 2.2 2.3 3.9 4.3
Hydro 1.6 1.7 3.5 4.3

Nuclear 0.1 0.1 2.0 2.4

Gas & Other 1.9 3.0 5.8 8.:

Total 7.0 13.2 18.9 17.1, 18.5 26.0 37.9 34.3

1.7 The costs of this heavy reliance on petroleum are exacerbated by the

uncertainty surrounding the price and availability of petroleum on world markets in

the future. It would be prudent to assume that, while conditions of supply and

demand may lead to wide swings in the price of oil, the long-term trend in the real

price of oil and coal imports will be upwards. In these Aircumstances, it behooves
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all countries to economize oil by shifting it from low-value to higher-value uses, h

improving efficiency in energy production and utilization 
in order to minimize the

impact of the cost of energy on their development objectives 
and their rates of

growth and to look for domestic alternatives which could be developed at 
a lower cci:

than imports. Developing countries are in a sense better placed to do this than

the industrialized countries in that they are not yet fully committed to a capital

stock and life styles evolved in an era of cheap coal and oil. They therefore have

the opportunity to plan the modernization of their societies with due regard for

the high cost of energy. But they are hampered by inadequate information about

resources and uses and, in most cases, by lack of experience in commercial fuel

production. The large majority have not yet tapped their own resources to any con-

siderable degree and there is great scope for reducing dependence on imports. A

principal aim of this paper is to suggest the elements of in integrated energy

policy for developing countries, and how the international community 
and the Bank

can help them to acquire the necessary knowledge, skill and institutional tools.

An Energy Classification of Developing Countries

1.08 The appropriate policy mix will not be the same- for all countries.

Every developing country faces a unique set of conditions in designing 
policies

to help resolve its energy problems, including its level of income and degree 
of

industrialization, its energy resource endowment, the relative importanca of com-

mercial and traditional fuels, its degree of dependence on oil imports, and other

factors. Since the rise in the price of oil, the degree of dependence on petroleu

imports has become the most important single factor. Table 3 lists countries

according to the share of imported oil in total commercial energy consumption.



Table 3: AN ENERGY CLASSIFICATION OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

-Oil Exporting Developing--- ---------------------- Oil-Importing Developing Countries-----------------------

Countries Net Petroleum Imports (1978) as Percent of Commercial Energy Demand

OPEC Members Non-OPEC 0-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100%

ALGERIA BAHRAIN ARGENTINA CHILE ALBANIA Bahamas - Mauritius

GABON BOLIVIA COLOMBIA Mongolia BRAZIL BARBADOS Nicaragua

IRAN MALAYSIA Korea, Dem. Rep. YUGOSLAVIA Greece Costa Rica Panama

IRAQ MEXICO South Africa* Korea, Rep. of CUBA Papua New Guinea

KUWAIT OMAN Lebanon Cyprus Paraguay

LIBYA PERU Spain Dominican Rep. Portugal

QATAR ROMANIA Taiwan Fiji Seychelles

SAUDI ARABIA SYRIAN ARAB TURKEY GUATEMALA Singapore

UNITED ARAB REP. Guyana Suriname

EMIRATES TRINIDAD AND Hong Kong Uruguay

VENEZUELA TOBAGO ISRAEL

TUNISIA Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Jordan
Malta

Countries with Actual or Potential Fuelwood Shortage +

ECUADOR ANGOLA Botswana* BANGLADESH AFGHANISTAN Benin Mauritania

INDONESIA BURMA INDIA Mozambique Burundi Bhutan* MOROCCO

NIGERIA CHINA Lesotho* PAKISTAN GHANA CAMEROON Nepal

CONGO, PEOPLE'S Swaziland* Zambia Malawi Cape Verde Is. Niger
REP. Viet Nam Rwanda Central Afri- PHILIPPINES

EGYPT Zimbabwe can Rep. Sao Tome and
ZAIRE Chad Principe

Comoros Senegal
Djibouti Sierra Leone
El Salvador Solomon Is.
Eq. Guinea Somalia
Ethiopia Sri Lanka
Gambia,The Sudan
Grenada Tanzania
Guinea THAILAND
Guinea-Bissau Togo
Haiti Uganda
Honduras Upper Volta

Kampuchea,Dem. Western Samoa
.enya Yemen Arab Rep.

Lac PE Yemen PDR
Li'ccria
Madagascar
Maldives
Mali

Population (mid-1978) (in millions)

320 1,200 800 210 310 405

(Indonesia 135) (China 950) (India 645) (Brazil 120)

Countries shown in CAPITALS are oil and/or gas producers.

Table based on UN World Energy Statistics ,1978 and staff estimates of fueLwood situation. The / tindividual

countries can change dramatically and rapidly. As of 1980, Guatemala and Cameroon are net exporters, Bolivia has

become net importer, and Peru and Argentina are very close to the margin. Tunisia may soon become a net importer.

while Pakistan may soon become a net exporter. Population data from World Development Report, 1980 and rounded

to nearest 5 million.

* Bhutan is not included in UN World Energy Statistics; its place in the table is estimated. Botswana, Lesotho,

South Africa, and Swaziland are grouped together in UN ,orld Energy Statistics as "Customs Union of South

Africa;" their place in the table reflects the energy balance oL the.group rather than tr:e countries indi

+ Grouping based on country-level data. Many countriei not included in this grOup have or will have le-," *s v

or localized problems not apparent from country-level data. Brazil, Bolivia, TunL i and Costa Rica are exr:
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1.09 A second classification of developing countries in Table 2 relates

to the dependence of their populations on fuel-wood and other traditional sources

of energy. One of the difficult choices'faced by these countries is how to stop

the rapid depletion of forests and soil fertility without unduly stimulating

the use, and therefore the import, of petroleum. An essential element in this

solution is afforestation and the more efficient design of cooking stoves. A large

majority of the low income countries are in this category, including most cf those

which are almost totally dependent on- oil imports for their supply of commercial

energy. These are the countries which face a double enrgy crisis.

1.10 Countries also differ in their capacity to design and carry out programs

for the exploitation of their domestic energy resources:

(a) The large majority have relatively weak energy sector institu-

tions outside of the power subsector. They are for the most

part countries that have little or no production of fossil fuels

and stand in the greatest need of external assistance in formu-

lating and executing appropriate energy policies and investment

programs;

(b) Some countries have stronger and more experienced institutions,

mostly those with experienced national oil companies that have

been involved in exploration and production, either alone or

jointly with foreign oil companies. They may need technical or

financial help in particular areas of energy development.

1.11 Clearly, an energy policy must be based on the specific circumstances

of each country. The alternative sources of supply and associated investment must

be assessed and the energy implications of alternative development policies for the

key sectors have to be appraised. The applicability of renewable forms of energy

must be assessed. An assessment must also be made of the incentives needed to



?romote development of indigenous 
energy resources and the 

disincentives to con-

sumption, as well as of 
the role of Government in 

productioni and regulation.

Structural utline

1.12 The three remaining parts 
of this paper deal in greater 

detail with

(i) the prospects for energy 
production in the developing 

countries, (ii) the

potential savings that 
might accrue from the 

more efficient management 
of

energy demand, and (iii) the investment needs of the developing 
countries in

implementing appropriate 
ygrams to exploit their 

indigenous energy

resources and the way iA 
which the Bank and other 

agencies can assist them 
in

meeting these needs. This analysis is based upon 
a series of background

papers on different energy 
sources that have been prepared 

for this report

and on additional information 
gathered during the course 

of the Bank's

operational work. A paper has been issued 
on coal and lignite and 

one on

the prospects for the develipment of alcohol. 
Additional papers will be

issued shortly on natural 
gas and retrofitting. In the petroleum sector,

since the completion of the 
studies on the petroleum potential 

of 70 developing

countries summarized in the 1978 Report, the 
Bank has been enlarging its

own information on LDC resources 
in the course of project 

and survey missions

to some fifty countries. 
In the renewable energy 

sector, a special study

has been undertaken within 
the Bank by a task force 

on traditional and renewable

energy sources and their 
applicability to developing 

countries.
1 '

1/I
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1.13 Within this framework, Chapter II discusses the prospects for

accelerating energy production in the developing countries. A brief

account is given of the present state of knowledge about the resources

of conventional fuels in developing countries, and to assess the like-

lihood that the so-called unconventional fuels and renewable sources -

synthetic liquid fuels, biomass, solar energy, etc. -- will make a

significant contribution to the energy needs of the LDCs during the

1980s. Many developing countries have potential sources of commercial

energy that could substitute for imports. These include petroleum and

coal, as well as large resources of hydropower. Investment in indigenous

energy sources almost invariably offers high economic returns, but import

substitution is not a simple matter. Thus coal, natural gas and hydropower

can substitute for imported fuel oil in electric power generation or

industrial and household uses, but not yet on a significant scale for

automotive fuels. Even where such substitution is possible, care must be

taken to integrate import substitution measures with other elements 
of a

national energy policy. For example, the replacement of imported fuel oil

by other indigenous sources may require the installation of secondary

refining facilities to crack the replaced fuel oil into lighter fractions.

1.14 An attempt is also made to judge the relative priority of the newer

technologies, taking into account both technical and economic feasibility,

and to suggest where investment in research could most fruitfully 
be directed.

This includes a discussion of the local applications of solar bio-mass 
and

other renewable forms of energy which hold out considerable promise 
for the

1990s and beyond. The present dependence of developing countries on wood
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and other traditional fuels is examined, and the means of reversing the

potentially disastrous depletion of the world's forests. Finally,

Chapter II also estimates the investment needs of developing countries

in the exploration and development of'conventional energy sources.

It concludes that these needs are large, but that if they could be met,

the production of energy (and particularly oil) in the LDCs could

Aincrease rapidly and substantially alleviate the strains that would

otherwise be placed on their balance of payments situation.

1.15 Chapter III discusses the management of energy demand and the

potential savings that might arise from a series of energy conservation

measures in the major energy consuming sectors -- industry, transport,

agriculture and household use. It concludes that the potential for such

savings is large, particularly in industry, transport and electric power

generation. Through careful planning, better management and operating

procedures, investment in energy-saving devices and other similar

measures, the oil importing developing countries could hope to reduce

'their projected oil import bill in 1990 by 25-30%.

1.16 However, bringing about these changes in the efficiency of energy

utilization will not be an easy task. Energy ccnsumption patterns established

over a long period when energy, and particularly oil, was cheap will only

be altered gradually. Furthermore, the freedom to maneuver for many

governments is restricted by the political and social sensitivity of energy

prices, which are the central tool of demand management. Nevertheless, many

developing countries have already taken bold steps to realign the structure of

domestic prices to reflect the changed international energy situation. In

these countries there are already some encouraging signs of moderation in the

rate of growth of energy demand and a rationalization of the structure of that
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demand. However, many other countries have yet to tackle adequately the

demand aspects of their energy situation and some of the measures dis-

cussed in Chapter III warrant their consideration.

1.17 Chapter IV, the last chapter of the paper, discusses the invest-

ment needs of the developing countries in implementing appropriate energy

programs to exploit their indigenous resources. A brief account is given

of the assistance by aid agencies for energy development. Most of the

aid has been and continues to be for electric power. Total aid falls far

short of the need. The progress of the Bank's own work in energy since the

accelerated program for petroleum was adopted in early 1979 is reviewed.

A program of further technical and economic work is proposed, together with

a lending program in energy for the period FY81-85. The case for new

initiatives to enhance the capability of developing countries to plan

and manage their energy programs is considered, and ways in which the

Bank can help coordinate the growing international effort to assist them.


